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FOREWORD 
Advanced degrees were conferred by the University of Missouri 
at Columbia as early as 1846. Records are incomplete, however, before 
1892 on account of destruction by fire. The total number of degrees con-
ferred is 5,825 of which 3,549 have been conferred since August, 1929. 
This bulletin furnishes data regarding all earned degrees since 
1892 arranged with reference to both students and departments. Informa-
tion will be most readily obtained by the use of the abbreviations listed 
on the following page. 
Most of these abbreviations refer to the departments in which the 
candidate did his major work toward the A. M. degree, i.e., Mathematics, 
German, etc. The designation of a department alone indicates that the 
degree conferred is that of Master of Arts. All other degrees are char-
acterized by letters which indicate the degree rather than the department, 
i.e., Master of Science, Doctor of Philosophy, etc. 
Information regarding a particular student is given in the index 
which is arranged alphabetically. The index gives the full name of the 
student, the date of the degree and some information regarding the degree 
in the abbreviation. Further information regarding the degree or the title 
of the thesis is obtained by referring to the sections which immediately 
follow the index. These sections are arranged in the same order as that 
given on the following page. Within each section the degrees are arranged 
chronologically and within each year the degrees are arranged alpha-
betically in the names of the re.cipients of the degrees. 
As an illustration: - "Allen, Elbert Frank .... 21Math" gives the 
full name and indicates that the degree of A.M. with a major in Mathe-
matics was conferred in 1921. Turning to the section entitled Mathema-
tics (Math), we find under the year 1921 the thesis title, "A Reconsider!i-
tion of the Lie Theory of One Parameter Group" . In some departments 
the thesis fs optional. 
As a further illustration, "Alexander, Henry MacMillan .... 34PhD" 
indicates the degree and year but not the department. It is assumed that 
in most cases the major subject will be known by the individual using 
the index. The thesis title may then be found by referring to the section 
labeled "PhD", then to the subsection of Political Science and Public Law, 
and finally to the year 1934 where the title, "Council-Manager Govern-
ment in Kansas City", will be found. If the Department is not known it 
is necessary to search under the year in each department for the name. 
Information regarding a department is obtained by referring 
directly to the abbreviations. 
A, separate index precedes the enumeration of degrees conferred 
by the Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy at Rolla. This will be 
found on page 

DEPARTMENT ABBREVIATION UGE. 
Accounting and Statistics AS 43 
Agricultural Chemistry AgCh 43 
Agricultural Economics AgEe 44 
Agricultural Engineering AgEn 45 
Agricultural Extension AgEx 45 
Anatomy An 45 
Animal Husbandry AnHu 47 
Art Art 46 
Astronomy Astr 49 
Biochemistry Bloc 49 
Botany Bot 49 
Certificate of Equivalence Equi 51 
Chemistry Ch 51 
Civil Engineering CiEn 
Classical Languages and Archaeology Cl 55 
Dairy Husbandry OaHu 56 
Economics Econ 59 
Education Ed 60 
Education, Doctor EdD 74 
Electrical Engineering ElEn 75 
Engineer, Agricultural EAgr 75 
Engineer, Chemical ECh 75 
Engineer, Civil EC! 75 
Engineer, Electrical EEl 76 
Engineer, Mechanical EMe 77 
English Eng 77 
Entomology Ent 61 
Field Crops FC 62 
Field Zoology FZo 62 
French and Italian Frl 62 
Geology and Geography Geo 83 
Germanic Languages Ger 86 
History Hist 86 
Home Economics HoEc 90 
Horticulture Hort 92 
Journalism Jour 93 
Master of Education MEd 97 
Master of Laws LLM 98 
Master of Letters ML 99 
Master of Science MSci 99 
Mathematics Math 101 
Mechanical Engineer.ing Me En 103 
Miscellaneous Mise 103 
Music Mus 103 
Pathology, Bacteriology and Preventive Medicine Path 103 
Philosophy Phil 104 
Philosophy, Doctor of PhD 104 
Physics Phys 114 
Physiology and Pharmacology PhyP 115 
Political Science and Public Law PSci 116 
Pojlltry Husbandry PoHu 117 
Psychology Psy 117 
Rural Sociology Ruso . 118 
Sociology Soc 119 
Soils Sol 121 
Spanish Sp 122 
Speech Spch 123 
Veterinary Science VSci 123 
Zoology Zo· 123 
6 
A. 
Abbott, Clara Marguerite 
Abbott, Eugene Francis, Jr. 
Abbott, Ouida Davis 
n n n 
Abbott, Warren Dwight, Jr. 
Abele, Ralph Christian 
Abernathy, Fred Valle 
Abernathy, Lewis Grover 
Abernethy, Jean Beaven 
Abraham, James Ballew 
Abram, Robert Cranston 
Abshier, Clyde Dale 
Accola, Alvin John 
Acuff, Davis H. 
Adams, Arvol Andy 
Adams, Aylene 
Adams, Edgar Ray 
Adams, Edward Randolph 
Adams, Esther Flora 
Adams, Georgina 
Adams, H. Berle 
Adams, Iva M. 
Adams, Jennie 
Adams, John Quincy 
n n n 
Adams, Lloyd Edward 
Adams, Orval Edward 
Adams, Orvyl Guy 
Adams, Thomas Dean 
Adams, Wilbur ,Loring 
Adkins, Effie Alice 
Adkins, Katie Marie 
Adle, Jerald Marshall 
Agee, Wilma Louise 
Aguilar, Rafael Hipolito 
Ahmann, ·Chester Frederick 
n n n 
Akdik, Muhittin Suleyman 
Albertson, Frederick William 
Aldridge, Ella May 
Alexander, Audrey Malcolm 
Alexander, Carter 
Alexander, Charles, T. 
Alexander; Claude Hudson 
Alexander, Claude lnysses 
Alexander, Everette Wills 
Alexander, Ewell Clinis 
Alexander, Henry Macmillan 
Alexander, Katherine Grace 
Alexander, Margaret Maurine 
Alexander, Nina Kathryn 
Alexander, Nolan 
Alexander, Ruth C. 
Alexander, Walter Bluford 
Algeo, June 
Ali, Mohamed Ahmed 
Alilunas, Leo John 
Alkire, Sydney Edward 
Allbright, Nettie Katherine 
Allen, Aubrey Nelson 
Allen, Clarence Bert 
Allen, Denver Irving 
Allen, Edith Marion 
Allen, Edward Thorpe 
Allen, Elbert Frank 
n ! n 
Allen, Elmer Jackson 
Allen, Laura Frances 
Allen, Louise Crawford 
Allen, Mary Dinah 
Allen, Norvell Christian 
INDEX 
41MEd 
33Ed 
22Hort 
25PhD 
40Eng 
27Soc 
29Ed 
21Phys 
36Soc 
41Ed 
17Soc 
36Ed 
17ECi 
36Ed 
33Ed 
39Jour 
29Ed 
24Ed 
27Bot 
13Ed 
38Ed 
29Ed 
95Cl 
25Geo 
30PhD 
41Ent 
40Ed 
28Eng 
35Ed 
34Ed 
31Ed 
31HoEc 
31Jour 
30Frl 
llECh 
22AgCh 
24PhD 
38MEd 
30Ed 
32Ed 
39Ed 
08Eng 
40Ed 
30Ch 
36Ch 
39MEd 
42MEd 
34PhD 
42MEd 
35Ed 
36Ed 
31Ed 
41MEd 
33Ed 
34Ed 
23AgCh 
38Hist 
38Ed 
27Ed 
28Ed 
28Ed 
42PhD 
28Sp 
96ML 
21Math 
23PhD 
OI!Soc 
29Ed 
40Jour 
34Jour 
30Ed 
Allen, Russell Thomas 
Allen, Sara Ann 
Allen, William Burrows 
Alley, Harold Ray 
Allgeier, OWen Ralph 
Allison, Dale Omelia 
Allison, Eugene Field 
Allison, Lelah Susie 
Allison, William Harlan 
Allman,- Leo William 
Allwell, Patrick Job 
Alnutt, Eleanore Jean 
Althen, Mina Adelle 
Althouse, James M. 
Alvarez, William Lopez 
Alworth, Eugene Paul 
Aly, Bower 
Amburgey, Maryland D. 
Amburgy, Julia Nichol 
Ame·n, Clarence Eugene 
Ammerman, Joseph William 
Amos, George Marion 
Amos, John Farrell 
Anderson, Alby Gerald 
Anderson, Clay Jefferson 
Anderson, Ernest Mitchell 
Anderson, Florence Washington 
Anderson, Hattie Mabel 
n n n 
Anderson, Jahn William Clarice 
Anderson, Lola Beery 
Anderson, Mary Agnes 
Anderson, Nola Lee 
n n n 
Anderson, Ruth Elizabeth 
t\nderson, Thomas Joel, Jr. 
Anderson, Viola Davis 
Andrews, David Arthur 
Andrews, Frank Archibald Bishop 
Andrews, Frederick Newcomb 
Andrews, Mary Kirk 
Angerer, Clarence Louis 
Angus, James Thomas 
Anspaugh, Frederick Earl 
Antrobus, Louis Arthur 
Appleby, Felix Jesting 
Appleby, John Isaac 
Appleby, Ralph B. 
Appleby, Virginia Louise 
Apprill, Arthur William 
Arbuckle, Wendell Sherwood 
ft " ft 
Armantrout, Claudia GoHeen 
Armstrong, Orland Kay 
· Arner, Claude Wright 
Arnold, Charles 
Arvin, Garland Clyde 
Ash, Frances Jayne 
Ashby, Valdon Gates 
Ashley, Thomas Everett 
Ashton, John 
w n 
Ashworth, Ural Stephen 
Aslin, Neil Clayton 
Asling, Walter Louis 
.Atchison, Anne Eliza 
Atha, Quincy L. 
Athanasia, Sister Mary 
Atherton, Lewis Elden · 
n· n n 
Atkins, James Albert 
Atkinson, Veda Marie 
Atsan, Ali Nejat Atif 
41Ed 
39Jour 
41Geo 
33DaHu 
16EE1 
40Ed 
32Ed 
40Eng 
30Soi 
31Jour 
28Soc 
35Ed 
40MEd 
27Phys 
40MSci 
40Eng 
26Ed 
32AgEc 
33HoEc 
38MEd 
05Cl 
31Ed 
33Ed 
25Hort 
27Econ 
28PhD 
14EEl 
20Hist 
35PhD 
30Hort 
31Jour 
38Ed 
26Math 
29PhD 
29HoEc 
23Econ 
42MEd 
28Geo 
15Soc 
39PhD 
30Soc 
26Ed 
32Hist 
31Zo 
40Hist 
28Ed 
18An 
25Ch 
33HoEc 
35Soc 
37DaHu 
40PhD 
34Ed 
25Jour 
38Ed 
25Eng 
28An 
39MEd 
25AnHu 
38Hort 
24AnHu 
26PhD 
33PhD 
41Ed 
31Phys 
37Eng 
41MEd 
28Ch 
somst 
37PhD 
30PhyP 
37Eng 
39MSci 
Austin, Albert Preston 
Austin, Horace· Rosser 
Aycock, Etheline Grigsby 
Aydelott, Clarence Riley 
" . " Aydelotte, John Hanaway 
Babb, Lawrence 
Babcock, Dorothy Fern 
Bachtel, Virgil V. 
Backer, Frances Alberta 
Baechle, Peter August 
Bailey, Alice Margaret 
Bailey, James Andrew 
Bailey, John Henry 
Bailey, Lester 
Bailey, Lynn Clark 
Bailey, Willard Francis 
- "- " " Bailey, Willis Bernard 
Bailie, Helena Isabel Tufts 
Baily, Athol Romayne 
Bain, John George, Jr. 
Baird, Roy Everett 
Baker, Blanche ·Elizabeth 
Baker, Dan Dysart 
Baker, Eugene Munsell 
Baker, Eula Blythe 
Baker, Jennie Lillian 
Baker, Newman Freeze 
Baker, Rebecca Eunice 
Baker, Robert William 
Baldus, Frank Joseph 
Baldwin, John William 
Baldwin, Robert Lee 
Bales, Arva Lee 
Ball, Edna Myrtle 
Ball, Nannie Elizabeth 
Ball, Richard Ayres 
. " . 
Banner, Franklin Coleman 
Banner, Richard Evert 
Banyard, Frank Herbert 
Barclay, Thomas Swain<. 
Bardelmeier, Fannie McGee 
Bardwell, Carl E. 
Bardwell, Julia ·Birdelle Grosse 
Bare, Thurman Holt 
Barker, Eva Losey 
Barker, Howard Hill 
Barker, Palmer Winfield 
Barker, Stanley Mackay 
Bark!~, Norma May 
Barks, Orville Leon 
Barlow, Gotlieb E. 
Barlow, Orpheus William 
Barnard, William Lee, Jr. 
Barnds, William Paul 
Barner, Chester Albert 
Barnes, Joe Miller 
Barnes, Martha Rae 
Barnes, Ward Earle 
Barnes, Wayne Edward 
Barnes, William Wayne 
Barnett, Glenn Edward 
Barnett, Jim C. 
Barnett, Mary Jessie 
Barnett, Mary Jessie 
Barnett, otho Lathel 
Barnett, Sentiny Richards 
Barnhart, Floyd 
Barnickel, Paul George 
22Hort 
28Frl 
40Eng 
30Ed 
36PhD 
23Ed 
26Eng 
33Geo 
37Ed 
30Math 
38Ed 
39Eng 
32Ent 
41MEd 
21Geo 
30Ch 
26Geo 
34PhD 
32Ed 
38RuSo 
36Ed 
30ECi 
33Jour 
34Ed 
27An 
29Ed 
33Hist 
33Sp 
20Hist 
41MEd 
37Ed 
39MEd 
19EMe 
OS EEl 
31Sp 
38MEd 
38Ed 
34Ed 
41EdD 
21Eng 
40Bioc 
36Mus 
16Hist 
28Ed 
33Ed 
25Ed 
29Ed 
41MEd 
16Ch 
33Phys 
37Ed 
42MEd 
36An 
39MEd 
23PhyP 
31Ed 
27Cl 
41MEd 
27Ed 
41MEd 
32Ed 
SlEd 
30Econ 
39MEd 
37Ed 
97Misc 
23Cl 
38MEd 
36Econ 
39MEd 
41FZo 
Barnum, Lillian 
Baron, Adolph Richard 
Barrett, Agnes McKelvey 
Barrett, Henry Haldred 
Barrett, Orley Glen 
Barrett, Rex Pascal 
Barrett, Robert Lance 
Barrett, Samuel Cassell 
Barrett, Weldon Lafayette 
Barrick, Bonnie Letsinger 
Barrow, Elmer Cave 
Barrow, Harold Marion 
Bartels, Linus Wesley 
Barth, Irvin Victor 
Bartlett; Richard Thurman 
Bartley, Mary Amelia 
Barton, Frank L. 
Basinger, Horace King 
Baskett, Edgar Drane 
Baskett, James Newton 
Baskette, Floyd K. 
Baskette, Howard Hershel 
Batdorf, Franklin Pierce 
Bates, Frances Evelyn 
Bates, George Eugene 
Bates, Hugh Latham 
Batsell, Walter Russell 
Batson, Oscar Vivian 
Baugh, Herbert Hill 
Baugh, Katheryne Elizabeth 
Baughman, George William 
Baur, Roberta 
Baver, Leonard David 
Bay, Don Copeland 
Baynham, Mary Robert 
Beach, Marvin Franklin 
Bealke, Frances Margue:rite 
Beamer, George Charles 
Beamer, Maude 
" n Bear, John Kinkaid 
Beard, Abner Hamilton 
Beare, William Keller 
Bearley, William Leonidas 
Beasley, Robert Patrick 
Beasley, Sarah Louise 
Beasley, Willis Carter 
Beatty, Edward 
Beatty, Virginia 
Bebermeyer, Paul H. U. 
Bechtold, Charles John 
Becker, Amanda Fredericka 
Becker, Leroy Everett 
Bedell, Ralph Cla,iron· 
" n " Bedford, Eleaoor Chandler 
Bedford, Elizabeth 
Bedford, William Charles 
" " ft Beecher, Willis Clark 
Beer, Ralph David 
Beers, Norman Ritner 
Beeson, John Andrew 
Begeman, Florence Diggs 
Beier, Mary 
Beighley, Frank Newton 
Bek, William Godfrey 
.Belcher, Jane Colburn 
Belcher, Rosemary 
Belden, Allen 
Belden, Henry Marvin, Jr. · 
Bell, Cephas Marlin 
Bell, Clifton Reed 
Bell, Floyd Kenneth 
Bell, Henry Wilfred 
7 ' 
31Ed 
41MSci 
37Ed 
40Geo 
13AgEc 
34PhD 
24Hort 
39Ed 
39MEd 
40HoEc 
40Hist 
42Ed 
33Ed 
99Misc 
32Ed 
34Bot 
lOEd 
39Jour 
16PhyP 
93Misc 
38Jour 
39MEd 
33Eng 
39Hist 
24Econ 
28Ed 
24Hist 
18An 
40MSci 
34Hist 
31Soc. 
30Sp 
29PhD 
29Ed 
24HoEc 
34Ed 
42MEd 
40Ed 
15Cl 
36PhD 
25Ed 
41MSci 
31An 
40Ed 
41AgEn 
38Math 
28Psy 
32Ed 
34Eng 
24Ed 
32Ed 
02Math 
40Geo 
29Ed 
32PhD 
18Ed 
04Eng 
42Mus 
42Mus 
40Ed 
39Ed 
34Phys 
39MEd 
35Ed 
32Ed 
34MSci 
05Ger 
40PhD 
28Ed 
32Geo 
38AS 
39MEd 
38Ed 
36Jour 
31Frl 
8 
Bell, Leslie H:ea.ton 
Bell, Louis Albert 
Bell, Margaret Ellen 
Bell, Martha Corinne 
Bell, Mildred Maxwell 
Bell, Richard Quentin 
Belli, Mehmet Mihri 
Bencini, Edward Lawrence 
Benner, Paul Vincent 
Bennett, Ernestine 
Bennett, Howard Pence 
Bennett, James Percy 
Bennett, William Silas 
Bennington, Robert John 
Benson, Anna Caroline 
Benson, Joe Franklyn 
Benton, Carolyn Belle 
Berger, Harry Stone 
Bergman, Albert John 
" " " Berlekamp, Waldo Andrew 
Berliner, Victor 
Bernard, Paul Meckel 
Berousek, Ernest Roy 
Berrie, Wenona Josephine 
Berrier, Jewell H. 
Berry, Edward Cain 
Berry, Godfrey Glenn 
Berry, Guy Neill 
Berry, Minnie Gertrude 
Berryman, Jerome Compton 
Bess, Charles Edgar 
Besse, Ralph Stephen 
Betz, Alma 
Betz, Annette 
Betz, Carl Egmont 
Betz, Martha 
Bevington, Ethel Elizabeth 
Bickel, Dora Alvin 
Bickel, Vern Tillman 
Bickley, John Ross 
Bickley, William Beauford 
Bicknell, William Clarence 
" " " Bidstrup, Dudley June 
Bidstrup, Perry Leonard 
Bigelow, Roy Gilbert 
Bing, Kenneth Lionel 
Birch, Christopher Columbus 
Bircher, Louis Jacob 
Birkett, Thomas Emery 
Birkhead, Jane 
Bishop, Gertrude Jane 
Bissell, Paul Vernon 
Black, Louis Eppard 
Black, Robert Simpson 
Blackhurst, Stephen 
Blair, Morris Myers 
Blake, Wainwright Donald 
Blalock, Roy Clark 
Blanar, Abe 
Blanford, Eloise 
Blankenbaker, Robert F. 
Blase, George Herman 
Bloch, Joe 
Block, Edward 
Blom, Edward Charles 
Blomfield, Ray Van 
Bloom, George Edward 
Bloom, Irene Marguerite 
Bloom, Mary Helen 
Bloomer, Ollie Ray 
Blumer, Herbert George 
Board, Virgil Lee 
Boardman, Jessie Da'ltis 
31Ed 
14Ch 
33Eng 
27Ed 
14Eng 
41Psy 
40Econ 
42MEd 
36RuSo 
29Ed 
35Ch 
13Bot 
31Ed 
24EE1 
37Eng 
39MEd 
08Eng 
29Eq, 
33Ch 
42PhD 
30Phil 
36PhD 
22AnHu 
42DaHu 
42MEd 
41MEd 
36Bot 
37Ed 
15ECi 
32Ed 
40MEd 
31Eng 
17AgEc 
27Ger 
26Ed 
13ECh 
13Ger 
33PSci 
24Ed 
25Ch 
32Frl 
35Jour 
33Ed 
42EdD 
40Eng 
36Ch 
26Ed 
41EdD 
28Ed • 
17Ch 
31Ent 
41Mus 
40Zo 
36Ed 
28Hist 
14Ch 
26Ed 
29Econ 
42EdD 
40Ed . 
38AS 
35Ed 
36Ed 
36RuSo 
22Psy 
.37Ed 
17Phys 
34Ed 
42MEd 
32Art 
33Frl 
40Ed 
22Soc 
lOEEl 
31Ed 
·sock, Carl William 
Bock, Goldie Pansy Higbee 
Boehm, Elizabeth Cora 
Boehm, Gustavup Henrietus 
Boettcher, William Acton 
Bohannon, Alice Harriet 
Bohn, Guy Weston 
n " n 
Boggs, Marion 
Bohnenkamp, William Louis 
Bolanovi.ch, Daniel Jackson 
Boles, Ashleigh Pannel 
Bolinger, Harriet Louise 
Bolinger, Lois Esther 
Boll, I,.ester Pierce 
Bcind, Donald Clifford 
" " " Bond, Wendell Holmes 
Bonds, Erma Leone 
Bonney, Stephen Fish 
Bonnot, Edmond 
Boone, Minnie Speer 
Boone, Nora Winnefred 
Boone, Robert Martin 
Booth, Bertha Ellis 
Booth, William Earl 
Boothby, Sister Sylvia Marie 
Bopp, Karl Richard 
n " n 
Born, Charles Rudolph 
Bostian, Margaret Mary 
Bostick, Harry Francis 
Boten, Florence 
Boten, Helen 
Bothe. Arthur Henrv 
Bothe, Edna Emilie 
Botts, Benson 
Botts, Elizabeth 
Botts, Joseph Henry 
Botts, Oral Lee 
Botts, Virginia Elnora 
Boucher, Andrew Sherman 
Boucher, Henry Mason 
Boucher, Robert Vaughan, Jr. 
w " " Boucher, Sylvester Morris 
Boucher, Wiley Reeves 
Boulton, Jesse Alan 
Boulton, Payne Augustine 
Bounds, Charles Edward 
Boundy, Emma 
Bounous, Cloe Osborn 
Bounous, Joel Daniel 
Bourrette, G. V. 
Boutwell, Lloyd Reuben 
Bovie, William T. 
Bowden, Wilba Lee 
Bowen, Lowell Kessler 
Bower, William Franklin 
Bowie, Caroline Edwards 
Bowles, Harry West 
Bowles, John Davis 
Bowling, Sewall 
Bowlus, Ardie Francis 
Bowman, George Layton 
Bowman, Herbert Lloyd 
n n w 
Boyd, Alaga Harrison 
Boyd, Clarence Eugene 
Boyd, Fred 
Boyd, Laura Alice 
Boyer, Byron :j:,eonard 
Boyett, Theodore Roosevelt 
Boyle, William 1'. 
Brackman, Roland Sullens 
15Psy 
15Hist 
38Ed 
33Ed 
40Ed 
41Eng 
33Bot 
40PhD 
32PSci 
98LLM 
42Ed 
15Hort 
40Ed 
37Math 
16EEl 
32Ch 
36PhD 
39AgCh 
40Ed 
37Ed 
06An 
27Ed 
32Ed 
27Ed 
llCl 
37Ed 
29Eng 
29Econ 
31PhD 
llEEl 
21HoEc 
40MEd 
35Ed 
32Ed 
25Ed 
26Hist 
16Hist 
38MEd 
29Ed 
41Soi 
38MEd 
27Ed 
36Ed 
29AgCh 
33PhD 
25Ed 
23Ed 
31Ed 
98Misc 
42Jour 
32Ed 
26Ed 
26Frl 
37Ed 
14PhyP 
10Bot 
42Ed 
41Ed 
20Ed 
41MEd 
38Ed 
lOEEl 
35Ed 
32Ed 
40Ed 
27Ed 
29PhD 
30ECi 
OlCl 
31RuSo 
07Cl 
41MEd 
40Ed 
lOMisc 
36,Ed 
Braden, Samuel Ray 
Bradfield, Hanna Stillman 
Bradford, Priscilla 
Bradham, Sara Frances 
Bradley, Burke W. 
n n n 
Bradshaw, George Verlan 
Bradshaw, Harold C. 
Bradshaw', James Elwin 
Bradshaw, William· Leonard 
Brady, Fred Grant 
Bragg, Elizabeth Allison 
Bragg, Walter William 
Braik, Thelma Lucretia 
Branam, Jessie Helen 
Brand, Gladys Louise 
Brand, James Houston 
Brandes, Ruth Mildred 
Brandhorst, Edward Andrew 
Brandon, Edgar Ewing 
Brandon, Mary Eleanor 
Brandt, Philip Martin 
Brandt, Viola Agnes 
Brannan, Christine Viola 
Brannon, Victor DeWitt 
Branson, Carl Colton 
Branson, De Hellik 
Branstetter, Basil J3axter 
Brashear, Minnie May 
Bratton, Sam Tilden 
Bratton, Thomas Gwyn 
Brattstrom, Baker Merle 
Bray, Willis Joseph 
Bray, Willis Joseph 
Brazelton, Audra Neil 
Breckenridge, Adam Carlyle 
Breckenridge, Gerald Frederick 
Breckenridge, Robert Elzy 
Breden. Grace Winifred 
Breece, George Everett 
Breidenstein, George Raymond 
Bremicker, Joel Herman 
Brennecke, Ida Marie 
Brent, Florence Pamela 
Brenton, Fonnie Lyman 
Brentzel, William Edward 
Bresnehen, Vivian Honora 
· n n n 
Breuer, Paul A. 
Brewer, Burns Winfred, Jr. 
n n n n 
Brewer, Curtis Empson 
Brewer, Florence Aubrey 
Bridges, Afton Clell 
Briggs, Clark Arthur 
Br~ggs, David Reuben 
Briggs, Eugene S. 
Briggs, Leon Elston 
Briggs, Merle Marie 
Briggs, Russell Goss 
Briggs, Thomas Howard 
Briggson, Frederick Odell 
Brigham, Robert Irving 
Brightwell, Clarence 
Brimm, William Ralph 
Brinkley, Milo Hamilton 
Brisbin, Raymond Ross 
Briscoe, Alonzo Otis 
Briscoe, Edward Andrew 
Bristow, Chester A. 
Bristow, Harry G. 
Britton, Walter Joshua 
Broadbent, James Morton 
Brock, Raymond Roscoe 
Brock, Robert Luther 
24PhD 
27PhD 
36Hist 
31Eng 
32Ed 
42PhD 
33Ed 
32Econ 
39Ed 
24PSci 
32Ed 
30Ed 
32Ed 
36Sp 
32Cl 
26Jour 
38Ed 
38Ed 
39Soc 
97Frl 
32Frl 
13DaHu 
37MEd 
32Phys 
38PhD 
27Geo 
16AnHu 
27PhD 
22Eng 
17Geo 
38MEd 
37Ed 
lOCh 
31PhD 
35Soc 
38PSci 
21ECh 
38MEd 
41MEd 
18Ed 
30Ed 
20MSci 
35Ed 
42MEd 
41MEd 
17Bot 
llEng 
15PhD 
42MEd 
36Math 
38PhD 
34Ed 
28Cl 
40Ed 
lOPhys 
23Ch 
23Ed 
lOECi 
41MEd 
12Hort 
37Ed 
32DaHu 
40Eng 
30Ed 
41Ed 
06ECi 
30Ed 
24Ed 
09EE1 
42MEd 
llDaHu 
38Ed 
29Ed 
34Ed 
34DaHu 
Brode, James Ira 
Brody, Eugene Bloor 
Brooks, Charles 
" " Brooks, John Thomas 
'Brosi, Mary 
Brous, Bertrand Caley 
Brous, L. Edwin 
Brous, Samuel Lewis, Jr. 
Brow!tt, Ruth Gladvs 
Brown, Cecil Langford 
Brown, Cordell Claude 
Brown, Earl M. 
Brown, Egbert Eugene 
Brown, :Eleanor 
Brown, Eliphalet Marion 
" " " Brown, Elizabeth Coit 
Brown, Elsie Gertrude 
Brown, Esther Ernestine 
Brown, Evaline 
Brown, Everett Winfield 
Bro\Vn, George Lincoln 
Brown, Harold Probert 
Brown, Harry Eugene 
Brown, Harry Holmes 
Brown, Jeanne Evelyn 
Brown, Jewel Helen 
Brown, Jewell Conrow 
Brown, Kenneth V. 
Brown, Laura Mae 
Brown, Leo Francis 
n ~ n 
Brown, Marland Emory 
Brown, Mary Louise Reid 
Brown, Oscar William 
Brown, Ruby Moles 
Brown, Zella Vivian 
Browne, Bessie E. 
Browning, Cecil Everett 
Browning, David Royal 
Broyles, Eugene H. 
Brubaker, Virginia Faye 
Bruce, Nolan Merriman 
Brummett, Carl Alva 
Brune, John Gerhardt 
Bruner, Bonnie Anna 
Bruner, Frank Henry 
" " " Bruner, Fred 
Bruner, Herbert Bascom 
Brunk, Ralph Abraham 
Bruto, Fred Ray 
Bruton, Fred David 
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Diker, Vejdi Rifat 36MSCi 
Dillinger, Claude Maurice 36Ed 
• n n 42PhD 
Dilts, Albert Ralston 37Ed 
Dimmitt, Ruth Louise 33Ed' 
Dinwiddie, James Roy 33Ed 
Dinwiddie, Walter Kiser 39AnHu 
Dippold, Gustav John 27Ed 
Dishman, Robert Burns 40PSci 
Divine, Roscoe Herman 32Ed 
Dixon, Charles Stewart 37Econ 
Dixon, Eugene HerbePt 31Ed 
Dixon, Fred Bruner 26Ed 
n · n n 37EdD 
Doan, Donald Jay 35PhD 
Doane, Duane Howard 09MSci 
Dobbs, Ella Victoria 13Ed 
Dobson, Gilbert 09ECi 
Dobson, John Joseph, Jr . 40AS 
Dolin, Sister Anna Mechtilda 27Cl 
Doll, Elvis Roger 40VSci 
Doll, Paul Newton 37MSci 
Donahoe, George Lester 36Ed 
Donahue, Elbert Brantley 41EdD 
Donati, Louis James 41Ed 
Doneghue, Ray Claude OSMSci 
Donnelly, Anna Elizabeth 25Eng 
Donohue, Mae Florence · 30Hist 
Doole, Howard Pollock 23Phys 
Doolittle, Nettie-Alice 25Ed 
n n n 42EdD 
Dorrance, Ward Allison 28Fri 
n n n 35PhD 
Dorsey, Dorothy Baker 27Hist 
Dotson, James otis 37Ed 
Dougherty, James Henry 30Ed 
n n n 33PhD 
Dufford, Ray Theodore 
Duffy, Mary Reynolds Montgomery 
Dufur, Harold Arthur 
. Dugan, Edward Barnett 
Dul;ney, A~na D~an 
Duley, Frank Leslie 
Dull, Joseph Delbert 
DuMont, Harold Joseph 
Dunavant, Shirley 
Duncan, Adelle Victor 
Duncan, Dorsey Berry 
Duncan, Earle Clifford 
Duncan, Elsie Park 
Duncan, Finis Orner 
n n " 
Duncan, Glenn Spenser 
Duncan, Nason Neill 
Duncan, Norabelle 
Duncan, Oscar Wilbur 
Duncan, Robert Andrew, Jr. 
Dunham, Redman 
Dunkelberger, Grace 
Dunkin, Delbert Edison 
Dunlap, Lawrence Hallowell 
Dunlop, Dorothy Evelyn 
Dunn, James Arthur 
Dunn, James Edward 
Dunn, Joseph Andrew 
Dunn, Zelma Ethel 
Dunning, Lillian Elizabeth 
Durant, Adrian Jackson 
Duren, George Mannen 
Durham, Willard Orrin 
Durrett, Amos Overton 
Durrett, Katharine Penick 
Dutcher, Raymond Adams 
Dutton, John Chester 
Dwight, Francis Carl 
Dyar, Elizabeth 
Dyas, Virginia Bouchelle 
Dye, Claude Newton 
Dye, William Samuel, Jr. 
Dyer, Albert Joseph 
Dyer, Armel 
Dougherty, Raymond Clifton 37Ed ;_' .E 
Dolll{lass, Harl !_'toy - ~- 21Ed 
· -ilow .. .:.y, J<l~.Eli2abeffi ~-~mf,71.:.!S:imuel Morris 
Downing, Jennie Vea _ 38Ed Earle, George Washington 
Downs, Mary Myrtle 33Ed Early, Leslie, Newman 
Downs, Miley Earl 26PSci Easley, Glynden Travis 
Doyle, Robert 38Geo East, Wilbur Dixon 
Drace, Frances 35HoEc Eastham, Pearl Barbara 
Draffen, Myrtle Florence 28Ed Eaton, Lucian Abra, Jr. 
Drake, Gordon Howard 41AgEc Eaton, Miles Wallace 
Drake, Lois Melvina 41Jour Eberhart, Elizabeth Duane 
Drake, Robert Tucker 39Geo Eberwein, Fred Edward 
Drane, Mary Ethel 30Ch Ebright, Alpha Mills 
Drew, Ray Jennings 38DaHu Eckblad, Inez Mildred 
Drewry, Agnes Mayo 39Ed Eckelberry, William Loren 
Dreyer, Lucille 40MEd Eckelmann, Dorathy Anne 
Driggs, Edwin LeRoy OBECi Eckert, George Walter 
Drilon, Resurreccion Divinagracia 37Jour Eckles, William Clarence 
Driver, George Lyman 27Path Eddins, Auther Hamner 
Drouet, Francis 29Bot Eddins, Nadah Epperson 
n n 31PhD Edie, John William 
Druihet, Martha S. Boone 42Art Edinger, Arthur Tobias 
Drury, Marion Frank ' 29Ed Edmonds, Mary Sue 
Dry, Morris Ensley 20PSci Edmondson, Ernest Morton 
DuBeau, Normand Parent 41Jour Edmondson, Handford Paul 
Duble, Albert Glenn 16EE1 Edmondson, Joseph Emmett 
Dubois, Charles Clifford 03PhyP Edmondson, Louis Harris 
Duck, Joe Wheeler 37Ed Edmundson, Ralph A. 
Duff, Samuel Edward 23Eng .Edwards, Brice, Jr. 
31PhD 
35Sp 
40Ed 
40Jour 
22Path 
27PhD 
15Soi 
29Ed 
41FC 
39Ed 
41MEd 
07ECi 
29Ed 
23HoEc 
20Math 
26PhD 
42Ed 
26Geo 
30Ch 
38MEd 
14Ch 
42MEd 
32Ed 
38MEd 
35Ch 
38Soc 
09Cl 
40Ed 
16ECi 
29Ed 
27Ed 
15VSci 
17EE1 
40Ed 
32Ed 
39Mus 
12DaHu 
40Ed 
42MEd 
40PhD 
07Ger 
29Ed 
42An 
40AnHu 
38Eng 
41Phil 
25Ed 
94Misc 
42AnHu 
38Soc 
33Ed 
16ECi 
38Hist 
37Ch 
38Ed 
07Hist 
36HoEc · 
38Ed 
38Ed 
36PhD 
33DaHu 
26FC 
26Hist 
35Ed 
22AnHu 
27Ed 
28RuSo 
42MEii 
- 40DaHu 
40Jour 
31Ed 
23AgEc 
Edwards, Emma Hearn 
Edwards, Jesse Clifford 
Edwards, John Crockett 
Edwards, Margaret Sellars 
Edwards, Moss Monroe 
Edwards, Rachel 
Edy, John North 
Eichor, Frances 
Eide, Richard Benjamin 
Eidmann, Otto Jacob 
Eidson; Huron Leroy 
Eisenbarth, Esther Mary 
Eisenstein, Albert Sterling 
Eitzen, Hertha Amelia 
· Eitzen, Meta Theresae 
Elam, Elma 
Elam, Leslie Herman 
Elgas, Rachel Barr 
Eliason, Warren Herbert 
Elijah Hughston Deloss 
Ellard, Roscoe Cuffe Brabazon 
E~liff, Joseph Dolliver 
Elliff, Miles A. 
Elliff, Rowan Ethel 
Elliott, Ashley Dwinnell 
Elliott, Cecil A. 
Elliott, Edith Marie 
Elliott, Katherine 
Elliott, Majorie Maxine 
Elliott, Stephen Edwin 
Elliott, William Henry, Jr . 
Ellis, Cornealia Grace 
Ellis, ]ames Russell 
Ellis, Richard Shelton 
Ellis, Stanley Brown 
Ellison, Samuel P., Jr. 
~ n " " 
Elmore, Estelle Fish 
Elmore, Walter Eugene 
Elswick,· Frances Lorraine 
Elting, Erwin C. 
Elwang, William Wilson 
n n w 
Ely, Doris Elizabeth 
Ely, Ray Edwin 
Ely, Thurston Crawford 
Emberson, Frances Guthrie 
• ft " " 
Emberson, Lulu Guthrie 
Emberson, Richard Maury 
n n n 
Embrey, Vincil Webb 
Emmerich, John Oliver 
Emmons, Peyton Ashby 
Engel, Albert Edward John 
England, Forrest William 
England, Mary 
Engle, Merle Russell· 
Englehart, George Dewey 
Engleman, Finis Ewing 
Englesberg, Julius Lawrence 
English, George Harrison, ]r. 
English, Samuel Herbert 
English, William Francis 
Enright, Helen Mary Catharine 
Ensminger, Jacob Douglas 
Ensminger, Marion Eugene 
Epperson, Charles Albert 
Epperson, Thomas J. 
Eppright, Frank Otis 
Epps, Lilly Lee 
Erbe, Paul Edwin 
Erickson, Chester Ernest 
Erickson, Raymond Everett 
Ernst, Ernestine 
29Ed 
38Ed 
06Ed 
36Eng 
25ECi 
lOSoc 
09ECi 
42MEd 
40PhD 
16ECi 
35Ed 
29HoEc 
42PhD 
06Cl 
07Ed 
32Soc 
35Ed 
17Soc 
38Ed 
40AnHu 
30]our 
07Ed 
27Ed 
28Ed 
28]our 
40Ed 
41MEd 
38Eng 
39Ed 
30Ed 
35An 
37PhyP 
35Ed 
29FC 
40Ed 
38Geo 
40PhD 
39Ed 
38Geo 
40Ed 
25DaHu 
02Soc 
05PhD 
41MEd 
42DaHu 
42MEd 
30Eng 
32PhD 
30Art 
32Phys · 
36PhD 
42AgEx 
20AnHu 
27Ed 
39Geo 
39Ed 
29Ed 
40Ed 
29Ed 
26Ed 
34MSci 
99Cl 
24EMe 
31PSci 
29Hist 
35RuSo 
32AnHu 
14Math 
40Ed 
23Psy 
40Ed 
37Ch 
41Ed 
40MEd 
32Eng 
Eslick, Gladys Faye Moss 
Essig, Minnie Agnes 
Essman, Walter Oliver 
Estes, Clarence 
Estes, George Everett 
Estes, Omar Clark 
Esther, Windsor Smith 
Etter, Clyde Lee 
Ettmueller, Emma Monnig 
Eubank, Louis Allen 
n n n 
Eubanks, Seaford William 
Evangelista, Procopio Estrellay 
Evans, c::lyde Evan 
Evans, Eldon Cobb 
Evans, Everett Francis 
Evans, George Wayland 
Evans, Howard J. 
Evans, ]ames Earl 
Evans, ]ames Lowell 
Evans, Joe Kirby 
Evans, John Dennis 
Evans, Leta Mariner 
Evans, Ray Thea 
Evans, Walter Emmett 
Evans, Wendell Lee 
Evans, William Bryan 
Evans, William Warren 
Evers, Helene Margaret 
Eversole, Ruth 
Evvard, John Marcus 
Ewell, Katherine Parker 
Ewing, Ephriam MacDonald 
Ewing, George Chatham 
Ewing, George McNaught 
n n n 
Ewing, Martha Kennedy 
Ezell, Harry Orval 
F 
Fagan, Joe Poley 
Fahrner, Leslie 
Fair, Eugene 
Faith, Edith Elizabeth 
Faith, Willie 
Faller, Alice Blanc 
Fan, Hung- Chian 
Fansler, Walter A. 
Farber, Isadore E. 
Faris, Paul Page 
Farley, H. Kent 
Farley, Paul Jacob 
Farmer, Joseph Harrison 
Farmer, Paul 
Farmer, Russell 
Farnham, Clarence Walker 
Farnsworth, Howard Merle 
~ " n 
Farnsworth, Hudson Fidler 
Farnsworth, R. Earl 
Farrar, Estelle Thekla 
Farrar, George Washington 
Faz:ris, Oscar Little 
Farthing, Dorothy 
Farthing, Dorothy Kipling 
Farthing, Margaret 
Faulk, Hubert Travis 
Faurot, Donald Burrows 
Faurot, Frederick Winslow, ]r. 
Featherston, Glenn 
" " Feist, George Van 
Fellows, John Nelson 
Felty, Dow Estil 
38HoEc 
28Eng 
23Soc 
09ECh 
29Ed 
36Ed 
34Ed 
32Ent 
18Ger 
25Ed 
31PhD 
40Eng 
32ECi 
26Ed 
12Hist 
41MEd 
38Ed 
38Phys 
35Ed 
39Ed 
37MEd 
39Ed 
26Ed 
38MEd 
39Ed 
34Ed 
33Ed 
40MEd 
02Fri 
14Math 
09MSci 
37MEd 
lOCh 
41MEd 
30Math 
35PhD 
29Eng 
32Ent 
17Eng 
28Geo 
09PSci 
36Ed 
34Ed 
20Ed 
27Ch 
12Path 
40Psy 
28Eng 
32Ed 
39Ed 
30Ed 
UGeo 
32Geo 
41Ed 
34Sp 
'42PhD 
24AnHu 
37Ed . 
30Cl 
32Ed 
15AnHu 
32Ed 
39PhD 
40MEd 
36Ed 
·27Hort 
38Ed 
31Ed 
40EdD 
24PhyP 
93MSci 
42MEd 
16 
Ferguson, Carl Edwin 39Soi Foster, A. Neil 
n n n 41PhD Foster, Benjamin Joshua 
Ferguson, Carl Herman 35Ed Foster, Dwight Simons 
Ferguson, Clarence Elbert 22Math Foster, Grace Louise 
Ferguson, Clarence Wayne 29RuSo Foster, Harry Lee 
Ferguson,. Dee Arnold 41MEd n n " 
Ferguson, William. Eugene 41Math Foster, Jacob Rhoads 
Ferguson, William Ira 31Math n " n 
Ferrell, Max Everett 40Geo Foster; Juanita Belle 
Ferris, Ross Dudley 32Ch Foster, Meade Tibbens 
Ferris, Ruth 24Geo Foster, Raymond Leroy 
Fessenden, Charles Horace OSEMe Foster, Ruth 
Fessenden, Edwin Allan 06EMe Foster, Ruth Isabel 
Fickas, Marian Bernice 42MEd Foster, William Irvin. 
Field, Rachel Kibbler 36Eng Fourt, Albert Monroe 
Fields, Edwin Cyrus 32Ed Fowks, Robert James 
Fields, Robert Crump 26Hist Fowler, Warren Glen 
Filler, Agnes Emberson 23HoEc Fox, Burwell, Jr. 
Findley, Lydia June lBHoEc Fox, Carl Oscar 
Fine, Lloyd Elza 34Ed Fox, Frances !delle 
Fine, Sam Davis 37Ch Fox, Hopewell Darnel 
Fine, Solomon 18DaHu Fox, James Crawford 
Fink, Chlo 1 7Eng Fox, Paul Edwin 
Fink, Juanita 29Eng Fox, Robert Elbert . 
Finlayson, Alexander Smellie 25ECh Fox, William Orville 
Finley, Arnot McCoy 16EE1 Fraizer, Eunice Frances 
Finley, Emmett Schneider 41MEd Frame, Alta Elizabeth 
Finley, Lester E. 40Jour Frame, Benjamin Harrison 
Finley, Wilbur Hampton 38MEd France!, Rudolph James 
Fischer, Oliver William 36Ed Francis, Charles Kenworthy 
Fishback, Woodson Whitsitt 40Ed Francis, Lowell Alex 
Fisher, Ernest A. 24EEl Frank, Archie Henry 
Fisher, Evelyn Nelle 37Ed Frank, Kate 
Fisher, Lester 40MEd Franklin, lnks 
Fisher, Mary Wilson 31Ed Franklin, Lillie May 
Fitch, Mary 06Zo Franklin, Mary Jewell 
Fitch, Olive Rachel 40Hist Franks, Hollis Berry 
Fitch, Ruby 05Bot Franks, Royal Lockwood 
Fite, Paul 37Ed Frauens, Frank Henry, Jr. 
Fitzgerald, Dean Turner 32Ed Freeland, Gerald Neil 
Fitzgerald, Ruth 23Ed Freeland, Jean Walker 
Fleenor, Beatty Hope 31PhD Freeland, Mary Williamson 
Fleet, Robert Ryland OOMath Freeman, Kenneth Howard 
Fleetwood, Jasper Ross 24Soi Freeman, Twyla Winona 
Fleming, Jesse Waldo 39Ed Freiberger, Benjamin William 
Fleshman, Clarence Lee 31DaHu French, Chester Leroy 
Fletcher, Herbert Calvin 35Geo French, John Henry 
Flood, Mary Lewis 26Ed Frerking, Lydia 
Flowerree, Ruth 37Eng Freudenberger, Joseph Norman 
Floyd, Bayard Franklin 07Bot Freudenberger, Norman 
Floyd, Florin Wallace 16ECi Freund, Roy Edgar 
Floyd, John Claiborne 39EdD Frick, Louis Temple 
Floyd, Julia Elizabeth Groves 31Sp Friedmann, Theodore Edward 
Floyd, William Harris, III 18EEl Fristoe, Lucille Mathis 
<As of the class of 1910> Fristoe, Luther Wesley 
Flumerfelt, Ruth Marian 
Flynn, Sister Mary Annetta 
Foard, William Euphrates 
Fohrman, Milton Henry 
Foley, Joseph Lloyd 
Folse, Mary Elizabeth 
" n n 
Foltz, Joseph Peter 
Foltz, Ralph 
Foraker, Tom Vernon 
Forbes, Ernest Browning 
Ford, Lester R. 
Ford, Lloyd 
Ford, Royal Ernest 
Forman, Leon Quell 
Forney, Chester Garfield 
Fort, Guerry Louise 
Fortney, Harry Dewey 
Forwa:'rd, James Frederick 
Fraley, John W. 
42HoEc Fromknecht, Ralph Wayne 
38Art Frossard, Robert Louis 
14AgEc Fry, Hazel Elinor 
19DaHu Frye Elroy E 38MEd ' • 
32Cl Fryklund, Verne C. 
34PhD Fugate, James Vester 
25EEl Fuhrman, John Edward Fulbright, Marshall 
31EE1 Fullerton Adrian Delmar 
41Ed Ful ' R OSPhD ton, Harry oscoe 
12Math Fulton, Ralph Geddes 
29Ed Fulton, Wilson A. 
29Ed Fung, Paul Po-Chi 
3 9Ed Funk, Ernest Marvin 
33Hist Fyfer, Jane Cannell 
36Hist 
40MEd 
35PoHu Gaddum, Leonard William 
33Ed 
28Ed 
16EEl 
31Ed 
24Ed 
26PhD 
29PSci 
33PhD 
41MEd 
27AnHu 
35Ed 
32HoEc 
37HoEc 
27Phys 
27Ed 
39Econ 
20ECi 
37Ed 
39Ed 
35Jour 
22AnHu 
40Ed 
33PSci 
41Soi 
42MEd 
20Bot 
32Ed 
25AgEc 
42Ch 
lOPhD 
40Ed 
30DaHu 
31Ed 
37Ed 
23Geo 
34Ed 
40MEd 
36Ed 
14EMe 
32Ed 
31Ch 
32Ed 
40MEd 
39Ed 
33Ed 
40PhD 
38Jour 
37Ed 
30Jour 
OlCl 
34Ed 
42MSci 
21AgCh 
39Ed 
35Ed 
92MSci 
39Ed 
42Geo 
30HoEc 
27Ed 
27Ed 
34Ed 
42MEd 
39MEd 
42Ed 
05Bot 
30Ch 
37Ed 
26Jour 
27PoHu 
32Ed 
24PhD 
Gaebler, Eugene Franklin 
Gaebler, Irma Arline 
Gaebler, Oliver Henry 
Gahley, Elmer Gilbert 
Gaines, True G. 
Galbreath, Grace 
Gale, Joseph Wasson 
Gallagher, Dudley Michael 
" " " . Gallagher, Robert Taylor 
Gallais, Lucien Rene 
Gallemore, Daphne Nelsie 
Gallemore, Roy Thornhill 
Gallman, . Thomas Bridgers 
Galloway, Nell Evelyn 
Gambito, Nemesio Abejon 
Gamertsfelder, Carl Christian, Jr. 
" " " " Gandhy, Darabshaw Jehangir 
Gardiner, William 
Gardner, Jack Winston 
Gardner, John Samuel 
Gardner, William Ullman 
" " " Garner, Charles Earnest 
Garner, Corinne L. 
Garnett, Leon Orlo 
Garnett, Raymond Loren 
" " " Garnett, Raymond Raithel 
Garnett, Royce Harold 
Garnett, William Henry 
Garrison, Earl Raymond 
Garrison, Joseph Marion 
Garrison, Lela Posey 
Garrison, Lester Moffett 
Garrison, Lloyd L. 
Garrison, Milton 
" " Garrison, Noble Lee 
Garrison, Theodore Wayne 
Garrison, Willard Archie 
Gates, George Gailia 
Gates, Perry Frederick 
Gates, William Marion 
Gauldin, Floyd Francis 
Gault, Hugh Richard 
Geary, Riley White 
Geauqu:e, Robert E. 
Geery, Edith Ursula 
Geiger, Louis George 
Geist, Robert John 
Gemmell, George Albert 
Gentry, Carl Clough 
Gentry, Ralph Emerson 
George, Beauford James 
George, Marie Elizabeth 
George, Mildred Mary 
Gerald, James Edward 
Gerald, Opal Dutton 
Gerard, Sue Meyers 
Gerhardt, Roy Born 
Gerig, Ida 
Gerig, John Lawrence 
Gerig, Rosalie 
Gerling, Henry Joseph 
Gex, Nannie Louise 
Gex, Richard Stanley 
Ghan, Lawrence J. 
Gholson, James Harry 
Gibbany, Walter Wright 
Gibbins, Marion E. 
Gibbs, Harold Joseph 
Gibbs, James Thomas, Jr. 
Giboney, Leonard Forrest 
17ECi 
35Art 
20An 
38AnHu 
35Eng 
27PSci 
22PhyP 
40Ch 
42PhD 
38Geo 
42MEd 
40Ed 
37Geo 
31Hort 
32Hist 
32Eng 
38Phys 
41PhD 
35AgEn 
24Ed 
35Geo 
lBHort 
31DaHu 
33PhD 
29Ed 
27Eng 
36Ed 
26Ed 
31PhD 
32ECi 
34Phys 
37Ed 
28DaHu 
35Soc 
32Ed 
29Ed 
42MEd 
32PSci 
42MEd 
12Ed 
37MEd 
42MEd 
35Ed 
28Ed 
33Ed 
28Soc 
38Geo 
31Ed 
40MSci 
lOEng 
40Hist 
34Eng 
30PhD 
25Soc 
41MEd 
20EE1 
41Hist 
39MEd 
32Jour 
32H~st 
41MEd 
40MEd 
95Cl 
99Fri 
OlFri 
96ML 
41Ed 
41Ed 
41Ed 
41DaH.u 
22Jour 
39Ed 
-41MSci 
26Ed 
40Ed 
Gibson, Donald Ulysses 
Gibson, Harold Elmer 
Gibson, Hazel Nancv 
Gibson, Myra Belle 
Gifford, Warren 
Gilbert, Adaline Smith 
Gilbert, Anna Ludlle 
Gilbert, Elizabeth Caretta 
Gildehaus, Edgar Joseph 
Giles, George Wallace 
Gill, Lelia Kathryn 
Gillam, Basil Early 
" " " Gillan, Gerald Keith 
Gillespie, Robert Hall 
Gillett, Frank Edwin 
Gillette, Benoni Francis 
Gillette, "Lester Sidney 
Gillette, Roderic Edmund 
Gilliam, Lev-Ellen Clark 
Gillilan, Orland James 
Gilliland, John Wesley 
Gillum, Garvin C. 
Gillum, Lula Williams 
Gilsdorf, Nicholas Joseph 
Ginn, Ralph Andrew 
Ginsburgh, Abraham Robert 
Gisler, Talitha Rosina 
Given, Sarilda Anne 
Gladfelter, Irl Allen 
Gladney, Andrew Gaston 
Glaser, Olinda Theresa 
Glaser, Sister Mary Frederic 
Glassman, Donald 
Glatstein, Irwin. Lee 
Glaves, Archie Hubbard 
Glaze, Truman Dean 
Glazebrook, Ruth Anne 
Gleason, Charles D. 
Gleason, Charles Herbert 
Gleason, Frances Ethel 
Glick, Arthur Albert 
Glines, Aubrey Leon 
Goddin, Fergene 
Godwin, Jimmie Jean 
Goetz, Wesley Nelson 
Goff, Ll_qyd Lee 
Gold, Allen 
Goldberg, Ben Wertheimer 
Golden, Howard Eldon 
Golden, Mary Spann Smith 
Golding, George Theodore 
Goldsberry, Mabel McCoy 
Golladay, Lawrence Rice 
Gomez, Eliseo Tecson 
n n " 
Gonnerman, Katie Moss 
Gooch, William Carroll 
Goodman, Calma Vernon 
Goodrich, · Louis Dewey 
Goodson; William Hammack 
Goodwin, Freeman C. 
Gordon, Deborah Mills 
Gordon, Earl Raymond 
Gordon, Eleanor Madge 
Gordon, Kenneth Llewellyn 
Gordy, Leland 
Gorelick, David Fred 
Gorman, Frank Hermon 
n " n 
Gorrell, Alphonso 
Gorrell, Margaret Bramble 
Goslin, . Genelle Dean 
Goslin, Roscoe 
Goslin, Willard Edward 
17 
34Ed 
38Ed 
28Ed 
38MEd 
26DaHu 
32Ed 
40MEd 
29Ed 
31Hort 
35MSci 
36Ed 
36Math 
40PhD 
42MSci 
35Ed 
24Ed 
36Ed 
14DaHu 
31Ed 
26Ed 
39MEd 
31Ed 
40Econ 
24HoEc 
41MSci 
41MEd 
31Jour 
31AS 
33Ed 
39Ed 
OlMath 
33Ed 
27Fri 
25Geo 
40Ed 
32AgEn 
27Ed 
34Ed 
31Geo · 
42MSci 
31Jour 
37Ed 
26Geo 
41MEd 
18E1En 
32Ch 
36Ed 
33Ch 
39Jour 
35PhD 
33HoEc 
29An 
32Ed 
16EE1 
29Bot 
37PhD 
40Ed 
33Ed 
35Ed 
32Ed 
05PhyP 
39MEd 
34Eng 
33Soc 
07Cl 
25Zo 
41MEd 
37PhyP 
28E:a· 
31PhD 
37MEd 
29Eng 
35Ed 
39MEd 
29Ed 
18 
Gott, Dorlis 
Gottman, Charles Lilburn 
Goucher, Lillian Secord 
Gove, Henry Shimer 
Gowin, Byrl LaMoine 
Goza, Gilbert Cleveland 
Graber, Paul James 
Grace, Lawrence Cleo 
Graff, Willard Jacob 
Graham, Ellis Ray 
Graham, Fred Richard 
Graham, Helen 
Graham, Ida Ellen 
Graham, James Wade 
Graham, Jessie Gayle 
Graham, Lloyd Juan 
Graham, Ray Scott 
Graham, Royal Burdette 
Graham, Ruth Marie 
Grant, Elizabeth Cossum 
Grant, Marcus Luther 
Grant, William Herbert 
Gravely, Joseph Jackson 
Graves, Roy Ralph 
Gray, Carolyn Susan 
Gray, David Francis 
Gray, Earl Lankford 
Gray, George Fleming 
Gray, Louis Napoleon 
Gray, Shapleigh Gardom 
Green, Elb~rt Hubbard 
Green, Elsie Fern 
Green, Rosalie 
Green, Talitha Jennie 
Greenblatt, Saul 
Greene, Carson Bramwell 
Greene, Charles Arthur 
Greene, Flora Hartley 
Greenlee, James Dillon 
Greeno, .Pearl Theresa 
Gre!:!nstreet, Bert 
Greenwood, Charles Sumner 
Greenwood, Joseph Albert 
n w n 
Greer, Forrest Francis 
Gregg, Josephine 
Gregg, Sara Jane 
Gregory, Cecil Lee 
Gregory, John 
Gretter, Smith Cooper 
Grider, Jess Franklin 
Griffin, llrace Helen Y. 
Griffin, Harold D. 
Griffin, Leland Milburn 
Griffith, Blanche O'Neal 
Griffith, Cleo 
Griffith, Esther M. 
Griffith, James La France 
Griffith, Mabel Hoffmeister 
Griffith, Madison 
Griffith, Nobel Garnett 
Griffith, William Walter 
Griggs, Roy Lee 
Griggs, William Holland 
Grigsby, Lura Belle 
Grigsby, Paul Allen 
Grimes, Leslie 
Grimes, Lloyd Ellsworth 
Grimes, William Cleveland 
Grimmer, MaJ:guerite Esther 
Grinstead, Frances 
Griswold, Daniel James, Jr. 
Groce, D. Oty 
GrQ~:e, DaVid Ulmo 
Groce, William Roy 
42MEd 
38Ed-' 
26Cl 
lOEEl 
41MEd 
38MEd 
32AS 
40Ed 
34Ed 
38PhD 
34Hist 
25Ed 
26Geo 
24FC 
41MEd 
23Ch 
39MEd 
39MEd 
23HoEc 
35Soc 
40Ed 
36Ed 
15PSci 
12DaHu 
38Ch 
38Ed 
38MEd 
30Ed 
97Eng 
27Geo 
36Cl 
40Eng 
41MEd 
03Cl 
40Jour 
41MEd 
OlPhys 
09MSci 
39Mus 
32Ed 
32Ed 
34Ed 
29Math 
31PhD 
38Ed 
41Math 
31Hist 
38AS 
34Ed 
42Eng 
37Ed · ·. 
24Ed 
29PhD 
42Spch 
39Ed 
26Ch 
23Ch 
37Ed 
15Soc 
35Ed 
37Ed 
OOMSci 
40Geo 
39Hort 
17Ed · 
29Ed 
34Ed 
31Ed 
39MEd 
20Soc 
28Jour 
15AgCh 
26Ed 
26Ed 
26Ed 
Gromer, Helen Mueller 
Gross, Milton Eugene 
Gross, Paul Bernard 
Grossman, Althea Somerville 
Grove, David Charles 
Grover, Norrine Lesla 
Groves, Forrest Emil 
Grubb, Ira E. 
Grube, Wallace McBride 
Gruber, Milton William 
Guengerich, Ernst Jacob 
Guenther, Lawrence Wilburn 
Guerrant, Nollie, B. 
Guerrant, Ralph Eugene 
n n n 
Guffin, Virginia Babb 
Gum, Carl De Witt 
Gum, Guy 
Gundlach, William Edward 
Gunn, John Milton 
Gunnell, Francis Hawkes 
Gunnell, James Ross 
Gutekunst, Arthur William 
Gutekunst, Frederic Paul 
Guthrie, Esther 
Guthrie, Fannie Virginia 
Guthrie, Mary 
Guthrie, Mary Jane 
Gutting, Lloyd 0. 
Gwinn, William Dulaney 
Gwynn, Adam Russell 
H 
Hackamack, Henry Benjamin 
Hacker, Mae 
Hackett, Robert Snowden 
Hackleman, Jay Courtland 
Backward, Jennie Jo _ 
Haddaway, Thomas Sherwood 
Haddock, James Nelson 
Haden, Floyd Richard 
Hager, Esther Carolyn (Phillips) 
Hager, William Manson 
Haggard, Clara Patience 
n n n 
Haggard, Homer Huston 
Hagstotz, Gideon David 
Haigh, Leonard Dixon 
Hailey, Aaron Carney 
Hailey, Loy Burton 
Hailey, Ray 
Hain, Veit Aull 
Haines, Frances Edith 
Haines, Wallace Elmer 
Haldaman, Daniel Harrison 
Hale, George Albert, Jr. 
Hale, Lyda · 
Hale, Mamie 
Hale, Mark Pendleton 
Hale, Octavia May 
Hales, Myron Wallace 
Hall, Alta Bell 
Hall, George Warren 
Hall, Jesse D., Jr. 
Hall, Nathan Scott 
Hall, Nelson Hart 
Hall, Roy Holmes 
Hall, Warren Clayton 
Hall, Watson Adrian 
Hallett, Ralph King 
Halley, Lois Kate 
Halter, Donalle 
Ha~ter, Millard Martin 
Halter, William Raymond 
30Ed 
41Jour 
39Ed 
40Phil 
30Ed 
40HoEc 
35Ed 
42Ed 
24Hort 
39MEd 
12EE1 
42Mus 
25PhD 
35AgCh 
37PhD 
40Mus 
26Ed 
26Hist 
lOEEl 
'34Ed 
30Geo 
38Ed 
41Eng 
24Ger 
28Sp 
07Hist 
25Ed 
18Zo 
37MEd 
39Ch 
34Ed 
42Ed 
32Ed 
38Geo 
12FC 
34Ed 
llEEl 
42Bioc 
42DaHu 
32Eng 
28Hist 
23Cl 
30PhD 
OBECi 
35PhD 
llPhD 
31Ed 
39MEd 
30Ed 
lOEEl 
lOPhyP 
37Hist 
30Ed 
27FC 
28Ed 
42Ed 
33AS 
32Cl 
33DaHu 
13Cl 
42MEd 
35Ed 
37Soi. 
41AnHu 
21Geo 
30DaHu 
39Eng 
13ECi 
32Ed 
40MEd 
26Ed 
40MEd 
Harris, Grey Lynes 
Harris, Herman Fermain 
Harris, Howard Leroy 
Harris, Hubert 
Harris, Lida Margaret 
Harris, Robert Bromley 
Harris, Ruth Patton 
Harris, Thelma Barritt 
Harris, Van Thomas 
Harris, William Clarence 
Harris, William Woodson 
Harris, Willie Viola 
Harrison, Anna Jane 
" " " Harrison, Erbie Lee 
Harrison, Jane Annetta 
Harrison, Oval Stanley 
" " " Harrison, William Henry 
Harry, Bertram 
Harsh, Ralph Thomas 
Harshaw, Harold McCloskey 
Harston, Clarence Briggs 
Hart, Forrest Wayne 
Hart, Grace Edith 
Hartley, Leonard Bridwell 
Hartman, Philip Carty 
Hartmann, Hudson Thomas 
Hartrick, George Eugene 
Hartt, Marie 
Hartwig, Caroline E. E. 
Hartwig, Caroline Emma Edith 
Harty, John Henry 
ft " " Harvey, Charles Green 
Harvey, Dean Anson 
Harvey, George Givins 
Harvey, Sarah Katherine 
Haseltine, Martin Edward 
Haskell, Alexander Cheves, Jr. 
Haskew, Caleb Archibald 
Haskins, Ernest Rayburn 
Hatch, Joel Albert 
Hatcher, Elizabeth 
Hat.cher, Fanny Belle 
Hatfield, James Patrick 
Hlltfield, Woodrow Thomas 
Hatton, John Harvey 
Hatton, Mary Ann 
Hauhart, William Frederic 
Hausman, Paul George 
Havird, LaVona Florence 
Hawkins, Lola Mae 
Hawkins, Lucy Belle 
Hawkins, Mayme Yancey 
Hawkins, Richmond Laurin 
Hawkins, Russell Olson 
Hawkins, Winfred Weeden 
Hawthorne, Lee Byrnes 
Hayden, Donald Eugene 
Hayden, Stanley Irving 
Haydon, Curtis 
Haydon, George R. 
Hayes, Bascom B. 
Hayes, Helen 
Hayes, Martin Luther 
Hayes, Mary Cushman 
Hayes, William Spencer 
Haynes, Charles Mode 
Halverson, Jonn Oliver 
.Ham, ·Evelyn Charles 
Hamilton, Blanche Lillian 
Hamilton, Goldy Mitchell 
Hamilton, James Courtlan 
Hamilton, John William 
32Ed 
97Misc 
42Bot 
36RuSo 
32Ed 
36Ed 
34Eng 
32Ed 
41FZo 
41MEd 
07EE1 
29Eng 
37Ch 
40PhD 
16AnHu 
07Ger 
35Ed 
40EdD 
33PSci 
19Ed 
38An 
26PhD 
39Soi 
40MEd 
37RuSo 
39Ed 
38Ed 
40Hort 
28Ed 
35Jour 
22Soc 
38PhD 
28Ed 
32PhD 
31Ed 
35MSci 
lBPhyP 
38Eng 
40MEd 
28DaHu 
24Ch 
33Ed 
40MEd 
40Zo 
02Math 
41Art 
39Ed 
97Misc 
26Eng 
02Ger 
3SEd 
34Frl 
26Frl 
22HoEc 
26Eng 
OOFrl 
39Ed 
14Ger 
32Ed 
37Eng 
28Ed 
99LLM 
33ECi 
35Ed 
24Bot 
13Ed 
39HoEc 
42Eng 
32EE1 
13AgCh 
33Hist 
42Ed 
04Eng 
41PoHu 
41AgCh 
Hamilton, Mabel Edna 
Hamilton, Mayme Candler 
Hamilton, Ralph E. 
Hamilton, Theodore Ely 
" " " Hamilton, William Jackson 
Hamlett, Mayme Lucille 
Hamlin, Truman Leigh 
Hammer, Garland Granville 
Hammett, Alten Ray 
Hammond, Elza Oren 
Hammond, Harry Emmons 
Hammond, Myrtle Ruth Gray 
Hammond, Thomas Benedict 
Hammond, Weldon Wolfe 
Hammons, Agnes Lee 
Hanan, Cleates Edgar 
Hancock, Ann E. 
Hand, Walter Everette 
Handley, James Franklin, Jr . 
Hanebaum, Ernest Fred 
Hanes, Harold Bud 
Haney, Jiles William 
" " " Hankins, Kathryn Allen 
Hanks, Glen Lester 
Hanna, Mary Catharine 
Hannegan, John Michael 
Hansen, Marjorie Amelia 
Hanson, Clarence Herman 
Hanson, George Willard 
Hardin, Virgil Montgomery 
Hardy, Amos Owen 
Hardy, John Ira 
Harlan, Louis Adams 
Harman, Robert Valentine 
Harmon, James Chester 
Harmon, Rupert Franklin 
Harp, John Aaron, Jr . 
Harper, Corinne Dorothy 
Harper, Grace Bryan 
Harper, Joel William Canaday 
Harper, Mary Opal 
Harper, Robert Archie 
Harper, Roscoe Emmett 
Harpham, Elmer Deloram 
Harra, Eunice Wood 
Harrah, George Hall 
Harrell, Josiah DuBose 
Harris, :Seulah Leah 
Harris, Edmond 0. 
Harris, Fred Durand 
Haynes, Eli Stuart 
Haynes, Rufus D. 
Haynes, Willis Stuart 
Haynie, Carl Fleming 
Hays, Hollis Richardson 
Hays, John Que 
Hays, M. Ecel 
Hays, Mary Elizabeth 
Hays, Maurice Eugene 
Hays, Rene Massony 
Hays, Waverly Paul 
Hayward, Otto Hawkins 
Headlee, Elmer Warren 
Heagerty, Frank 
Heathman, Warren Woodrow 
Heberling, Alice Berne 
Hechler, Fred George 
Hedberg, Ernest Albert 
n " n 
Hedberg, Harry Francis 
Hedberg, Walter John 
Hedgecock, Lloyd Wilson 
Hedges, Bess Randolph 
19 
29Ed 
31Ed 
41MEd 
OOFri 
OS PhD 
25Hist 
38Eng 
02Math 
34Ed 
37MEd 
35Ed 
29PhD 
32Ed 
22Jour 
30Geo 
31Ed 
31Hist 
40MEd 
36MEd 
35PhyP 
41MEd 
37AS 
14EMe 
15MeEn 
17Cl 
40MEd 
34Ed 
35PhD 
23Cl 
42Bot 
31Ed 
30Ed 
38Ed 
17PhD 
30Ed 
26Ed 
25Ed 
31Ed 
36Ed 
42MEd 
28Ed 
27Ed 
39MEd 
)<lEd 
20PSci 
.32Ed 
MK:l 
36Ed 
40Ed 
30Ed 
39AS 
llECi 
07Astr 
39MEd 
35Ch 
39Ed 
34Ed 
32Eng 
OBSoc 
41MEd 
16Hort 
32Ed 
25DaHu 
38Ed 
40MEd 
38MEd 
41DaHu 
37Ed 
lOEMe 
30Math 
35PhD 
29Ed 
36Ed 
40Path 
33Hist 
20 
Hedges, James Blaine 
Hedges, Peter Thompson 
Hedrick, Edith Vail 
Hefner, Frank Karl 
Hefner, Vera 
Heidbreder, Elmer Lawrence 
Heinberg, Henry Edgar 
Heinicke, Arthur John 
Heinz, Albert 
Heinze, Peter Herman 
Heitman, Hubert, Jr . 
Hejkal, Otto Charles 
Heldt, Thomas Johannes 
Heller, George William 
Heller, Gertrude Louise 
Heller, Lena 
Heller, Noah Clinton 
n n n 
Helm, Florence 
Helm, Katherine Mary 
Helmers, Carl Joyce 
n n n 
Helmreich, Louis Walter 
n n n 
Helmreich, Mamie Nicter 
Helton, Floyd Franklin 
Hemming, George Roller 
Hemry, J. Scott 
. Henderson, Anne 
Henderson, Burl 
Henderson, Carl 
Henderson, Earl Wilton 
Hendon, Martha Jane 
Hendrickson, Claude W. 
Hendrix, Walter Ransom 
Henegar, Harold Hubert 
Henick, Albert Stanley 
Henning, Eugene Albert 
Henning, Willard Loren 
Henry, Irene Gladys 
Henry, Lou willa 
Henry, Martin Luther 
Henry, Ruby Elizabeth 
Henry, William Taft 
Hensley, Benny Wilson 
Hensley, Grace Vivian 
Hensley, Orlana 
Hensley, William Allen 
Henwood, Virginia Dunham 
Henze, Arthur Louis 
Hepple, Lawrence Milton 
Heptonstall, Arthur Edwin 
Herman, Harry August 
n n n 
Herndon, Joe 
Herrenleben, Henry 
Herrin, Smiley Cleveland 
Herring, Virgil Vance 
Herriott, Marion Eugene -
Hersch, Sophie 
Herskowitz, Irwin Herman 
Hervey, George Washington 
Herwig, Wilhelmina Augusta 
Herzog, Oswald Aaron · 
Hessler, William Henry 
Hetrick, Leonard Earl · 
Hewitt, Nannie Frances 
Hewitt, Samuel Parker 
Hibbard, Aubrey D. 
n 11 n 
Hibbard, Hope 
Hickcox, Ola Slaton 
Hickerson, Emilie Rodes 
Hickman, Dewey Cook 
Hickman, Helen 
16Hist 
OS Math 
23Hist 
42Hist 
28Sp 
32Phys 
17Hist 
14Hort 
16Math 
38Hort 
40AnHu 
41MEd 
12An 
32Ed 
27Ed 
40MEd 
33Ch 
38MEd 
30Econ 
13Ed 
30Ch 
34PhD 
llEMe 
llEEl 
30Ed 
39Math 
33Ed 
28Ed 
29Cl 
40MEd 
39MEd 
24PoHu 
32Ed 
39Ed 
29AgEc 
40Ed 
42Ch 
35Sp 
37Zo 
30Ed 
31Fri 
17Hort 
42MEd 
38Ed 
42MEd 
41Ed 
38Hist 
34PhD 
38MEd 
42Soc 
40Phil 
12EMe 
31DaHu 
36PhD 
42Ed 
99Ger 
27Ed 
37AgCh 
24Ed 
13Soc 
42Zo 
20PoHu 
26Eng 
12ECi 
26PSci 
39MEd 
37Ed 
38MEd 
33Hort 
37PhD 
18Zo 
41MEd 
29Ed 
36Ed 
37MEd 
Hickman, Irving Joseph 35Ed 
Hickman, Jane Franklin 27.Zo 
Hickman, "J'homas Sylvester 18Soc 
Hicks, Hanne J. 40Ed 
Hieser, Lucile 39HoEc 
Higgins, Earl Leroy 27Hist 
Highfill, George Franklin 33Ed 
Highland, John N. . 40MEd 
Hightower, Lloyd Eldrid 36Ed 
Hightower, Ruby Usher 27PhD 
Hilder, Frazier Croswell 07ECi 
Hill, Anita Jane 36Eng 
Hill, Anna Lyle 26Hist 
Hill, Homer Allin 02Zo 
Hill, Randall Conrad 29PhD 
Hill, Robert E. Lee 13AnHu 
Hill, Ruby 12Cl 
Hill, Thurston Smith 40MEd 
Hill, Walton Victor 42Ed 
Hill, Warren Chesney 28PSci 
Hill, William Alexander 36Hist 
Hillis, Lee, Jr. 39MEd 
Hillman, John Rolfe 29Ed 
Hills, Claude Hibbard 35Ch 
Hilmi, Orner 38MEd 
Hilpert, Alfred Otto 41Ed 
Hilpert, George Walter 41Ed 
Hilsenbeck, John Benjamin lOEEl 
Hilt, Twyman Vernard 3i!Math 
Hilterbrand, Paul Jack 35Ed 
Hilton, Wallace Atwood 39Ed 
n n n 41EdD 
Hines, Arva Clarence 29Hist 
Hines, Ruth Reynolds 42Psy 
Hinkle, Olin Ethmer 41Jour 
Hinters, Justine Ann 41Ed 
Hisaw, Frederick Lee, Jr. 16Zo 
Hitch, Arthur Martin 34Ed 
Hitchcock, Louise Constance 3 6Ed 
Hitchner, Dell Gillette 37PSci 
Hoag_,. Clifford c.· . 42MEd 
Boback, Leland Thornton 26Ed 
Hoberecht, Lena Lee 16Hort 
Hoberecht, Leota Moser 33Ed 
Hoberecht, Milton Raymond 42Ed 
Hochberger, Simon 
Hockensmith, Roy Douglas 
Hodge, Grace Ernest 
Hodge, John William 
As of the Class of 1924 
35Jour · 
28Soi 
n n n 
Hodge, Joseph Thomas 
Hodge, Robert Walter 
Hodges, John Milton · 
Hoeeh, Arthur Adolph 
Hoff, John Edgar 
Hoffman, Dorothy Elizabeth 
Hoffman, Hazel Wallingford 
Hogan, Albert G. 
Hogan, Charles William 
Hogoboom, Lester Robert 
Hahn, Eric M. 
Hoke, Adalene Drew 
Holcroft, Wanda Mauretta 
Holden, Edward Reynolds 
Holiday, Frances Virginia 
Hollar, E. Cleveland 
Hollar, John Henry 
Holliday, Frances . 
Hollinger, Albert Harold 
Hollman, Theodore Adolph 
Hollopeter, Dorothy Irene 
Holloway, Daniel Heber 
Holman, John Ervin 
Holman, Monroe Adolph 
38MEd 
40Ch 
42PhD 
35Ed 
94Eng 
31Ed 
31Ed 
30Ed 
38Soc 
18Ger 
12AgCh 
OOEEl 
35Ed 
37Ed 
38MEd 
39MEd 
41Soi 
31Soc 
24Ed 
39MEd 
28Ed 
17Ent 
24Ed 
41MEd 
17PSci 
28Ed 
39MEd 
Holman, Theodore Lee 
Holman, William Wendell 
Holmes, Emma Grace 
Holmes, Lucile · 
Holstein, Maurice J. 
Holt, Alva Leon 
Holt, Homer Cecil 
Holt, Ruby Verdetta 
Holt, Thomas Edward, Jr. 
Holtrop, William Frans 
Honkala, Frederick Saul 
Hook, Caroline Elisabeth 
Hook, Ethel 
Hook, Lucy Mary Lee 
Hook, Maude 
Hoover, Nancy Ada 
Hopf, Robert William 
Hopkins, David William 
Hopkins, Lowell Robert 
Hopkins, Mary Sue 
Hopkins, Reece Price 
Hopkins, Travis Vern 
Hopkins, William Carlisle 
Hopper, Turner Harcourt 
Hord, Katheryn 
Horiguchi, Robert Yoshinori 
Horn, Ernest 
Hornbuckle, Glen Charles 
Horner, Glenn Maurice 
" " " Horsfall, Frank 
Horsfall, Frank, Jr. 
" " " Horstman, Jane Lois 
Hortenstine, Zelma 
Horton, Henry Pomeroy 
Hoskins, Glenister Clarence 
Hoss, Mildred Catherine 
Hotze, Earl Bent 
Houchin, Ollie Boyd 
Houghton, Floyd Bufferd 
Houghton, Nealie Doyle 
Houren, Sister Mary Victoria 
House, Fred Byron 
House, Ralph Emerson 
House, Ralph Woodard 
Houser, Alberta Joanne 
Housman, Mary Webster 
Housman, Robert Lloyd 
. " " Houston, Clar 
Houston, Joseph Eugene· 
Houston, Raymond Earl 
Houston, Victor M. 
Howard, Alpheus Marshall 
Howard, Annabel Fountain 
Howard, Harry Nicholas 
Howard, Joseph Eugene 
Howard, Robert Lorenzo 
Howard, Walter Lafayette 
Howell, Jessie Mildred 
Howell, Roberta Lee 
Howells, Owen 
Howlett, William Walker 
Hoy, Louis Benjamin 
Hoy, Marjorie Neff 
Hsiao, Kung Chuan 
Hubbard, Cecil James 
Hubbell, Marvin Fred 
Hubble, Chester Theodore 
Hudelson, Robert R. 
Hudson, Mervin C. 
Hudson, Mildred 
Hudson, Vanavery Don 
Hudson, Virginia Orear 
39MEd 
39AgEx 
36HoEc 
36Ed 
41MEd 
26Ed 
28Ed 
38Ed 
35Hist 
38MEd 
42Geo 
35Ed 
28Ed 
38MEd 
38Ed 
41MEd 
42Geo 
28Ed 
31Ed 
30Ed 
27Ed 
39Ed 
42MEd 
20AgCh 
42MEd 
32Jour 
08Ed 
40MEd 
32Soi 
35PhD 
27Hort 
32Hort 
35PhD 
40Ed 
37MEd 
05Phil 
40Ed 
33Ed 
20MSci 
39Bioc 
36Ed 
23PSci 
28Cl 
34Ed 
OOFri 
30Ed 
39Ed 
25Eng 
25Jour 
34PhD 
40Ed 
29Hist 
38Ed 
30Ed 
36Ed 
36RuSo 
27Hist 
28Ed 
18PSci 
03MSci 
23Sp 
26Jour 
23RuSo 
41Hist 
29Ed 
37MEd 
23Phil 
17EE1 
33E1En 
35Ch 
15Soi 
30Ed 
26Eng 
31Ed 
22Eng 
Huffman, Charles Austin 
Huffman, Donald Ralph 
Huffman, Jesse Edward 
Huggins, Annie Louise 
Hughes, Elmer Howard 
Jiughes, Forrest R. 
Hughes, Harold DeMott 
Hughes, Jewell Constance 
Hughes, Olin Eugene 
Hughes, Ruth 
Hughes, Uriel Wright 
Huhn, Charles Harra 
Huitt, Homer Carroll 
n n n 
Hulen, Kathryn Elizabeth 
Hull, Emily Adaline 
Hull, Herschel Lester 
Hulseman, Dorothy Elizabeth 
Humbert, Roger Paul 
Humble, Milford Keith 
" " " Humfeld, Marion Lucille 
Hummel, Lynn Ellis 
Humphrey, Grady William 
Humphrey, William Richardson 
Hundley, John Leslie 
Hunker, Paul Burton 
Hunt, Frances Katherine 
Hunt , Heber Ulric 
Hunter, Edwin Dudley 
Hunter, Jesse Elmo 
" ' " " Hunziker, John 
Hursh, Justus Harold 
Hurst, James Frederick 
Hurst, Maurice Evelyn 
Hurst, May Miller 
Hurt, Arthur Stratton 
Hurt, Robert Elisha 
Hurwitz, Wallie Abraham 
Husbands, Kenneth L. 
Huston, James Otto 
Huston, Ruth Martha 
Hutchens, Helen Mae 
Hutchings, Theron Bird 
Hutchinson, Seldon Sayre 
Hutchison, Cleora Jewell 
Hutchison, Dorothy Irene 
Hutchison, Gregory Lewis 
Hutchison, Margaret Pipkin 
Hutsell, Herbert Hadley 
Hyde, Emma Fisher 
Hyde, McFreeman 
Hyslop, Ralph Erskine 
l. 
lhrig, Angel Pearl 
Thrig, Buel Byron 
Illers, Herbert 
Imbert, Louis Etienne 
Indorf, Catherine Louise 
Ingersoll, Floyd Sylvester 
Ingold, Louis , 
Ingram, Isabell C. 
Ingrum, Dora Louvenia 
Ingrum, Ruth 
Irisarri, Antonio Maria de 
Irvin, Charles A. 
Irwin, Arnold Ellsworth 
Irwin, Richard 
Isaak, Philip John 
Isely, Marion Frances 
Isenhouer, Bess B. 
Isley, Bernita Pearl 
21 
38MEd 
42MEd 
32Hort 
29Ed 
16AnHu 
26ECi 
08MSci 
16Math 
32AgEn 
36Ed 
07Misc 
38Ed 
32Hist 
37PhD 
30Econ 
40MEd 
35Ed 
29Fri 
39Soi 
31Ed 
37PhD 
42Art 
36Mus 
34Ed 
13ECi 
21Phys 
36Ed 
36Jour 
39PhD 
39PSci 
25AgCh 
28PhD 
25Hist 
15AgEc 
30Math 
28Ed 
37Eng 
16Ed 
21Ed 
06Math 
38Ed 
37Ed 
42MEd 
39MEd 
36PhD 
MEd 
38Eng 
36MEd 
39Eng 
42Ed 
37Ed 
25Eng 
27Ed 
06MSci 
33Ed 
33Ed 
31Ed 
07Frl 
25Zo 
33FC 
02Math 
40MEd 
25Ed 
35Ed 
29Geo 
41Ed 
41Hist 
41PoHu 
34Soi 
26Zo 
25Ed 
41Eng 
22 
1tschner, Ernest Theodore 
Itschner, Kenneth Frank 
Iwert, Alvin Henry 
L 
Jack, Ada Whitfield 
Jackle, Elizabeth Anne 
Jackle, Frank Robert 
Jacks , Mildred Ethlyn 
Jackson, Ashel Link 
Jackson, Christian Allison 
Jackson, Clarence Martin 
Jackson, Courtney 
Jackson, David Andrew 
Jackson, Ellis Owen 
Jackson, Horace Leo 
Jackson, John Ralph 
n n n 
Jackson, Laura Frances 
Jackson, Robert E . 
Jackson, Thomas Wesley 
Jackson, Virginia Elizabeth 
Jackson, York M. 
Jacob, :fCielden Emmitt 
n n n 
Jacoby, Stella Lucille 
Jaeger, Chester George 
n ~ " 
Jaeger, Lucena Elnora 
Jaeger , Roy Henry 
Jaggard, Robert Kenneth 
James, Eula 
James, Guy Everett 
James, Otis Grant 
James, Virginia 
Jarman, Allen Montgomery 
Jarmon, Paul Hammond 
Jarvis, James Robert 
Jayne, Sears Reynolds 
Jeffers, Katharine Rosetta 
.Jeffrey, Lisle 
Jeffries, Christie Frances 
Jenkins, Anne Gladys 
Jenkins, Cecil Roy 
Jenkins, Charles Oscar 
Jenkins, Forest Orner 
Jenkins, Harry Earle 
Jenkins, Howard Edward 
Jenkins, Paul 
Jennett, James Harvey 
Jennings, Curtis Corwin 
Jennings, Edith 
Jennings, Egbert 
Jennings, George Washington 
Jennings, Otha W. 
Jennings, Robert Wilton 
Jensen, Elmer A. 
Jensen, Russell Clair 
Jesse, Adeline Claybrook 
Jesse, Bredelle 
Jesse, Caroline Elizabeth 
Jesse, Mary Polk 
Jesse, William Polk 
Jesseman, Leroy Dexter 
Jester, Arthur Mannering 
Jewett, Cora-Mae 
Jewett, Ida Adele 
Jinske, Henry Wadsworth 
Johann, Helen 
Johler, Walter William 
Johnson, Bernice Eugenia 
Johnson, Bert Eugene 
Johnson, Buel Thomas 
38AgF.:x 
41AgCh 
OOMisc 
29Hist 
37Ed 
35Ed 
38Eng 
28Ed 
39MEd 
99MSci 
26Hist 
42Ed 
41Ed 
39MEd 
27Bot 
33PhD 
32Ed 
38Ed 
20Math 
33Ed 
32Ed 
35Ch 
39PhD 
42MEd 
24Math 
27PhD 
39Zo 
23EMe 
35Ed 
18Eng 
24AgCh 
39Ed 
18Econ 
41MEd 
40MEd 
14EE1 
42Eng 
28Zo 
37Zo 
25Eng 
27RuSo 
33Ed 
02Cl 
12EE1 
30Ed 
40MEd 
35Hist 
24Path 
42Hist 
34RuSo 
25Ed 
98LLM 
42Bot 
38Ed 
42EdD 
13DaHu 
29Ed 
17Fri 
09Fri 
26Ed 
13EMe 
16Hort 
39Zo 
33RuSo 
18Eng 
30Ed 
16Bot 
33Ch 
33Eng 
41Ed 
41MEd 
Johnson, Clayton Henry, Jr .. 
Johnson, Cleora Eleanor 
Johnson, Clifford Eugene 
Johnson, Clifton Edward 
Johnson, Dean Derwin 
Johnson, Dora 
Johnson, Dorothy Elizabeth 
Johnson, Dorothy Mae 
Johnson, D.orothy Struble 
Johnson, Edwin Hennessy 
Johnson, Ella 
Johnson, Ethel Durnell 
Johnson, Flossie Redmon 
Johnson, Franklin Plotinos 
Johnson, Gladys May 
Johnson, Helen Louise 
Johnson, Helen Moore 
Johnson, Homer Leslie 
n n n 
Jol\nson, Ida Judith 
Johnson, Isabell 
Johnson, Ivan C. 
Johnson, James Richard 
" " " Johnson, Joseph Stuart 
Johnson, Lee Livingston 
Johnson, Lenora Ellen 
Johnson, Mary Lee 
Johnson, Mary Lucilla 
Johnson, Oliver Henry 
Joh~on, Oliver Ray 
Johnson, Paul Edwin 
Johnson, Seth Roth 
Johnson, Stanley Dean 
Johnson, William Henry 
Johnson, William LeRoy 
Johnston, Emery Kennedy 
Johnston, Eva 
Johnston, Franklin 
Johnston, Harriet DeGraff 
Johnston, Henry Perry 
" " n Johnston, Josephine 
Johnston, Leon Sanford 
Johnston, Orville Charles 
Johnston, Robert Byron 
Johnston, William Waters 
Jolly, Thomas William 
Jones, Abner 
n n 
Jones, Albert Lester 
Jones, Alta Dorothy 
Jones, Amos Leonard 
Jones, Arthur Anwyl 
Jones, Beulah Brown 
Jones, C. H., Jr. 
Jones, Charles Arthur 
Jones, Donald Hugh 
Jones, Elmer Thomas 
Jones, Ernest 
Jones, Everette Morgan 
Jones, Fred 
Jones , George Denver 
Jones, Hannah Heck 
Jones, Helen Gertrude 
Jones, Howard 
Jones, Idris William 
Jones, Ira 
Jones, J. Claude, Jr. 
Jones, John McKinley 
Jones, John Varnum 
Jones, John Walter 
Jones, Joseph Lester 
Jones, Joseph Maxfield 
39Geo 
28HoEc 
42MEd 
36Ed 
36Ed 
31Eng 
37Bot 
30HoEc 
33Ed 
38Jour 
31Hist 
39Ed 
41MEd 
15Cl 
25Psy 
42Ed 
08Cl 
35Ed 
39EdD 
25Cl 
llCl 
38Ed 
26Ch 
40EdD 
34MSci 
41PhD 
20Ed 
39Ed 
36RuSo 
35Ch 
12AgEc 
36AgCh 
35PhD 
30Eng 
35Ed 
12ECi 
28Jour 
95Cl 
30Ch 
23Zo 
35Ch 
41PhD 
26Eng 
18Math 
40MSci 
36Ed 
25Soi 
40Eng 
15Ed 
16PhD 
13Path 
40MEd 
29Ed 
lOMSci 
34Ed 
41MEd 
16AnHu 
26Jour 
25Ent 
20RuSo 
28AnHu 
34Ed 
39Ent 
24Ed 
37Ed 
34Ed 
41Hist 
11Phys 
30Hist 
12AnHu 
32Ed 
31An 
40Bioc 
40Geo 
jones, Kather.ine Elizabeth 
Jones, Leland Jackson 
Jones, Mark Sylvania 
Jones, Miller Talley 
Jones, Oliver E. 
Jones, Richard Young 
Jones, Ronald Wade 
Jones, R.T. 
Jones, Sylvia Viola 
Jones, Virginia Marguerite 
Jones, Walter Washington 
Jones, Webster Newton 
Jones, William Elmer 
Jones, Zenobia Lena 
Jordan, George Harvey 
Jordan, Grace 
Jordan, Howard Vernon 
Jordan, Ola Edward 
Jordan, Roscoe Cecil 
Jordan, Wilbur Kitchener 
Journey, Rockwell Cresap 
Joyner, Howard Warren 
Judd, ·James Edgar 
Juergensmeyer, Irvin K. 
Jung, Christian Wood 
Junnila, Wilho August 
Justice, William Harry 
K 
Kahn, J. Ottillie 
Kahn, Theckla 
Kain, Rhoda Anna 
Kallenbach, Joseph Ernest 
Kansteiner, Louise Wilhelmina 
Kao, George K'e Yi 
Kapfer, Bessie Rachel 
Kappelman, George John 
Karls, Glen E. 
Karraker, Perry Elmer 
Karrasch, Ada McCabe 
Karrasch, Richard John 
Karsch, Mildred Benita 
Kasten, Hazel Katherine 
Kattleman, Adele Caroline 
Katzenstein, Leon Levi 
Kaucher, Dorothy 
Kaufman, Edward E. 
Kaufman,. Ethel 
Kaufman, Harold Frederick 
Kavanagh, Frederick 
Kay, Clayton Ellsworth 
Kay, Dewey Herschel 
Kays, John Mallin 
Kearney, Harold Leslie 
Kearney, James Robert, Jr. 
Keast, Alfred Joseph 
Keathley, Charles Elmer 
Keathley, Lester 
Keeley, Mary Paxton 
Keenan, James Edward 
Keene, Mary Lucille 
w n n 
Keeney, Mark Hawkins 
Keith, Beulah Grace 
Keith, Everett Earnest 
Keith, Glendon Lowell 
Keith, Glenn D. 
Keith, Joseph Clancy 
Keith, Paul Jennings 
Keith, Paulina Ruth 
Keithley, Joseph Rayburn 
Kelim, Orville Adrain 
Keller, Edwin Roy 
Keller, Fred Lafayette 
31Hist 
30Ent 
36Math 
32ECi 
29Ed 
23ECi 
41AgEc 
38Ed 
40Art 
42MEd 
31Ed 
09Ch 
39Ed 
35Fri 
35Ed 
36MEd 
24Soi 
42MEd 
28Hort 
24Hist 
13PSci 
29Art 
34Ed 
25Ed 
42Ed 
37MSci 
31Ed 
95ML 
07Eng 
32Ed 
28PSci 
38MEd 
34Jour 
33Ed 
41Ed 
33Ed 
14Soi 
41Fri 
41AgCh 
38Ed 
40MEd 
32Ed 
36Ed 
20Eng 
39Ed 
27Eng 
39Soc 
33Ch 
41MEd 
29Ed 
40AnHu 
14An 
26Jour 
39MEd 
31Geo 
31Ed 
28Jour 
40Geo 
12Bot 
lflPhD 
17DaHu 
40Ed 
32Ed 
40MEd 
39Ed 
36Ed 
35Ed 
29Ed 
llMSci 
41Ed 
23AnHu 
30Ed 
Keller, Joseph Oliver 
Keller, Marion Dorothy 
Keller, Walter David 
n n n 
Kelley, Edwin Terrence 
Kelley, Mona Josephine 
Kelley, Ward Wesley 
Kellogg, Allen Bond 
Kelly, George Walton 
Kemp, G. Ward 
Kempfer, Homer Hadley 
Kenaston, Florence Amelia 
Kendall, Helen Rex 
Kendall, Verner V. 
Kendrick, Mabel 
Kendrick, Myron Slade 
Kennedy, Anna Sue 
Kennedy, Emery Gilbert 
n n n 
Kennedy, John William, Jr. 
Kennedy, Minnie Madeline 
Kensinger; Clifford 
Kerns, Byron L. 
Kerr, Nelson 
Kerr, Rosaline Espinosa 
Kessler, William Wallace 
Ketzle, Harry Clarke 
Keyfitz, Sara Rivka Feder 
Keyte, I. Allen · 
Kidd, Florence 
Kidwell, Minna A. 
Kidwell, Paul William 
Kilburn, Henry Clay 
Kilmer, Harry Edmund 
Kilpatrick, Richard Laughlin 
Kimbrough, Oscar Moad 
Kimes, Irene 
Kincaid, Randall Rich 
" " n Kinder, Homer Clay 
Kinder, Leemon Newton 
Kinder, Paul Morton 
Kinder, Quinton Burrett 
King, Bascom Milton 
King, Gordon Ford 
King, Henry James 
King, H. Mason 
King, James Barber 
King, Lloyd Wentworth 
King, Louis Arthur 
King, Robert Eugene 
King, William Boyd 
Kingsbury, Warren Taylor 
Kingsley, Jesse Evelyn 
Kinkade, Berte Leroy 
:Eqnman, Lewis Marion 
Kinnaird, Roy Aubrey 
Kirby, John Lewis 
Kirby, Noel Dean 
Kirchner, Elida Caroline 
Kirk, George Washington 
Kirk, Lillian Emma 
Kirk, Todd 
Kirkpatrick, Margaret 
Kirkpatrick, Paul Briggs 
Kirkpatrick, Roy Thomas 
Kirkwood, William Paul 
Kirn, Ralph Robert 
Kirtley, Alice Boone 
Kistenmacher, 'Albert H. 
Kitchens, Nellie Mae 
Kite, Ila Maude 
Kittel, Audrey Nell 
Kleckner, William Albert 
Kleeman, Eleanor 
23 
42Ed 
37HoEc 
26Geo 
33PhD 
16Hist 
26Fri 
18Geo 
28Eng 
34Sp 
92LLM 
35Ed 
31Ed 
41Ed 
20Ch 
29Ed 
21PSci 
38Ed 
32Ed 
39EdD 
31An 
23HoEc 
39MEd 
37MEd 
40Ed 
28Sp 
llECi 
39MEd 
31Soc 
25Geo 
33Hist 
96Misc 
41MEd 
41MEd 
OS Path 
34Ed 
37Ed 
36RuSo 
29Bot 
34PhD 
38Ed 
41Ed 
30Ed 
33PoHu 
22FC 
36Ed 
13Ch 
23Geo 
38MEd 
32Ed 
40MSci 
41MEd 
41Ed 
37Ed 
30Sp 
24Eng 
31Soc 
14Soi 
37Ed 
31Ed 
02Ger 
lOHist 
34Ed 
29Ed 
27HoEc 
37Ed 
24FC 
22Jour 
42Ed 
30PSci 
16ECi 
27Math 
28ED 
38Soc 
32Eng 
12Ed 
24 
Klehm, Walter Allen 
Kleiber, Frederic Herbert 
Klick, Wilfred Huning 
Kline, Bessie Mabel 
Kloha, Frederick William 
Knaus, Gilbert Martin 
Knepper, Florence 
Knepper, Myrtle 
Kniep, Rosalie Marie 
Knight, Delvin Roscoe 
Knight, Ewart Broughton 
" " " Knight, John Swann 
Knight, Letha Ollie 
Knight, L. Fay 
Knight, Martineau 
Knight, William Christian 
Knipmeyer, Arthur Bernhardt 
Knipmeyer, Warner Herbert 
Knoeppel, Raymond Edward 
Knoop, Mary Margaret 
Knowles, Lois Edna 
Knowles, Lois 
Knox, William Floyd 
" " " Kobs, Edna 
Koch, Edwin Oswald 
Koch, Herbert Louis 
Koerber, Alvin Martin 
Koerber, Clement Emil 
Koerber, Edwin William 
Koester, Edward Albert 
Koger, Lucile 
Kohler, Lucille Tremlet 
Kohrman, George Emmit 
Koontz , Ophelia Frances 
Koontz, Wayne Eldon 
Koopman, Richard John W. 
Kopel, Harold 
Koranda, Sidney 
Korte, Tom D. 
Krabiel, Helen Mar 
Krablin, John F. 
Kraus, Paul S. 
Kreeger, Frances 
Kretz, Hester White 
Kreige, Herbert Frick 
Kroggel, Raymond Paul 
Kropf, Eldina 
Kropp, Simon Fred 
Krueger, Albert Charles 
Krueger, Edward Karl Louis 
Krueger, Louis Arthur 
Krueger, Maynard Clare 
Krueger, Paul Frederick 
Kruger, J. Carl 
Kruse, Carl 
Kruse, Theodore Karl 
Kruse, Theophile Karl Theodore 
_Krusekopf, Henry Her]Ilan 
Kubach, Tommy Lorn, II 
Kuhlman, Katharine Jones 
Kuhns, Irene Elizabeth 
Kunkel, Louis Otto 
Kurtz, Daniel Webster Boone, Jr. 
Kyd, fohn Bailey 
Kyd, Lois Myrtle 
Kyd, Margaret Truella 
Kyser, Edwin Allen 
L. 
Lackay, Sister Mary Pachomia 
LaCrosse, Charles Howard 
Lacy, Louis~ Churchill 
37EdD 
40Ed 
32Eng 
lOSoc 
38MEd 
42MEd 
25Ed 
OOMath 
42MEd 
42VSci 
37MEd 
38EdD 
23An 
40HoEc 
29Ed 
15Geo 
41Bot 
02LLM 
28RuSo 
41Ed 
3UEd 
31Ed 
41EdD 
21Ed 
38EdD 
26Bot 
llCl 
36Ent 
38Ed 
30Ed 
38Ed 
29Geo 
37MEd 
42Soc 
39Ed 
23Eng 
37Ed 
42PhD 
32Jour 
42HoEc 
39Ed 
08Cl 
37MEd 
31Geo 
41Math 
39Ed 
21Ch 
35Ed 
28Ed 
39Hist 
27Ch 
40Ed 
33Ger 
27Hist 
30Econ 
~9MEd 
JOLLM 
13PhyP 
18PhD 
16Soi 
40Soc 
28Fri 
40Ed 
llBot 
13An 
30Ed 
37Ed 
39MEd 
31Ed 
33Math 
24AnHu 
22Eng 
Ladd, Glenn Odis 
Laffoon, Carthrae Merrette 
n n-r , '" 
!,akin, Charles Thomas 
LaMar, Stephen George 
Lamb, Foster Burnell 
Lamb, Neva May 
Lancaster, Hollis Wayne 
Lancaster, Oti-s Ewing 
Landen, Ernest Wilhelm 
" " " Landen, Mary Frances Patton 
Lang, Howard ·Burton, Jr. 
Langendoerfer, Martha Friedericka 
Langendorf, Alice Rose 
Langford, Marvin E. 
Langworthy, Bertha Irene 
Lanham, William Bradford 
Lanius, Tudor 
Lanman, Loren 
Lappin, John Curtis 
Lappin, Valeria Pearl 
Larkin, Margaret Arlene 
Larkin, Marie Louise 
Larmer, Eugene Jackson 
La Roge, Clifford Thomas 
Larsen, Anna Luscio 
Larson, Anna Botilda 
Larson, August Friedolf 
Larson, Leslie Leonard 
Larson, Olga 
LaRue, Harry A. 
La Rue, Lon Hall 
Lasley, John Foster 
Latta, Howard Allen 
Lau, Tsing Lai 
Lau, Tsing Lai <Mrs.) 
Lauderdale, Frank J. 
Lauer, Myrna Cox 
Laughlin, Edgar J. 
Laughlin, James Lyman 
Lawhon, James Levert 
Lawler, James Jay 
Lawrence, Bertram Isaac 
" " " Lawrence, Gertrude Soash 
Lawrence, Harriett Durham 
Lawrence, Harvey T. 
Lawrence, Mary Anna 
Laws, Leah Jackson 
Laws, Silas Irving 
Lawson, Ules 
Layman, Harriett Emma 
Layman, Martha Elizabeth 
Leach, John Archie 
Leaphart, Charles William 
Lear, Mary Engleton 
Leaver, Florence. Bessie 
Leaver, Lawrence Eustace 
Leaver, Theodore Hayes 
LeClair, Carlos Arnie 
Ledbetter, Lelia Lenore 
Ledford, Clell G. 
Ledgerwood, Fern 
Lee, Benjamin Stephen 
Lee, Benton M. 
Lee, Charles Alfred. 
Lee, Charles Lamar 
Lee, Edgar Desmond 
Lee, Eleanor Elizabeth 
Lee, Gordon Melvin 
Lee, Harold Clarkeston 
Lee, Jordan, Grey 
Lee, Katy 
Lee, Mou 
35MSci 
14EEl 
15ElEn 
40Phys 
29Ed 
39Ed 
41Ed 
37Ed 
34Math 
33Phys 
38PhD 
38Jour 
37PSci 
30Geo 
33Eng 
42MEd 
39Hist 
17Hort 
18Eng 
35Ed 
21Ed 
21Ed 
41Hist 
42Art 
34Ed 
32Geo 
40Ed 
29Ed 
19Soc 
34PhyP 
20Math 
09ECi 
37Ed 
40AnHu 
31Ed 
36PhD 
36HoEc 
41MEd 
30Eng 
39MEd 
40Ed 
40MEd 
37Ch 
22Psy 
35PhD 
30Soc 
26Ed 
25ECi 
24HoEc 
31Ed 
27Ed 
3SEd 
38Ed 
35Hist 
24Hist 
06Cl 
21Ch 
42Spch 
29Ed 
35Ed 
13Soi 
37Ed 
39MEd 
33Eng 
40MEd 
24Hist 
31Ed 
36Ed 
09Ed 
42MEd 
39MSci 
38Ed 
40PhD 
31Zo 
25MeEn 
Leech, Esther Gladys 
Leech, Howard Wray 
Leek, Evrard Turner 
Leezy, Clarence Warner 
Lefever, Gregory 
LeFevre, Everett Raymond 
Lefevre, George 
Lefholz, Rothwell 
Legate, Mary 
LeHew, Kassie Maurine 
Leib, Benjamin Wiley 
Leimer, Melvin Pirmin 
Leker, Charles August 
Lemasters, Everett Milton 
LeMert, Frank LeRoy 
Lemmer, George Francis 
Lemmon, Jean Reavis 
Lenox, Maude Elizabeth 
Lentz, Hale William 
Leonard, Cecelia 
Leonard, Clarence Keith 
Leonard, Edwin Stanley, Jr. 
Leonard, Frederick Roth 
Leonard, Gladys Owen 
Leong, William Wan Yee 
Leopard, Buel 
Lepidus, Henry 
Le Roy, Royce Harold 
Leslie, Glenn Freeman 
Lester, Orner 
Letson, Orrin Wolcott 
Letton, Mildred Celia 
Leweke, Florentine Rhoda 
Lewis, Arthur Armington 
Lewis, Bonnie Jean 
Lewis, Donald Fremont 
Lewis, Dorothy Sens 
Lewis, John William 
Lewis, Lura 
Lewis, Mildred Durette 
Lewis, Robert Burns 
Lewis, Velma Osborne 
Lhamon, Clara Lois 
L'Hote, Homer Jacob 
Li, Heng-yu 
Libbey, Donald Smith 
Liberman, Alvin Meyer 
Lichty, Elden Alric 
Lick, Clara Edna 
Licklider, Frank H. 
Liepsner, Adriana May 
Liepsner, Frank Wright 
Liese, Dale Homer 
Liggett, Delmas E. 
Liley, Oren Shelby 
Limerick, Susan Dorothy 
Lindemeyer, Clarence Herman 
Lindsay, Elizabeth Wilson 
Lindsay, Jane Dawson 
Lindsay, Samuel Thompson 
Linhorst, Erwin Frederick 
Linker, George John 
Linthacum Helen Elizabeth 
Linville, Douglas Lee 
Linville, Francis Aron 
Linville, Ruth 
Lionberger, Herbert Frederick 
Lippitt, Arthur Howreth 
Lischer, Carl Fred 
List, Edgar George 
Liston, Margaret Isabel 
Litle, Lester Oral 
Litle, Roy Finis 
Little, Beulah Wilson 
Little, William Walter 
33Eng 
27Ed 
41Ed 
34Ed 
38Ed 
32Ed 
39Zo 
22An 
33Ed 
41Hist 
31Ed 
39MEd 
26Ed 
29Ed 
23ECi 
41Hist 
19Soc 
41Eng 
39MEd 
40Zo 
38MEd 
37PhD 
28Ed 
33HoEc 
39Jour 
19PSci 
28Sp 
24Ch 
41MEd 
34Ed 
21FC 
35Ed 
25Eng 
39PhD 
38MEd 
36Hist 
41Ed 
42MEd 
19Eng 
07Hist 
29Ch 
31Sp 
17HoEc 
40AgEc 
38Jour 
22AgEc 
39Psy 
29Ed 
39Eng 
33Ed 
07Math 
llECh 
26Ch 
40MEd 
39MEd 
25Soc 
30Ed 
25Psy 
32Jour 
22Path 
28Ch 
38MEd 
32Cl 
40MEd 
32Econ 
42MEd 
41MEd 
41MSci 
33Ch 
14EE1 
33HoEc 
30Ed 
37Ed 
35Ed 
40MEd 
Littlejohn, William Wylie 
Liu, Kou Ik 
Livesay, Edward Alexander 
Livingston, Jesse Elsmer 
Livingston, Walter Ross 
Lix, Henry William 
Lockett, James Douglas 
Lockridge, Edwin Christian 
Lockri1ge, Samuel Lee 
Lockridge, William Louis 
Lockwood, Marquis Hartwell 
Loeb, Clarence 
Loeb, Isidor 
Loeffler, George Elizabeth 
Loftin, Grover Guy 
Logan, Florence Lucile 
Logan, James Clifford 
Lohmann, Victor Louis 
Lomas, Clarence Harmon 
London, Hoyt H. · 
London, Robert Hadley 
Long, Barbara Taber 
Long, Conner Melbourne 
Long, Hazel Tutt 
Long, Howard Rusk 
Long, Jennings Harold 
• " n 
Long, John Hampton 
Long, Johah E. 
Long, Mildred Emelia 
Long, Sudie B. 
Long, Theodore Parker 
Longenback, Myrtle Lourena 
Longfellow, Erskine Shearer 
Longwell, Chester Ray 
Longwell, John Harwood 
Loomis, Albert Geyer 
Loomis, Otis Love 
Loomis, Ralph 
Lopez, Gregorio 
Lorah, Martha E. Clark 
Loren, Elbert Allan 
Lott, Richard Vincent 
Lotter, Henry Howell 
Lotz, Roe Morgan 
Loucks, Paris William 
Loughead, George Robert 
Loughead, Mary Esther 
Love, Esther Nandeen 
Lovvorn, Roy Lee 
Low, Earle Forrest 
Lowe, Chloe Brundege 
Lowe, Victor Brown 
Lowery, Ward 
Lowman, Ann Ahdean 
Lowrey, Edward Clyde 
Lowrey, Lawson Gentry 
Lowry, Marion Wayne 
Lowry, William Raimen 
Lu, David Chi-hsin 
Luallin, Faye 
Lucas, Mabel Modean 
Ludmer, Abraham Henry 
Lueddecke, Herman William 
Lueders, Alma 
Luelf, Amanda 
Lukens, Malta Clarrie 
Lurob, Ethel Sue 
Lunsford, Lena Mae 
Lunsford, Lena M. 
Lunsford, W. Errett 
Luttrell, Floyd, Sr. 
Lutz, James Fulton 
n n n 
Lyda, Isabelle Wade 
25 
37Ed 
34AgEc 
17AnHu 
40PhD 
20Hist 
35Geo 
38Hist 
40MEd 
32Ed 
33Ed 
OOMSci 
97Misc 
93MSci 
33Ed 
33Ed 
29Ed 
28Hort 
38Ed 
30DaHu 
29Ed 
39MEd 
40HoEc 
OGMSci 
39Hist 
41Jour 
30Hort 
36PhD 
16ECi 
42MEd 
31Ed 
37Ed 
27Ed 
33Ed 
21ECh 
16Geo 
20AnHu 
15Ch 
33Ed 
21AgEc 
40AgEc 
42Path 
41Econ 
26Hort 
OOECi 
16EMe 
37Ed 
34Ed 
31HoEc 
33Ed 
33Soi 
40MEd 
39Ed 
42MEd 
llEEl 
38Ed 
32Hist 
lOAn 
13AgCh 
26Ed 
32Jour 
41MEd 
36Ed 
42Econ 
39MEd 
27Sp 
21Ger 
15Eng 
41Zo 
31Ed 
33Equi 
42Ed 
34Ed 
30Soi 
34PhD 
35Ed 
26 
Lynch, Marjorie Rose 
Lynch, Otho Benjamin 
Lyon, David N. 
Lyon, Elisabeth Ross 
Lyon, Ethmel 
McAdam, John Eldon 
McAlli:;;ter, S. Etta 
McAnear, Adolphe Dewey 
McAnear, Frank Elmer 
McBride, Anna Christine 
McBride, Landy Eathan 
McBride, Orville Clark 
McCain, Jane F. 
McCall, Homer Roscoe 
McCall, Margaret 
McCall, Preston Berry 
McCall, William Morrison 
n n n 
McCalla, Thomas Mark 
n n n 
McCampbell, Ann Merle 
McCandless, Carl A. 
McCanse, Ralph Alan 
McCarrell, Ted H. 
McCarthy, Barbara Philippa 
McCarthy, Mary Margaret 
McCarty, Raymond Gerald 
McCaustland, Gwynne Gravelle 
McClain, Earl Emmett 
McClain, Orin Edgar 
37Ed 
30Ed 
42Ch 
28HoEc 
32Ed 
40Ed 
28Ed 
31Ed 
27Ed 
13Math 
31Ed 
22Ent 
41Ed 
29Ed 
31Ed 
32Ent 
26Ed 
30PhD 
35Soi 
37PhD 
40MEd 
32PSci 
25Eng 
36Ed 
26Cl 
33Bot 
38DaHu 
17ECi 
29Ed 
14EEl 
<As of class of 1913 > 
McClaran, Harry Douglas 33Ed 
McClard, Charles Elvin 36Ed 
McClary, Joseph Edward 37Bot 
n n n 41PhD 
McClaughry, Robert Wilson, Jr. 16EMe 
McClellan, Wallace Sanford 39Ed 
McClelland, David Clarence 39Psy 
McClintic, Joseph 0 . 27Ed 
McClure, Clarence Henry 13Hist 
McClure, Clark Braden 34Ed 
McClure, Howard Ernest 41MEd 
McCollum, John Samuel 35Ed 
McCollom, Overton Jewell 39MEd 
McConnell, George W. 39MEd 
McCord, Charles Harvey 06Soc 
McCord, Maudeva 36Eng 
McCormack, Martha Erkalene 38MEd 
McCormick, Clifton Francis 31Ed 
McCormick, Edward Leroy 28Ed 
McCormick, Mamie Jane 27Ed 
McCoy, Alexander Watts 12ECi 
McCoy, Alex Watts 14Geo 
McCoy, Chal F. 37Ed 
McCoy, E. Berneice 42Ed 
McCoy, Gladys Irene 39Ed 
McCoy, Sadie Finkeldey 38Ed. 
McCrory, Samuel Aubrey 37Hort 
McCroskey, James Blond 30DaHu 
McCubbin-, Earl Noel 28Hort 
McCulloch, Albert Johnston 95ML 
McCulloh, Samuel Ezra 37Ed 
McCullough, Donald Ralph 31Ed 
McCullough, Francis Clarence a3Ed 
McCullough, Leah Jacqueline 41Ed 
McCume, Alice Lee 31Ed 
McCutchan, Hugh Walker 19Ed 
McCutchan, Mary 28Eng 
McDaniel, Buell Writhe 30Ed 
McDaniel, Mary Eliza 20PhyP 
McDaniel, Ruth Adele 28Sp 
McDannold, Lonnie Leonidas 42Ed 
McDqnald, David Rowland. 
McDonald, Florin L. 
McDonald, john Mason 
McDonald, Joseph Russell 
McDonald, Martha Alma 
McDonald, Mary Ann 
McDonald, Moss 
McDonald, Wilbur Packard 
McDonnell, Flossie Belle 
'McDonough, Agnes 
McDougle, Harold Clinton 
McDowell, Maynard Lee 
McElroy, George Laverty, Jr. 
McElvain, Howard H. 
n 11 11 
McEowen, Daniel Wesley 
McFarlan, Lee Horace 
n n 11 
McGaugh, Thomas Elmer 
McGavock, William Crews, Jr. 
McGee, Lee Albert 
McGill, Caroline 
" " McGill, Helen Louise 
McGill, Ida Belle 
McGinley, Charles T . , Jr . 
McGinnis, Myrta Ethel 
McGraw, Frank Whitney 
McGregor, Carolyn Suzanna 
McGregor, Muriel Hope 
McGuire, Carl Wilburn 
McGuire, Edna 
McGuire, Esther Gambill 
McGuire, Uncas Martin 
McHarg, Cynthia Wilkes 
McHoney, Leon Leslie 
Mcintire, Harry W. 
Mcintosh, Joseph Austin 
Mcintosh, Theattus Ellis 
Mcintyre, Raymond R . 
McKanna, Marvin Wayne 
McKanna, Nellie Leone Starbuck 
McKay, Elmer Alexander 
McKay, John Price 
n n n 
McKay, Mary Asbury 
McKee, Ernest Melvin 
McKee, James Stuart 
McKemy, Sallie Teaford 
McKenzie, Frederick Francis 
·n n 11 
McKinney, Frances Ellen 
McKinney, Leo Eudaley 
McKinsey, John Paul 
n n n 
McKown, Mary Idylle 
McLachlan, Marjorie Helen 
McLachlan, Mary Helen 
McLain, Susan Lucille 
McLane, Charles Willard 
n n n 
McLaughlin, Kenneth Phelps 
McLean, Elgin Evans 
McLin, Robert Armstrong 
McMahan, John Edmond 
McMaster, Rose 
McMillan, Charles Albert 
McMillan, Harry 
McMillan, Margaret Langstaff 
McMullan, Mary Elizabeth 
McMurtrey, Don Orville 
McMurtry, Mildred Oenone 
McNeal, Xzin 
McNulty, James Bernard 
McPherson, Ralph Dewey 
27Ed 
37PhD 
24Ed 
41MEd 
36Sp 
26Ed 
35Ed 
35PhyP 
26Ed 
28Hist 
30VSci 
26Ch 
40AS 
33Ed 
34Equi 
36Ed 
21Math 
24PhD 
98Zo 
29Ch 
28Hist 
05An 
08PhD 
12Bot 
33Eng 
33ECi 
17_Eng 
36Ed 
33Ed 
32Ed 
39PhD 
28Ed 
39HoEc 
41MEd 
42Eng 
41FC 
14Math 
20AgEc 
34Ed 
36Ed 
31Ed 
38Ed 
28Econ 
32Ed 
39EdD 
22PSci 
37Ed 
29Ed 
35Cl 
23AnHu 
25PhD 
42Ed 
27Ed 
28Soc 
40PhD 
38MEd 
21Hist 
37HoEc 
35Ed 
35Ed 
42PhD 
41Geo 
29AgEc 
32Sp . 
34Ed 
36Hist 
29Ed 
29Ed 
23Hist 
41MEd 
40Ed 
_22Cl 
38AgEn 
13Da.Hu 
39MEd 
McQuade, Henry Alot:~zo 
McQueen, Henry Silliman 
McQuerter, Loryn Elmer 
McQuitty, Joseph Guy, Jr . 
McReynolds, Donald Karl 
McReynolds, Ross Alan 
McRoberts, Vernon Flint 
McShan, William Hartford 
" " n McSpadden, Pauline Elizabeth 
McVay, James Robert 
McVeigh, Ilda 
11 " 
McVey, Karl Absalom 
McWhorter, William Gilbert 
M. 
Mabee, Zell Forest 
Mabry, Winifred 
Macfarlane, Charles Roy 
MacKay, James Lester 
Mackey, Clarence Wells 
·MacMillan, Grace Eugenie 
MacMorland, Edward Elliott 
Macom, Lloyd Denny 
Madden, Esther Winifred 
Maddox, Delbert E. 
Maddox, Gerald Caton 
Maddox, Lester Donald 
Maddux, William Paul 
Madera, Amelia 
Madsen, Lanius Waldemar 
Maffia, Theresa Rose 
Maffry, August 
" " Maggart, Gerald Edwin 
Magill, Robert Wallace 
Magruder, Don Gilmer 
Magruder, William Leslie 
Maher, Ruth 
Mahuran, Stuart Ansala 
Mairs, Thomas Isaiah 
Major, John William McGarvey 
Major, Mabel Irmyn 
Malcolmson, Martha Louise 
Malmo, Robert Beverley 
Malone, Waldo Emerson 
Malott; James Isaac 
Maneval, Karl Edgar 
Maneval, Katharine Louise 
Mangan, Horatio Alonzo 
Mangels, Charles Edwin 
Mangrum, Margaret Lillian 
Mann, Helen Scott 
Mann, Ned Chester 
Mansfield, Ruth Colyer 
Manuel, Dessa Jane 
. Marble, Bessie Gertrude 
March, David DeArmond 
Marken, Edith May 
Markham, Edmond Olis 
Markland, James Olan 
Markland, Levi Harris 
Marks, Barnard M. 
Marks, Morris 
Marksberry, Mary Lee 
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31Ed 
40MEd 
16ECi 
38Ed 
16EMe 
36Ed 
34Math 
41Ch 
37Ed 
31Fri 
36EdD 
31AgEn 
05EMe 
38MEd 
33PoHu 
39Ed 
33Soi 
14EEl 
20Cl 
28Ed 
lOCl 
38MEd 
12ECi 
30Ed 
37EdD 
35Hort 
37PhD 
36 
Smith, George Joel 
Smith, George W. 
Smith, Glenn Carl 
Smith, Glenn Erle 
Smith, Guy Donald 
Smith, Harold Clayton 
Smith, Harold James 
Smith, Howard William 
Smith, Hugh Allison 
Smith, Ina 
Smith, Jack Kermit 
S_mith, James Allen 
Smith, Joe White 
Smith, John Barclay 
Smith, John Betram 
Smith, John Woodson 
Smith, Johnnie Fleet 
Smith, Joseph Warren 
Smith, Josephine Mitchell 
Smith, Launa Marie 
Smith, Lloyd Harold 
Smith, Lloyd Nathaniel 
n n n 
Smith, Lowell Eugene 
Smith, Lucille Agnes 
Smith, Luther 
Smith, Martha William 
Smith, Martin Van Buren 
Smith, Mary Naomi 
Smith, Moncrief! Hynson, Jr. 
Smith, Newcomb Carlton 
Smith, Olen Leo 
Smith, Orlo Wayne 
Smith, Orsino Cecil 
Smith, Richard Meriwether 
Smith, Robert Milton 
Smith, Robert Morris 
Smith, Robert Vincent 
Smith, Romeo Gaines 
Smith, Ruby Faustine 
Smith, Ruby May 
Smith, Stephen 
Smith, Suzanne Gilmore 
Smith, Sylvan Leeon 
Smith, Tom Allen 
Smith, Troy McGee 
Smith, Tucker Powell 
Smith, Wilbur Wallace 
Smith, William Calhoun 
Smith, William Lysander 
Smith, William Orr 
Smith, Zoe Ethel 
Smithpeter, Floyd Willard 
Smock, Isabel 
Smoot, Willie Isadore 
Snare, Hollis Scott 
Sneed, Melvin White 
Snell, Maynard Goldman 
Snellings, Minnie 
Snider, Amos Jewell 
Snider, Edward Mortimer 
Snider, Grace Truman 
Snider, Guy Edward 
Snipe, James Roger 
Snodgrass, Anna Mae 
Snodgrass, Charles David 
Snodgrass, Oliver Theodore 
Snodgrass, Raymond Jackson 
Snow, Cecil Thomas 
Snyder, Robert Fortney 
Snyder, Wayne Theodore 
Somerville, Leslie G. 
Sorbel, John Lawrence 
Sorensen, Lucille VanPelt 
Spalding, Aurelia 
27Ed 
40Ed 
33Ed 
42Ed 
34Soi 
40Ed 
40MEd 
36Ed 
98Fri 
31Ed 
41MSci 
92Misc 
35Ed 
16FC 
95MSci 
37Ed 
34Ed 
41MSci 
28Psy 
20Hist 
31Ed 
38Ed 
41EdD 
41DaHu 
33Ed 
36PhD 
24Hist 
30Ed 
38MEd 
41Psy 
41Soi 
42Ed 
36Ed 
14AgCh 
35Soi 
20AgCh 
26PoHu 
35Ch 
29Ed 
42MEd 
36Eng 
34PhD 
30Zo 
39Zo 
41Ed 
31Math 
22Soc 
llECi 
40Geo 
38Ed 
29Hist 
32Ed 
30Ed 
38Ed 
06Bot 
38MEd 
36RuSo 
22AnHu 
18Ed 
40Ed 
38Soc 
39MEd 
02PSci 
41AgEc 
30Ed 
41MEd 
36PhD 
28Hist 
39MEd 
35Fri 
35Ed 
29Ed 
42MSci 
35Ed 
25Eng 
Spalding, Julia 
Spalding, Walter James 
Sparks, Mabel Ruth 
Sparks, Nadine Garland 
Sparlin, Estal Earnest 
n 11 n 
Spaulding, Geraldine 
Speaker, May Elizabeth 
Spees, Fred L. 
Speight, Luther Norwood 
Spellman, Grace 
Spencer, Frances Gelvin 
Spencer, Hildred Irene 
Spencer, Hugh Miller 
Sperry, John Jerome 
Spicer, Julia Racine 
Spicer, Margaret Kinkead 
Splawn, Harvey Oscar 
Spohrer, Frank ott 
II n II 
Spohrer, Myron August 
Springer, Dale Edward 
Spudich, Josef Ivan 
Spurgeon, Leslie Ervin 
Spurling, Roy Glenwood 
Squires, Jesse Cox 
Squires, Margaret Burruss 
Stadler, Lewis John 
n n n 
Stafford, Paul Tutt 
Staggs, Fern Ellen 
Staggs, Reba 
Stagner, Bert Allen 
Staley, John Francis 
Stalling, Ernest E. 
Stallings, Tharon Eugene 
Stammerjohn, Lambert Walther 
Stampe, Wilson Woodrow 
Stangel, Wenzel Louis 
Stanley, James Otis 
Stanley, Lester Raymond 
stanton, Asa Claude 
Stanway, Viola May 
Sta. Romana, Osmundo Osias 
Stapp, Charles Peyton 
Stark, Clarence Everett 
Stark, Daniel Crenshaw 
Stark, Gertha 
Starke, Louis Edmond 
Starr, Chester Glore, Jr. 
Starr, Frances Flore 
Stauterman, Eda Buelah 
Stayton, Floyd Edward 
St. Clair, Florence Edna 
St. Clair, Henry Jefferson 
St. Clair, Lawrence Lynn 
st. Clair, Richard Eldridge 
Stean, Saidee May 
Stearn, Esther Wagner 
Steckman, Lillian Lois 
Steckman, Mary Ella 
Stedman, Florence Potter 
Steel, Ruth Marjorie 
Steele, Ava D. 
steele, Charles William 
Steele, Clellie Truman 
Steele, Francis Marion 
Steele, James Carlisle 
steele, Mary Isabelle 
Steensma, Rommy 
Steiner, Albert .Harry 
Stemmons, Cecil Edwards 
Stephens, Aubrey Fay 
Stephens, Claude Elmer 
stephens, Clyde Milton 
15Math 
lOECi 
41Eng 
42Eng 
32Jour 
36PhD 
27Fri 
40MEd 
38MEd 
42MEd 
34Ed 
37Ed 
34Ed 
21Ch 
38Bot 
28Sp 
27Eng 
35Ed 
34Ch 
35EquiEd 
26PSci 
31AgEn 
41Eng 
37Ed 
23An 
16EMe 
26RuSo 
lSFC 
22PhD 
30PSci 
38Ed 
39HoEc 
llCh 
40Ed 
33Soc 
41MEd 
40MSci 
41AnHu 
16AnHu 
37Ed 
42Ed 
15DaHu 
38Bot 
39Jour 
33Econ 
29Ed 
23Ch 
36Ed 
37Ed 
35Hist 
40MEd 
25Ed 
34Ed 
26Ed 
41Econ 
24Ed 
39Ed 
33Ed 
27PhD 
23Eng 
33Sp 
32Eng 
42Hist 
OOEng 
29Zo 
38PhD 
32AgEc 
37Ed 
OlZo 
38AnHu 
39Ed 
15ECi 
29DaHu 
28Ed 
25Ed 
Stephens, Edna Ruth 
Stephens, Goldia Alice 
Stephens, Hal Grant 
Stephens, Joseph Charlworth 
Sterling, Nellie Hart 
Sterrett, Ida Lou 
stevens, Chapin E. 
Stevens, Harold Crosby 
Stevens, Winnie 
Steward, Harriette Elizabeth 
Steward, Hazel Christine 
Stewart, Charles Oran 
Stewart, Francis Benjamin 
Stewart, Maurice Lee 
Stewart, Rosental E. 
Stienbarger, Mabel Clare 
Stillman, Hannah Amelia 
Stinson, Jesse Harold 
Stith, Pricilla Alden 
St. John, Carl Ellis 
St. John, Dale 
St. John, Norman 
stockard, Orpha 
.Stockard, Orpha Loraine 
ft ft " 
Stockton, Elizabeth Martin 
Stokes, Joseph Harold 
Stokes, Stanley 
Stolle, Gretchen 
Stone, Dorothy Aleta 
Stone, Ermile Forcade 
Stone, Gwyn Raymond 
Stone, Joseph Douglas 
Stone, Joseph James 
Stone, Raymond Glenn 
Storm, Clark Emerson 
Stott, Kathleen Brock 
Stouffer, Crawford Early 
Stout, Eugene Thomas 
stowers, James Evans 
Strecker, Nadeene Fay 
Street, Eugene Biswell 
Street, lea Belzena 
Streeter, James Harold 
Streeter, Josiah Reed 
Strehlman, Benjamin George 
strickland, Lucile 
Strickler, Gertrude Miller 
Strom, LaVere Henry 
Strong, Charles Hardin 
Strong, Charles Monroe 
Strother, Albert Lester 
· Strother, George B. 
Strothmann, Freddie Henry 
Struchtemeyer, Roland August 
Stuart, John M. 
Stuart, Joseph Forrest 
Stubblefield, Robert Lee 
Stubbs, Charles Allan 
Studer, Harry Roberds 
Studor, Ward Lemert 
Stumberg, Charles H. 
Stump, Margaret L. , 
Sturgeon, Paul Herschel 
Sturges, Anna Viola 
Sturges, D. Perkins 
Sturges, Gould Allen, Jr. 
Stutler, Clark D. 
Stutsman, Harold Barton 
Sublette, Edith Blanche 
Suddath, William Newland 
Suetterlin, Etta May 
Suft, Walter Charles, Jr. 
Suggett, Thelma Elizabeth 
Sullenger, Thomas Earl 
32Ed Sullens, William Ernest 
38Ed Sullens, Zay Rusk 
41Geo n n 11 
25FC Sullins, Dee Granville 
33Ed Sullivan, Knowles Clark 
27Cl Sullivan, Roy Richard 
42PhD Summerfield, Hazel 
llECi Summers, Arthur Lee 
34Ed Summers, Benton 
32RuSo Summers, Harrison Boyd 
38Ed Summers, Joseph 
08Fri Summers, Silas Edward 
15ECi Summers, William Shakespeare 
40Ed Summitt, William Knox 
24RuSo Sumner, Harland Randolph 
23HoEc Sung, Te Ho 
22HoEc Supplee, Elizabeth Cornell 
38Ed Sutherlin, Roy Fitzgerald 
18Soc Sutter, Harry 
39Ed Suttle, Harry L. 
41MEd Sutton, Gertrude Poe 
40AgEc Sutton, James Elvis 
31Ed Sutton, Robert Benjamin 
3 2Equi EngSvoboda, Theodore Wi~liam 
35PhD Swan, Charles Richard 
25Sp Swan, Oliver Joseph 
37RuSo Swaney, Lester Boggess 
12EE1 Swann, William Roger 
30Math Swanson, Eric Wallace 
39MEd Swanson, Myrtle E. 
30Ed Swartwout, Harold Gordon 
40Psy Swartzlow, Carl Robert 
39AS n II n 
26Ed Swartzlow, Ruby Johnson 
31PhD Swearingen, Alfred Elmo 
37Ed Sweeney, Irwin Joseph 
38Soc Sweet, Ruth Gilbert 
39Soi Swenson, Alma Charlotte 
26Hist Swett, Walter Whittier 
llPhyP Swift, Charles Henry 
42HoEc Swindle, Percy Ford 
26Ed Swindler, William Finley 
42MEd n n n 
40Ed Swinney, Martin Cesco 
16ECi Switzler, Royall Hill 
32Ed Sylvester, Edwin Joy 
32Ed Sylvester, John William 
37 
39An 
19Eng 
34PhD 
16AnHu 
17Ent 
30Phys 
19Ed 
42Ed 
33Ed 
31PhD 
OlPhys 
3GEng 
15PhyP 
33PhD 
17FC 
35Jour 
41Jour 
38Ed 
34Ed 
30Ed 
42MEd 
29Ed 
35Math 
25Ch 
40Ed 
31Ed 
30Ed 
41Jour 
40DaHu 
32HoEc 
24Hort 
29Geo 
32PhD 
33Hist 
39Ed 
31Ed 
30Ed 
33HoEc 
16Dail:u 
13Econ 
12Psy 
36Jour 
42PhD 
33Ed 
99Math 
38MEd 
23EMe 
37Ed 
38MEd 
37Ed 
OOGer 
Symns, Virginia Wood 
(As of the class of 1922> 
32Ed 
16EE1 
39Psy 
40Geo 
41Soi 
33Ed 
30Ed 
29Ed 
30Ed 
37Soc 
32AnHu 
92Cl 
04Cl 
40MEd 
38Ed 
16EE1 
12EE1 
39Ed 
36Ed 
32Sp 
37MEd 
39Eng 
39Jour 
32Jour 
30PhD 
Taaffe, George Richard 
Tabachnik, Abraham 
Tackett, Ann Elizabeth 
Taft, Linwood 
II II 
Taft, William Howard 
Talbert, Burris Armstrong 
Talbert, Robert Harris 
Talbert, Thomas Jesse 
Talbot, Alfred Edward 
Talbot, Fred Ashton 
Tang, Edgar Chi-ho 
T'ang, Teh-ch'en 
Tanner, Philip Arthur 
Tarrant, Thalia Jane 
Tascher, Wendel Russell 
Taskin, Haldun Ahmet Koca 
Tate, _Manford Ben 
Taul, Owen Jackson 
Tayloe, William Louis 
Taylor, Ada Cordelia 
Taylor, Alfred Vaughan 
Taylor, Avera Leolin 
16ECi 
16ECi 
37Ed 
16Ed 
18PhD 
39Jour 
37Hort 
36Soc 
17Ent 
15DaHu 
32Ed 
27PSci 
33Jour 
12EMe 
31Ed 
29PhD 
42MSci 
42MSci 
34Ed 
31Hort 
38Ed 
36RuSo 
32Eng 
38 
Taylor, Carl Cleveland 
Taylor, Clyde W. 
Taylor, Clyde William 
Taylor, Howard Blaine 
Taylor, Isabella 
Taylor, Jean Elsie 
" n " Taylor, Jennie Claypool 
Taylor, Jesse Lee 
Taylor, John Foster 
Taylor, Lesten Verrill 
Taylor, Lillian Ella 
Taylor, Louis 
Taylor, Richard Gorian 
Taylor, Ross Edward 
Taylor, Ruby Lee . 
Taylor, Thomas Jackson 
Taylor, Virden Washington 
Taylor, Walter Scott 
Taylor, WalterS. 
Teague, Alfred Crittendon 
Teasley, James Olin 
Tedlock, Ernest W., Jr. 
Teegarden, Earle Samuel 
Telkamper, Elizabeth 
Tello, Margaret Poindexter 
Templin, Lucinda De Leftwich 
n n n n 
Terrill, Clair Elman 
Terril, Harold Vernon 
Terry, Howard Lincoln 
Terry, Howard M. 
Terry, Roscoe Linn 
Terry, Virginia Eloise 
Teter, Solomon Edward 
Thackrey, Edmund Lee 
Thain, Harry Edgar 
Tharp, Glenn Edward 
Tharp, Orval Conway 
Theilman, James Giles 
Theilman, Robert 
Thelen, Edward Frank 
Thiehoff, Eldred Victor 
Them, Charles · 
Thomas, Alexander Gates 
Thomas, Carl Raymond 
Thomas, Clarence Delmar 
n n n 
Thomas, D. Everett 
Thomas, Harry 
Thomas, Herschell Stephens 
Thomas, Howard Edward 
Thomas, John William 
Thomas, Leo A. 
Thomas, Leo. Buford 
Thomas, Lewis Francis 
Thomas, Maple DeWitt 
Thomas, Miles Carson 
Thomas, Missouri Elsie 
Thomas, Murrell Dee 
Thomas, Olive Elizabeth 
Thomas, Oscar William 
Thomas, Wendell Bernard 
Thomas, William Miles 
Thompson, Ben Roy 
Thompson, Charles Alanson 
Thompson, Claude King 
Thompson, Donald Clair 
Thompson, Edgar Thristram 
Thompson, Floyd Allen 
Thompson, Frank F. 
Thompson, Frank William 
Thompson, Hubert Stiles. 
Thompson, James Patrick 
Thompson, John Given 
18PhD 
26Ed 
32PhD 
37Jour 
42MEd 
15Eng 
28PhD 
32Ed 
41Ed 
33Ed 
31AgCh 
29Ed 
41Geo 
39Ch 
41Eq 
40Ed 
96Misc 
39AS 
23DaHu 
Equi 
32Ed 
39MEd 
33Eng 
38MEd 
38MEd 
35M us 
15Hist 
26PhD 
36PhD 
41FZ 
34PhyP 
38Ed 
41MEd 
41Fri 
39MEd 
37Geo 
32Sp 
40Ed 
36Ed 
32Ed 
92MSci 
33Ed 
22An 
99PhD 
25Eng 
29Ed 
31Phys 
38PhD 
38MEd 
30Ed 
33Ed 
32An 
35Ed 
42Geo 
39Ed 
17Geo 
23Ed 
23Ed 
31Ed 
42Geo 
41Path 
29Ed 
34Econ 
38Eng 
41Ed 
41Ed 
34Ed 
34Eng 
24RuSo 
24Ed 
17Ed 
38Hist 
32Ed 
37MEd 
94Misc 
Thompson, John Kenneth 
Thompson, Margaret Helen 
Thompson, Owen Edwin 
Thompson, Robert Hume 
Thompson, Sterling 
Thompson, Theodore Cordell 
Thomson, John Ralph 
Thomson, Proctor 
Thorne, Gerald Barclay 
Thornhill, Leland Curtis 
fhornton, Louin C. 
Thornton, Samuel Calvin 
Thorp, Cary Dean 
Thrun, Walter Eugene 
Thurlo, John Allen 
Thurman, Ewell Sidney 
Thurman, George Raymond 
" n " Thurston, Alfred R. 
Thurston, Hollis Hendrie 
Tidd, Harry 
Tiller, Mary Delora 
Tillery, Susan Elizabeth 
Tillotson, LeRoy Conrad 
Tilson, Vera Florence 
Titnberlalte, Estill Marvin 
Timmons, John Francis 
Timmons, Winnie 
Tinsley, Paul M. 
Tobin, Nelle Cummins 
Todd, Ray Craig 
Todd, Thomas Payne 
Toettcher, Fx;ed Charles 
Toland, Elizabeth Jane 
Tomlin, Rebecca Freeman 
Tompkins, Elizabeth 
Tompkins, Neva Jane 
Tompson, Gilbert Ware 
Tornsjo, Edna Fredrica 
Tornsjo, Genevieve Oliva 
Torun, Ismail Hakki 
Tousley, Rayburn Dean 
Towne, Ruth Warner 
Townsend, Loran George 
n n n 
Townsend, Veva Ford 
Traber, Ralph Edgar 
Tracy, Dean Calvin 
Traywick, Leland Eldridge 
Trentin, John Joseph 
Trimble, Frank Henshaw, Jr. 
Trimble, Frank Henshaw 
Trimble, Kermith Walker 
Triplett, Beryl May 
Tripp, Olin Roosevelt 
Trippe, John Heron 
Trippeer, Minnie 
Troedston, Emil Samuel 
Troester, Carl Augustus, Jr. 
Trowbridge, Clarence Dee 
Trowbridge, Raymond Maxwell 
n n n 
Truex, Dorothy Adine 
Truitt, Mary Althea 
Tsu, Ching Pel 
Tsu, Su T. Lu 
Tu, Simon C. 
Tucker, Berlie Elbert 
_Tucker, Clarence Mitchell 
Tucker, Donna Maize 
Tucker, Eugene Weston 
" . " Tucker, Frances· Louise 
Tucker, Harvey G. 
-Tucker, Leona 
37An 
29Zo 
41Ed 
37Ed 
21Econ 
38Ed 
40MEd 
12ECh 
28AgEc 
40Ed 
37Ed 
29Ed 
39MEd 
17PhD 
41MSci 
41Ed 
36Math 
39PhD 
39Ed 
06Ed 
13ECi 
31Ed 
30Ed 
40MSci 
29Ed 
94LLM 
38AgEc 
13Fri 
28Ed 
37Ed 
40MEd 
41MEd 
40PhD 
31Ed 
36Ed 
32Ed 
37Ed 
37MEd 
35Art 
35Ru8o 
41Econ 
33Econ 
40Hist 
31Ed 
32PhD 
31Ed 
34Math 
37Ed 
39Hist 
41DaHu 
32Phys 
38PhD 
27Jour 
27Art 
39MEd 
27Ed 
28Ed 
33Ed 
38Ed 
33Ch 
30Geo 
38PhD 
37Ed 
32Hist 
36PSci 
37Ed 
22Hist 
33Ed 
30PhD 
32Eng 
35Ed 
41EdD 
41Jour 
41MEd 
37Ed 
Tucker, Talmage Thomas 
Tuckerman, Gustavus, Jr. 
Tupes, Herschel 
Turk, Lloyd M. 
n II n 
Turner, Charles Sames, Jr. 
n n n n 
Turner, Charles Wesley 
Turner, Clarence Donnell 
n 11 n 
Turner, Else Adelene 
Turner, Henry Andrew, Jr. 
Turner, Hyman Benjamin 
Turner, Jacob Thomas 
Turner, John Wesley 
Turner, Neely 
Turner, Robert Charles 
Turner, William Edwin 
Turrell, Charles Alfred 
Tuthill, James Edward 
Twichell, Allen Reed 
Twitty, Lynn McCord 
Tyler, Eleanor Murdoch 
Tyler, JoEmma 
l! 
Uhland, Maude Leona 
Uhland, Russell Edward 
illbricht, John Harold 
illrey, Fred Walter 
Umstattd, James Greenleaf 
Underwood, Benton Junior 
Underwood, George Arthur 
Underwood, Hugh 
Unger, Hubert Smith 
Ungles, Leon Hulette 
Updegraft, Leland A. 
Urban, Fred Wagner 
Urban, John Samuel 
Utlaut, Theodore H. 
utterback, William Irvin 
Utz, Alice Ruth 
Utz, Cornelius 
Utz, Winfield Roy 
y 
Valenzuela, Jesus Zafra 
Vanatta, Elmer Ellsworth 
Vance, Bernice Wilson 
Vance, M. Ruth 
Vancil, Elias C. 
Van Cleve, Thomas Curtis 
Vanderford, Harvey Birch 
Vandersloot, Fred Erhart 
Van Dyke, Lauren 
Van Dyke, Lauren Andrew 
Van Dyne, Martin Isaac 
Van Eaton, Anson Eugene 
Van Horn, Max Wellington 
Van Horne, Earl Julian 
Van Laningham, Leeland Wayne 
Vansickel, Jesse G. 
Van Trump, Joseph Heffley 
Varner, Everette 
Vaugh, Mason 
Vaughan, Merle Edwin 
Vaughan, Thomas Everett 
Vaughn, Earnest VanCourt 
Vaughn, Maurice Brown 
Vaughn, Mertle Mae 
Vaughn, Raymond Thomas 
Vaughn, ·Rebecca Merle 
Vejdi, Ahmet Rifat 
14AnHu 
27Econ 
llHist 
29Soi 
31PhD 
36Ed 
40EdD 
21DaHu 
30Zo 
37PhD 
36Ed 
41Hist 
40Jour 
32Ed 
38Ed 
24Ent 
31Eng 
97Misc 
OlGer 
03Hist 
38Zo 
42MEd 
07Hist 
35RuSo 
24Eng 
24Soi 
36Hist 
31Ed 
24Ed 
40Psy 
06Cl 
30Ed 
37Ed 
40Ed 
37Ed 
25Ed 
34Phys 
39Ed 
15Zo 
30Ed 
33Hist 
42Math 
30Jour 
llMSci 
lOHist 
38Soc 
28Ed 
12Hist 
42PhD 
30Ed 
34Ed 
42PhD 
40Ed 
30PSci 
25Bot 
28Ed 
35Ed 
31Ed 
38Phys 
29Ed 
28EAgr 
34AnHu 
26Ed 
04Hist 
36Ed 
27Ed 
41Ch 
37Eng 
36MSci 
Vera , Vicente Luis 
Verbrugge, Frank 
" " Verby, Joe Robert 
Vernon, James 
Via, Charles Stuart 
Vifquain, Russell Manning 
Viles, Nelson Eric 
" • n 
Vilhauer, Charles Edward 
Vilhauer, John E. 
Vilhauer, Marie Chrisman 
Vincent, John Lee 
Vineyard, James Raymond 
Vineyard, Jerry Julian 
Vinson, Grace Esther 
Vinyard, Alice 
Vogelgesgang, Neal Don 
Voges, Bernard Herman 
Voirol, Eula C. 
von Gremp, Zelia 
von Lackum, William Johan 
Vorhies, Ralph Mellor 
Vosholl, William Henry 
Vossbrink, Meta Wilhelmina 
Votaw, David Freeman 
Votaw, Lorenzo Dow 
Votaw, Maurice, Eldred 
Wachtel, Ina Corine 
Waddle, Theodore Lamar 
Wade, Barnum Benson 
Wade, Leila Alice 
Wade, Lewis Paul 
Wade, Nan Eliza 
n " " Wade, Sydney Johnston 
Wade, Walter Henry 
Wadsworth, Francis 
Wadsworth, Laura Ellen 
Waggener, Frances Winifred 
Wagner, Elliott Goodwin 
Wagner, William J. 
Wagner, Willis Henry 
Wagoner, Orville Eugene 
W-ahl, Milton Heins 
Wahlln, Elsbeth Victoria 
Wainscott, Lotcher Fletcher 
Walborn, Rebecca Shannon 
Waldram, Robert James 
Waldron, P orter M. 
Walk, Georgie Ellen 
Walk, Lena 
Walker, Edward Everett 
Walker, Harold E. 
Walker, J. T. 
Walker, Justin Morrill 
Walker, Kate 
Walker, Mary Shore 
Walker, Nell 
Walker, Nolan Adrian 
Walker, Otis 
Walker, Robert Montgomery 
Walker, Sarah Elizabeth 
Walker, William Bradford 
Walkup, John Lawrence 
Wallace, Charles William 
Wallace, Cloyd Russell 
Wallace, Helen Louise 
Wallace, Jacob H. 
Wallace, Leland Erskine 
Wallace, May Violet 
Waller, Dewitt Lamar 
39 
30ECi 
40Phys 
42PhD 
32PSci 
40AS 
36Hist 
17Soi 
30Ed 
34PhD 
30Ed 
41MEd 
32Eng 
25Ed 
39Ed 
27Ed 
24Eng 
31Hist 
32Ed 
39Ed 
40MEd 
27Ch 
39Psy 
41Hort 
lOEEl 
36Ed 
25Ed 
23Ed 
21Jour 
33Ed 
32PhyP · 
23AnHu 
31Jour 
.36AgEc 
28Frl 
38PhD 
41MEd 
35Ch 
41Ch 
37Hist 
37Eng 
17EEl 
17ECi 
42MEd 
40Ed 
30Ch 
40Eng 
31RuSo 
39Psy 
42Geo 
18Ch 
33Ed 
41MEd 
23Soc 
27ECi 
40MEd 
42MEd 
34Ed 
04Math 
26Sp 
38Soi 
42Ed 
17EE1 
32Ed 
24Ed 
41MEd 
26Ed 
30Geo 
38Ed 
07EMe 
39Ed 
15HoEd 
28Ed 
40 
Walser, Paul Hankins 
Walsh, Sister Rose Beatrice 
Walter, Clyde Talbot 
Walter. Evelyn Irene 
Walter, Henry Glenn . 
Walter, Zachary Taylor 
Walters, Francis Marion, Jr. 
n n n n 
Waltner, Erma 
Walton, Stonewall Jackson 
Waltz, Waldo Emers.on 
Warbritton, Virgene 
n n 
Ward, James Gordon 
Ward, Martha Bryan 
Ward, William Adren 
Warden, Rebecca Alma 
Wardlaw, Harold 
Ware, Coleman Scott 
Ware, John McKee 
Warner, Harold William 
Warner, Hattie May 
Warner, William Crim 
Warshaw, Hazel Marie 
Warshaw, Jacob 
Washburn, Lloyd" Eugene 
Washburn, Robert Mann 
Wasser, Charles R. 
Wasson, Lloyd James 
Waterhouse, Eva B. 
Waterhouse, George Leonard 
Waters, Albert Richard 
Watkins, Arthur Kratz 
Watkins, Lillian Ruth 
Watkins, Ralph Knupp 
n n n 
Watson, Georgia House 
Watson, Gilbert Raymond 
Watson, Isabel Jane 
Watson, Malcolm Clyde 
1 Watson, Robert Harvey 
Wattles, Marshall Draper 
Waugh, John George 
Wayman, Alice Slade 
Weatherly, Edward Howell 
Weatherwax, James Lloyd 
Weaver, Edward Allan 
Weaver, Harrison Easton 
Webb, Donald Homer 
Webb, Frank Judson 
Webb, Frederick Elmore 
Webb, Karl Edwin 
Webber, Everette M. 
Weber, Clarence Walter 
Weber, Frank Thomas Ewing 
Weber, Hazel Lashley 
Weber, Marjorie Ruth Martin 
Webster, Mary Elizabeth 
Weeks, Eula Adeline 
" " " Weiffenbach, Milton Wesley 
Weigl, August 
Well, Carrol Solomon 
Weinbach, . Ancel Paves 
.Weinbach, Ben Zion 
Weinbach, Charlotte 
Weinbach, Mendel Penco 
Weis, Adelia Emily 
n .n n 
Weis, Emil Charles 
Weiss, Albert Paul 
" " ~ Welborne, Ramon Alton 
Welch, Austin Hubbard 
.Welch, Claude Emerson 
·24AnHu 
30HoEc 
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The Angle of Narration in the Fiction of Joseph Conrad 
The Novels of Revolt Since 1905 
Browning's .Ie~ 
John Masefield's Development as a Poet 
The Colloquial and Dialectal Elements in Whitman's Poetry 
Characteristics of the Mature Prose Style of Thomas Hardy 
The Struggle with Environment as Portrayed in the Novels of 
Sheila Kaye-Smith 
Some Forms of Influence upon the Novels of JanP. Austen 
The Case of the Subject of the Gerund 
Ancient Rome in English Fiction; Romantic and Modern 
English Verse Forms of the TWelfth Century 
The Symbolism of Galsworthy's Novels as a Reflection .of 
Contemporary English Life 
Some Symbolic Elements in the Idylls of the King 
The Missouri Ozarks as a Field for Regionalism 
The Life and Mind of "Mark Rutherford~ William Hale White 
Milton's Conception of Liberty 
The J~wish Problem in Modern Dra ma 
The Mystery Play: Medieval and Modern 
The Poetry of Amy Lowell: A Study in Diction 
The Fairy Play as a Dramatic Type 
W.H. Hudson's Impeachment of Civilization 
The Stock of Modern English Pronouns 
Animism in the Writings of W.H. Hudson 
Emily Dickinson: A. Study of the Commonplace Verse 
Regionalistic Literature as Exemplified by the Works of 
Pennsylvania Dutch Writers 
Social Criticism in Writers of the Middle West 1912-1923 
Milton and the Idea of Immortality 
Whitman and Sandburg: A Comparison 
The Artisan as Revealed by Thomas Deloney 
Punctuation Needs of Senior High School Students 
Shakespeare's Conception of the Tragic Character 
The Selection of Grammar Essentials 
Mrs. Gaskell's Humanitarianism 
The Influence of Ann Radcliffe and of Walter Scott upon the 
Novels and Short Stories of Robert Louis Stevenson 
The American Short Story in the High School Curriculum of 
Missouri 
The Relation of the First Quarto and the First Folio of 
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Charles Kingsley ' s Contribution to the English Novel 
The Socio-Religious Philosophy of Jonathan Swift 
Tactual Images in the Poetry of Walt Whitman 
Pinero and Jones: A Comparison 
The Appalachian Mountains as a Field for Regionalism 
Yeats as a Lyrist of the Celtic Renaissance 
The Negro in American Fiction Since 1870 
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Poe's Critical Theory 
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"May" and "Can" in Expressions of Permission 
The Poetry of Edgar Allan Poe: A Study in Diction 
A Comparison of the Styles of Emerson and Thoreau 
Elaboration in Tennyson's Poetry 
The Causes of Obsolescence in English Words 
Place Names in the Central Counties of Missouri 
Work Coinage of Well-Known Authors 
George Eliot's Character Drawing: An Analysis of Silas 
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Drani~tic F'u!l!!.tion of the L~ric iJ:i .the Elizabethan Drama, 1600-1610 
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Doctor Samuel Johnson on .Plays and Players 
Some Ballads and Folk-Songs from the South 
Place Names in the Northwest Counties of Missouri 
The Pastoral Element in. Shakespeare's Dral}las 
The Poetry of Edwin Markham: A Study in Diction 
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Milton's Humanism as Revealed in Book One of Paradise l&l;1: 
A Study of the Words that Combine English Denotations and · 
Latin Connotations 
A Vocabulary Study of 'l:M ~ ~ 
Dryden as an Adapter of Shakespeare 
The Verse Form of the American Ballad 
Shakespeare's Romantic Use of Nature in the Portrayal of 
Character in the Four Great Tragedies, ~Mru:.l2e1b. 
~I&ru-and~ 
The Central Issue in Shakespearean Tragedy <Based on the 
Four Great Tragedies> 
A Vocabulary Study of Huckleberry .flnn 
A Study of the Poetry of Nathaniel Wanley 
Regionalism in the Bluegrass 
Place Names in the Southwest Counties of Missouri 
The Mackinac Country and Old Northwest: A Study in American 
Regionalism 
The Social Philosophy of George Gissing 
Satire in John Dryden's Comedies and Tragicomedies 
Ballad and Romance 
The Influence of the Idea of America on Byron 
A Vocabulary Study of the First Volume <1 837-1838) 
of the Democratic Review 
Two Virginia Regionalists: A Comparison of the Materials and 
Methods of Thomas Nelson Page and Ellen Glasgow 
Metaphor and Simile in George Eliot's Mjddlemarch 
The Realism of Hamilin Garland 
Literary Criticism in Chaucer's Poetry 
Interpreters of Chicago: A Study in American Regionalism 
A Vocabulary Study of L1!e .sm thf:_Missjssjopi 
Crabbe's Treatment of English Village Life 
Interpreters of the Mississippi: A Study in American Regionalism 
A Study of Milton's Isolation 
Matthew Arnold's Reaction to 19th Century Science 
Class Consciousness in the Popular Ballads 
Johnson's Religion 
A Vocabulary Study of 'l:M £r.iru:.e .iUld thf:_~ 
A Vocabulary Study of A 'II:.iiJiu1 Alu:.!llW 
The Common Man in English Poetry from Pope to Wordsworth 
The Relations Between High School Latin and High School 
Literature 
A Vocabulary Study of Sketches New and Old 
Portraits of Home in Romantic Poetry 
A Vocabulary Study of Tom Sawyer 
The Influence of Graveyard Poetry upon Mrs. Radcliffe 
Place-Names in the Southwest Border Counties of Missouri 
Place-Names in Six of the West Central Counties of Missouri 
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu: Her Status as a Woman of Learning 
in Eighteenth-.Century England 
The Criticisms of Swinburne's Poetry 
Place Names of Six East Central Counties of Missouri 
Browning's Use of Nature as a Symbol 
A Vocabulary Study of the Innocents Abroad 
Character-Creation in the Novels of John Galsworthy 
Scott's Reading and His Relationship with His Literary 
Contemporaries 
Whitman's Reaction to the Civil War 
A Vocabulary Study of Pud'nhead Wil§Qn anu ~ ~ 
!U1liJw:y ~ 
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O'Brien, A. 
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CEngl 
The Comic Element in the Novels of Heriry Fielding 
The Use of Rhetoric in Carlyle's PoliticafPamphlets 
Traces of the Prose Character in Elizabethan Drama 
The Marriage Bond in the English and Scottish Popular Ballads 
The Musica l Qualities in the Lyrics of Burns, Scott, and Shelley 
The Survival of the Gothic Romance in the Novels of Scott 
A Vocabulary Study of A Connecticut~ in K1ru\: Arthur's .cmn:t 
The Dramatic Monologue in American Poetry of the Twentieth 
Century 
A Vocabulary Study of The Amerjcan Clajmant 
Richard Crashaw; the English Representative of the Baroque 
The Character Guinevere in English Literature 
James Fenimore Cooper's Opinions of American Democracy 
The Dramatic Monologue in Victorian Poetry 
Dr. Johnson as Critic and Writer of Prose Fiction 
Robert Browning -- Naturalist 
Thoreau's Use of Figures of Speech in A~ QD~  
lilld Merrimack Rillll 
A Vocabulary Study of Tbe. Mlm 1lllU Corrupted Hadleyburg,...lillii.. 
Qtlill: ~ ilJlli ~ 
James Fenimore Cooper's Opinion of Yankees 
Thackeray's Background Filigree of Minor Characters: Being a 
Study of the Minor Characters in the Five Social Novels 
Comparison of Modern Biography with Boswell's L.ik Q1 
~ 
Interpreters of the Outer Middle West 
A Study of Milton's Dramatic Works 
Place-Names of Five West Central Counties of Missouri 
Wordsworth as a Narrative Poet 
Emerson as a Critic of Wordsworth 
Steadily and Whole 
Some Aspects of Mark .Twain's Social Philosophy 
Keats and the Eighteenth Century Romantics 
The Influence of the Idea of America on Coleridge 
A Study of Lowell's A fillli: fm:. ~
Shelley's Use of the Classical Myth 
The Art of a Pessimist: The Relation of Thomas Hardy's Art 
as a Novelist to the Development of His Philosophy 
Jonathan Swift's Attitude Toward Science 
A Study in Historical Novel Technique 
Victorian England as Revealed in Tennyson's Poetry 
The Personal Library Experiment at Stephens College 
Henry Fielding's Humanitarianism 
Swift s Relationship with the Whig and Tory Parties During the 
Reigns of the Later Stuarts · 
Hamilton's Rhetoric in The Federalist . 
Place-Names of Six Northeast Counties of Missouri 
Place-Names of Six Southeast Counties of Missouri 
Byron's Attitude Toward Women 
Interpreters of the Wheat Belt: Regionalistic Writers of the 
Countryside in the Upper Middle West 
Structural Repetition in the English and Scottish Popular Ballads 
The Literary Significance of Timothy Flint 
The Forsaken-Woman Theme in Late Eighteenth-century Poetry 
Place-Names of Six South Central Counties of Missouri 
Interpreters of Old New York: A Study in American Regionalism 
Elinor Wylie and John Donne: A Study of Metaphysical Filiation 
Study of Christabel 
Interpreters of the Charleston Country 
The Divorce Problem in Modern Drama 
Renaissance Literary Criticism and the Vocabulary of The 
Shepherd' s Calendar 
Anticipation of Modern Methods of Fiction in the Novels of Charles 
Brockden Brown 
Tennyson's Attitude Toward Woman and Her Place In Society 
Place-Names of Five Central Southern Counties of Missouri 
Recollection in Wordsworth 
A Comparison of the Dramatic Poetry of Robert Browning with the 
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Schuster, M.I. 
Sparks, N.G. 
Warden, R.A. 
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17 Hollinger, A.H. 
Sullivan, K.C. 
Talbert, T.J. 
22 McBride, O.C. 
24 Turner, N. 
25 Jones, E.l'. 
28 Davis, C.N. 
30 Jones, L.J. 
31 Birkett, T.E .• 
32 Bailey, J.A. 
Etter, C.L. 
(Eng) 
Drama.tic Poetry of Edwin Arlington Robinson 
George Wasftington Cable's Contribution -
Place Names of St. Loui_s and Jefferson County 
Social Problems in the Novels of Charles Reade 
Folk Literature from Southeastern. Illi.nois 
A.E; Ho)J.Bman - Poet - Pessimist 
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Americanisms in the Traditional Ballads of the Eastern United 
States 
Public Speaking Missouri, 1840-1860 
Imagism and Amy Lowell 
Milton's Rhetoric in Satan's Speeches 
Mark Twain and Conscience 
A Rhetorical Criticism of the Early Pamphlets of Alexander 
Hamilton 
A Vocabulary Study of Thomas Jefferson's ~..Qn ~ 
The Reading of William Cowper 
The Religion of Lord Byron 
The Poetry of Nicholas Vachel Lindsay: A Study in Diction 
Nature in Keats's Poetry 
George Crabbe's Humanitarianism 
Materials for a Biography of Christopher Smart 
Emerson as a Critic of the English Romaticists 
The Humor of Eugene Field 
A Rhetorical Criticism of Thomas Hart Benton's Expunging Speech 
Forsyte and Buddenbrook: A Study of Upper Middle Class Family 
Life, Particularly Its Materialsim, as Portrayed by Thomas Mann 
in "Buddenbrooks" and John Galsworthy in "The Forsyte Saga" 
The Influence of Environmental Growth on Texas Verse 
A Vocabulary Study of Thomas Jefferson's Autobio~raphy 
Keats' Theory of Poetry as Revealed in His Poems and Lette,rs 
James Kirke Paulding's Theory and Practice in the Art of Novel 
Writing 
The Poetry of Edna St. Vincent Millay: A Study in Diction 
Diction and Style in Tennyson's ~ .!lf..the Kl.ni 
The Tristram Story in English Literature 
Visual and Motor Images in the Poetry of Walt Whitman 
The Dramatic Poetry of Alfred Tennyson 
Religion in the English and Scottish Popular Ballads 
The Esthetic Philosophy -of William Morris 
Bret Harte, Interpreter of California 
The Evolution of Keats' Criticism 
A Translation of Mars!lio Ficino's Commentary on the Symposium 
of Plato 
An Investigation of Mark Twain's Views on War as Found in His 
Writings 
Emerson and Reform 
A Study of Conscience in the Four Major Novels of Nathaniel 
Hawthorne 
George Turbervile's Narrative Technique in the Tragical Tales 
Poe's War with the Bostonians 
John Greenleaf Whittier: A Study of His Ballads 
The Negro Problem in American Drama from 1910 to 1930 
Entomologv (Entl 
The Coccidae or Scale Insects of Missouri 
An Investigation of the Dipping and Fumigation of Nursery Stock 
The Control of San Jose Scale and the Profitable Rejuvenation of 
Neglected Orchards by Spraying 
Investigation of the Life Cycle and Control of Sanninoidea Exitiosa 
Say 
The Grape Leafhopper of Missouri 
An Investigation of Greenhouse Insects with Special Reference to 
Their Control with Calcium Cyanide 
An Entomological Survey of a Sewage Polluted Stream 
The Effect of Temperature and Humidity on Development of the 
Pupae of the Codling Moth 
The Morphology and Histology of the Alimentary Canal of the Larva 
of the OX Warble Hypoderma ~ De Villiers 
An Investigation of the Peach Insects of Missouri 
A Study of the Effects of Arsenical Poison upon the Digestive 
Epithelium of Helioth_is Obsoleta < Fabl 
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An Investigation of the Mushroom Pests of Missouri 
An Investigation of Diabrotica Vittata < Fab) 
Studies of the Lethal Dosage of Arsenic to Codling Moth 
Caroocapsa Pomonella Linne 
An Investigation of the Tolerance of the Codling Moth to the Action 
of Insecticides 
A Study of the Hessian Fly and Its Control 
A Studv of Some of the Insect Parasites of Livestock 
A Study of the Outbreaks of Grasshoppers in Missouri 
A Study of Some Insecticides Used in Termite Control . 
J:t. S~dy of the Fruit-Tree Leaf Roller Cacoecia argvrospila <Walk.) 
m Missour1 
The Biology and Control of the Spring Cankerworm, Paleacrita 
V ernata Peck 
Mineral Nutrition Studies on the Aphid, Toxoptera Gramjnum 
<Rondant> 
Fjeld Crops ( FC) 
A Study of Conformation and the Correlation of Parts in Ears of 
Maize 
Some Correlation Studies in Maize 
The Relation of Size, Shape and Number of Replications of Plants 
to Probable Error in Field Experimentation 
The Relation of the Size of Seed to the Character of Plant Produced 
Variations and Correlations in Wheat 
Studies in the Winterkilling of Cereals 
The Associated Growth of Legumes and Non-Legumes 
The Degree of Error in Plot Tests Due to Variations of Moisture 
Content in Crops 
A Survey and Classification of Practical Problems in the Production 
of Field Crops in Missouri 
Introduction of Drought Resistant Crops Into the Ozark Region of 
Missouri 
The Effect of Seed Treatments on the Germination and Growth of 
Oats 
An Experimental Study of Variation and Correlation in Midwest 
Soybeans . . 
Some Growth and Storage Factors Affecting the Germination of 
Soybeans 
The Extent to Which Teachers of Agriculture in the Secondary 
Schools of Missouri are Finding Assistance from the Missouri 
College of Agriculture 
A Germinal Study of Variation and l:;orrelation in Midwest Soybeans 
Isolation of Selfed Lines, F1. Crosses of Corn that Differ in Their 
Susceptibility to Corn Smut 
Plot Competition and Yield Adjustment in Cotton Varietal Experimenl 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
Experiments in Seed Treatment 
No dissertation 
Fjeld Zoology < FZo) 
A Study of the Bottom Fauna, Lake of the Ozarks, Missouri 
The Relation of Small Rodents to Field Borders on Agricultural 
Lands in Central Missouri 
A Preliminary Study of the Raccon, ~ lQ1Qr .l.QtQr. <Linnaeus) 
in Missouri: Population, Denning, and Food Habits 
A Preliminary Study of the Raccoon, Procyon lotor 1QtQr (Linnaeus), 
rufiyenter <Groffroy>, in Missouri 
Ecological Succession in a Series of Stripmine Lakes in Central 
Missouri 
A Contribution to the Life History and Ecology of the Oppossum, 
Didelphis yjrginiana <Kerr), in Central Missouri 
French and Italian < FrD 
No dissertation 
La Femme dans les Chansons de Geste 
A Study of the Picard Dialect in Old French Literature 
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08 Stewart, C.O. 
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Wilson, W.B. 
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Knight, M. 
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A Card Index of Supplementary Vocabulary in French 
Proper Names in La Geste de Guillaume d'Orange 
A Study of Italian Accented Vowels 
No dissertation 
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A Subject Index of the Four Volumes of Gautier's "Les Epopees 
Francaises" 
La Contamination de Mots Francais Passes en Anglais 
Mots de Prononciation Irreguliere en Francais Moderne 
The Old French Diphthong Ei: Its Development Dialectally 
and in the Literary Language Down to Modern Times 
A Comparison of Moliere and Shakespeare· as Writers of Comedy 
The Drama of Rostand 
The Inter-relations of the Three Schools of French Poetry in the 
Nineteenth Century 
A Study of the Poems of Francois Villon 
The Technique of Guy de Maupassant 
A Comparative Study of French and English Poetry: A Historical 
Sketch 
An Edition of the L Manuscript of .La Yi£..1& St. .AJ.em 
Henry II and the Origins of the French Classical Tragedy 
The Sources of Aucassin fi Nicolette 
An Essay Toward the Stucly of Balzac's Vocabula:r;y 
Etienne Pasquier's Letters and Their Relation to Some Phases of 
French Renaissance Thought 
Nature in Lamartine's Poetry 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
The Attitude Toward Nature of Leopard!, Vigny, and Leconte de 
Lisle 
The Element of Science in the Poetry of Sully Prudhomme 
The Novel of Anatole France 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
Medieval Aspects in Recent French Drama 
Some Medieval Sources of Anatole France 
No dissertation 
The Status of Women in the Plays of Moliere 
Lyric Satire in the Poetry of Hugo, Chenier, and Barbier 
Balzac and the English Terror Novel 
A Comparison of the Original and Definitive Editions of Balzac's fleJ.:ett.e . 
Moliere's Treatment of His Borrowed Sources 
The Political Influence of Women in Contemporary French Drama 
Andre Chenier and His Attitude Toward Science 
The Mysticism of Giovanni Pascoli 
The Education and Social Position of Woman According to the 
Works of Mademoiselle Madeleine de Scudery 
Italian Loan Words and Foreign Words in the Modern French 
Langnage 
Balsac as an Historian of the Revolution and First Empire 
The Expression of Class Consciousness in the French Novel in 
the Seventeenth, Eighteenth, and Nineteenth Centuries 
The Role of Nature in the ~ of Guy de Maupassant 
An Investigation into the Popular French of the Early Nineteenth 
Century and Its Influence upon the French of Today 
Une Etude des Elements Classiques et Romantiques dans Le 
Don Juan De Moliere 
Nature in France During the Last Half of the Seventeenth Century 
The Grammar of the LlWl. of Marie de France 
The Development of the Rogue in the Plays of Moliere 
An Analytical Survey of Maeterlinck's~ 
Geology and Geography <Geol 
Art115i.an Water of Boone. County, Missouri 
The Chouteau Formation of Central Missouri 
A Study of Clay Slips in Coal Mines 
The Chouteau Formation of East Central Missouri 
The Georgraphy of Boone County: Historical and Economic 
Geography 
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Geology and Mineralogy of the Wellington Mines, Breckenridge, 
Summit County, Colorado 
The Geology of Breckenridge, Colorado District 
Some Geographical Influences in the Development of Type Rail-
roads in Missouri 
A Geographic Study of Greene County, Missouri 
An Investigation of the Movement of Water and Petroleum Through 
Rock Under High Pressure 
The Geology of the Sturgeon Quadrangel 
The Devonian of Ralls County, Missouri 
The Geology of the Ozora District of Ste. Genevieve County, Mo. 
The Devonian and Associated Rocks of Parts of Cole and Mon!teau 
Counties, Missouri 
A Petrographic Studv of Some Mineral Eutectics 
The Variations in the Stropheodontas of the Snyder Creek Shale 
The Relations Between the Paleozoic and Mesozoic of New Mexico 
and Arizona 
The Distribution of Population in Boone County as Influenced by 
Geographic Conditions 
The Geography of the Pacific Northwest 
Determining the Rate of Movement of Oil Through Various Sands 
Some Historical Geography of the Great Southern Bend of the 
Missouri River 
Pyrite. Concretions in the Pennsylvanian Shales 
Research in Economic Geography: Geography of the Extractive 
Industries 
The Physical History of the Appalachian Mountains 
The Devonian of Boone County, Missouri 
The Stratigraphy of the Chouteau Limestone of Boone County, 
Missouri 
The Crinoid Fauna of the Chouteau Formation 
Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic Changes of Level in the Ozark 
Region 
The Development of Armor in Some of the Reptile Groups 
A Study of the Chugwater Formation of the Lander, Wyoming 
Region 
Invertebrates from the Triassic of the Midwestern United States 
The Geology of an Area near Mineola, Missouri 
The Geography of an Agricultural Community in the Glaciated 
Plains of Missouri: The Centralia Community 
The Insoluble Residues of the Pennsylvanian Limestone of Boone 
County, Missouri 
Land Utilization in Relation to Environment: illustrated by Type 
Studies in Missouri 
A Study of the Green Spots in Red Sediments 
The Geology of a Portion of the Mineola Dome of Montgomery 
County, Missouri 
The Stratigraphy and Paleontology of the Upper Part of the 
Phosphoria Formation on the East Side of the Wind River 
Mountains, Wyoming 
The Spiriferidae of the Chouteau Limestone 
The Fauna of the Middle Portion of the Phosphoria Formation 
on the East Side of the Wind River Mountains, Wyoming 
The Paleontology and Stratigraphy of the Frontier Formation on 
the East Side of the Wind River Mountains, Wyoming 
The Trilobites of the Kinderhookian of Missouri 
The Geology of an Area Near Hannibal, Missouri 
The Mineralogy of the Channel Sands North of Columbia, 
Missouri 
The Geography of the Ashland Region 
The Blastoidea of the Chouteau Limestone 
A Resume of the Geology of Colombia, South America 
Subsurface Geology of Russell County, Kansas 
The Origin and Occurrence of Oolites in the Sylamore Formation 
in Central Boone County, Missouri 
The Telotremata of the Brazer Limestone of Northern Utah 
The Spiriferidae of the Madison Formation of the Logan Quad-
rangle, Utah 
The Geography of the Hermann (Missouri> Region 
The Origin of the Ironstone Nodules in the Benton Shales, 
Alberta, Canada 
The Physical Composition of the Chugwater Formation 
The Productina.e of the Chouteau Limestone 
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(Geol 
Hydrothermal Alteration of Granite in Wayne County, Missouri 
Correlation of Well Cuttings by Insoluble Residues 
Faults on the Eastern Flank of the Wind River Mountains, 
Wyoming 
Geographic Reconnaissance of the Southwest 
The Conodonts of the Grassy Creek Shale 
The Physical Composition of the Sylamore Sandstones 
The Range of Brachiopods in the Cherokee Formation near 
Columbia, Missouri • 
The Distribution, Relationship and Character of the Swan Peak 
Quartzite Within the Logan Quadrangle, Utah 
The Dinwoody Formation of Western Wyoming _ 
The Adjustment of Population to Economic Production in Kansas 
The Conodonts of the Chouteau Limestone 
A Study of the Chemical Composition and Mineralogical Relation-
ships of Sphalerite at Silver Mine, Madison County, Missouri 
The Conodonts of the Snyder Creek Shale 
The Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis of a Silicate Mineral 
Ostracoda of the Sylamore Sandstone of Central Missouri 
Physiographic. Types as Shown by Topographic Maps 
A Fauna from the Pierre Concretions of Southwestern South 
Dakota 
Certain Crystallographic Structures from Permian Sediments 
of Oklahoma 
The Fauna of the Auburn Chert 
Ostracoda from the Sundance C Jurassic) Formation of Central 
Wyoming 
The Geology of the Southern Part of Sheep Mountain, Fremont 
County, Wyoming 
An Interpretation and Differentiation of Glacial Deposits by the 
Use of Petrographic Methods 
The Northview Formation: Its Character and Extent in Webster 
County, Missouri 
The Composition and Occurrence of Linnaeite CSiegenite) 
The Geology of the Southern Part of Sheep Mountain, Fremont 
County, Wyoming 
Stratigraphy and Ostracode Distribution of the Cherokee and 
Henrietta Formations of Randolph, Chariton, and Boone Counties 
The Polo Agie Formation of Wyoming 
A Strip Reconnaissance of Several Physiographic Regions 
Geology of Sheep Mountain, Fremont County, Wyoming 
The Conodonts of the Shale Overlying the Lexington Coal Bed of 
Lafayette County and Jackson County, Missouri 
Areal and Structural Geology of Derby Dome Area 
Conodonts from the Missouri Series CPa.) of Jackson Co. Missouri 
No dissertation 
Mineral Content of the Bevier Coal Seam 
The Petrography ef the Mansfield Sandstone of Indiana 
The Stratigraphy of the Amsden Formation of Big Horn, OWl 
Creek Wind River Mountains of Wyoming 
Stratigraphy of the Northern Half of the Columbia Quadrangle 
of Boone Co., Mo. 
The Geology of the South Half of the Columbia Quadrangle, Boone 
County, Missouri 
Insoluble Residues of the Bonneterre Dolomite 
The Relationships of the Ostracode Genus Schmidtella to Eridoconcha 
with Descriptions of New Species of Schmidtella, from the Bromide 
C Ordovician) of Oklahoma 
Geology of the House Spring Area 
Lower Pennsylvanian Fusulinids of Boone Co., .Missouri 
The Physical Geology of an Area near Humansville, Polk County, 
Missouri 
Some Pennsylvanian Foraminifera from Lenapah Limestone of 
Northeastern Oklahoma · 
Geology of the Calwood Area Callaway County, Missouri 
Ostracodes from the Snyder Creek Shale of Callaway and Montgomery 
Counties, Missouri 
Areal and Structural Geology of Conant Creek Anticline, Fremont 
County, Wyoming 
Geology of the Bachelor Quadrangle, Callaway County, Missouri 
Triassic - Jurassic Contact in Central Wyoming 
Ostracodes from the Maquoketa Shale of Missouri 
Stratigraphy and.Historical Geology of the Conant Creek Area, 
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<Gee> 
Fremont County, Wyoming 
An Evaluation of Airport Locations in the Kansas City Metro-
politan Area 
The Conodonts from the Jefferson City Formation (Lower 
Ordovician) of Missouri 
The Petrography of the Bushberg Sandstone of Missouri 
Condonts from the Kimmswick of Eastern Missouri 
Geology of the Browns Station Anticline Boone County, Missouri 
Geology of the Phlox Mountain Area, Hot .Spring County, Wyoming 
Interpretation of the Dutchtown Conodont Fauna 
The Geology of the Anchor Area, Hot Springs and Fremont Counties, 
Wyoming 
Geology of the Merrit Pass Area Fremont and Hot Springs Counties, 
Wyoming 
The Geology of the Gore Area, Warren County, Missouri and 
Petrography of the Rocks 
The Conodonts and Age of the Welden Limestone 
Geology Aiong the South Flank of the Owl Creek Mountains, Wyoming 
The Geology of the Nixa Area 
Geology of the Auer Ranch Area Wyoming 
Ostracodes and Age of the Welden and Sycamore Limestones, 
Mississippian, of Oklahoma 
Conodonts from the Sylamore Sandstone of Southwestern Missouri 
and Northwestern Arkansas 
A Petrographical Analysis of the Sandstones in the Dakota 
Group in the Wind River Basin of Wyoming 
. Foraminifera of the Crockett and Stone City Formations of Texas 
The Petrography and Origin of the Sandstone Members of the 
Wind River Formation in the Wind River Basin, Wyoming 
Conodonts from the Cooper Limestone <Middle Devonian> of 
Missouri 
No dissertation 
Germanic Languages <Ger> 
A Thesis on the Genitive 'Case in Hartmann Von Aue's 
"Armer Heinrichw also Infinitive in the Nibelungenlied 
Comparison of the Iphigenias (Euripides, Racine, and Goethe) 
The Literary Art of Schiller, with Especial Reference to the Use 
of "Effectsw or Emotional Inference in His Dramas 
Inwiefern Lessing in seinem Wortschatz vom modernen 
neuhochdeutschen Sprachgebrauch abweicht mit besonderer 
Bezugnahme auf seine Jugendschriften 
Pseudo-Classicismus in der deutschen Literatur 
Die Theorie des Ejnakters 
The German Element in Columbia, Missouri 
Luther uber Literatur: I. Seine Gedanken uber deutsche Dichtung 
The Women Characters in Schiller's Dramas 
The Pronoun of Address in Schiller's Drama s 
Die Epische Zwischenrede in Goethes Erzahlungen 
Navalis' religioese Stellung 
Theodor Fontanes "Effi Briestw. Eine Studie in Realismus 
Fontanes Frauengestalten. Eine Studie 
Goethes dramatische Technik in der Schilderung der Frauengestalten 
Goethe's Pedagogical Views in Wilhelm Meister 
Naturstimmungen bei Uhland 
Gerhart Hauptmanns kuenstlerisches Glaubensbekenntnis. Eine 
Studie 
The Influence of Women in the Early Period of German 
Romanticism 
Die Naturanschauung Ludwig Tiecks und Friedrich Leopold 
Hardenbergs. Eine Studie 
Die Romantik in Thomas Manns Zauberberg. Eine Studie 
Das Kind im modernen deutschen Roman. Eine Studie 
~(Hist> 
English Monastic Reforms Prior to the Dissolution 
The Origin and Early Development of the English Universities to 
the Close of the Thirteenth Century . 
The Origin and History of the Doctrine of Popular Sovereignty 
The Jews in England During the 13th Century 
Society in England During the Fourteenth Century; a Study in 
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<Hist> 
Social History 
The Relations Between England and Spain During the Reign of 
James I, 1603-1625 
English Secondary Schools in the Fifteenth and Early Sixteenth 
Centuries 
Develop-ment of the General Assembly of Missouri 
The Norman-English Baronage as a Factor in English Political 
and Governmental Development, 1066-1205 
Hamilton R. Gamble and the Provisional Government of Missouri 
A Study of the Origin and Development of the English Baronial 
Boroughs 
The Western Abolitionists 
Herod as a Client Prince of the Roman Empire 
The Influence of Slavery upon Missouri Politics (to Include 1860) 
The Acquisition of the Hawaiian Islands -- a Step in the Territorial 
and Commercial Expansion of the United States 
Medieval Student Life 
The Policy of the Early Tudors Respecting Forestallings, Engrossing, 
and Regrating 
The Celtic Contribution to European Culture During the Early 
Middle Ages 
Opposition to the Re-election of Thomas Hart Benton in 1844 
The History of Bithynia 
The Origin of the New Monarchy: A Study of Edward IV's Reign 
The Development of Railroads in Missouri to 1860 , 
The Origin, Growth, and Characteristics of English Medieval 
Libraries 
The Origin of the Liberal Republican Movement in Missouri 
The English Civil Parish 
The Social and Political Effects of the Spanish Colonial System 
The Origin, Development and Present Status of the Open Door Policy 
The Diplomacy of the Congress of Berlin 
The Star Chamber Under the Early Tudors 
The Earlier Political Career of Thomas Hart Benton, 1820-1833 
Art as an Interpretation of History During the Hellenistic Age 
The English Towns and the Wars of the Roses 
Thomas Hart Benton and Some Problems of the American Land 
System 
Benefit of Clergy in Medieval England: A Study in Institutional 
History 
Imperialism and American Politics 1898-1900 
American Relations with Mexico 1910-1917 
The Economic, Political and Social Importance of English Gilds 
During the Late Middle Ages 
The Populist Movement, with Special Reference to Missouri 
The Influence of the Boer War on World Politics 
The Anglo-Japanese Alliance: Its Formation and Relationship 
to World Politics 
The Dispute Between the United States and Colombia over Panama 
Reconstruction of the Democratic Party in Missouri, 1865-1872 
British Colonial Policy in South Africa, with Particular Reference 
to the Boer Republics 
Early English Overseas Trading Companies; a Study in 
Organization and Government 
The Mandatory System: Its Historical Background and Relation 
to the New Imperialism 
Social Conditions in England During the Fifteenth Century 
The Origin and Development of Elizabethan Puritanism 
Public Opinion and the Inflation Movement in Missouri 1875-1879 
The Genoa Conference: Its Historical Background and Signi-
ficance 
The Gadsden Purchase 
The Religious Aspects of World Politics in the Far East 
Missouri State and National Election of 1860 
The Relief Movement in Missouri 1820-1822 
A General Pact of Guarantee and Security: Its Historical Back-
ground and Its Problems 
England and the Straits Question 1815-1871: A Study in Diplomatic 
History 
The Principle of the Equality of States in American Foreign 
Relations, 1895-1925 
Continental Influences on the English Prayer Book, 1549-1552 
Russo-Chinese Relations, 1917-1920 
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No dissertation 
The Construction of a One Year High School Course in World 
:t!istory 
Franco-Russian Relations from the Crimean War to the Polish 
Insurrection ( 1856-1863) 
Hamilton R. Gamble as Provisional Governor of Missouri, 1860-1864 
The Making of the Anglo~ Russian Accord 
Missouri and the Extension of Slavery < 1840-1850> 
Social and Economic Functions of the Star Chamber 
No dissertation 
A Study of Some of the Conditions Which Have Had a Bearing upon 
River Transportation in the United States 
The Kaiser's Policy Toward Russia (1897-1905) 
An Inquiry into the Radical Party Movements in the United States, 
Their Subdivisions and Extents 1865-1!)24 
The Ancient Water Route to India 
The Granger Movement .in Missouri 
French Balkan Policy <The Crisis 1912-1913> 
Russia and the Formation of the Serbo-Bulgarian Alliance 
The Mosul Question · · 
The Austrian and German Mobilization June 24- August 1, 1914 
The Progressive Movement in Missouri 
The Lausanne Conference on Near Eastern Affairs 
No dissertation 
Greece and the Straits, 1914-1922 
The Knox Plan to Neutralize Railroads in China 
British Foreign Policy on the Eve of the World War 
The Origins of the Homestead Act 
French Policy in the Straits, 1892-1914 
The History of Woman Suffrage in Missouri, 1867-1901 
The Beginnings of the Whig Party in Missouri, 1824-1840 
Missouri's Interest in the Trans-continental Railroad Movement, 
1849-1855 
The Relations of the United States with Nicaragua, 1909-1928 
No dissertation 
The Beginnings of the Democratic Party in Missouri, 1824-1836 
The Great Powers and the Straights Question, 1871 -1887 
The Co-operation of the United States with the League of Nations 
for the Control of Dangerous Drugs 
The French Security Problem from Versailles to Locarno 
Imperialism in Tropical Africa, 1900-1930 
The LU:xembourg Affair of 1867 
The Democratic Party in Missouri: 1873-1880 
The Status of the Whig Party in Missouri from 1848-1854 
The Republican Party in Missouri, 1860-1881 
Bismarck, the Alliances, and Austria, 1579-18&7 
Disraeli and British Empire 
Some Aspects of the Cultural History of England in the 17th 
Century 
Politics and th~ Sectional Issues in Northeast Missouri, 1850-1860 
The Economic Development of the Boonslick Country as Reflected 
in. the Missouri Intelligencer 
A Study of the Development of the Autonomist Movement in Alsace-
Lorraine from 1919-1929 
The Fundamental Rights of the German Citizen as Formulated by the 
Frankfort Parliament, 1848-1849 
The German Encirclement Fear, 1904-1908 
The Position of Women in Seventeenth Century England 
The Attitude of Missouri Toward Slavery from 1850-1860, 
Especially as Reflected by Her Congressmen 
The status of Latin American Women 
The Senatorial Career of George Graham Vest 
The Settlement of the American Claims Against Germany Growing 
Out of the World War 
England and Egypt 
The Economic Relations Between British West Indies and the 
Empire in the 2oth Century 
Public Improvements in Missouri, 1820-1850 
The Passing of Slavery in Missouri 
England and the Sudan: A Historical View of British Imperialism 
in the Twentieth Century 
A Study of Demetrius Poliorcetes 
Some Reactions of British Oversea's Travellers of the Late 
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<Hist> 
Sixteenth and Early Seventeenth Centuries 
The Disintegration of the Whig Party in Missouri, 1850-1856 
Public Opinion and Imperi~lism in the United States, 1893-1900 
The Extension of the Frisco Lines 
State Aid Railroads in .Missouri from 1860 to 1875 
Efforts to Encourage Immigration to Missouri After the Civil War 
Social and Economic Aspects of Plantation Slavery 
Some Aspects of the Economic Background of British Foreign 
Policy in the Period 1882-1902 
The Socialist and Labor Movement in Japan 
The More Definitely Pro-southern Groups in Missouri Between 
August, 1860 and March, 1861 
The Early History of Lead Mining in Missouri 
Life in Missouri, 1800-1840, as Pictured in Traveller 's Accounts, 
Letters, and Journals 
The Construction of Railroads in Southeast Missouri 
Arizona's Struggle for Statehood, 1882-1912 
The Foreign Policy of William Jennings Bryan as Secretary of 
St:llte . . 
A History of the Missouri State Federation of Labor 
The Inception of Pure Food and Drugs Legislation in Missouri 
The Spread of the Alexandrian Cult in Italy Under the Roman 
Empire · 
The Congressional Background of the Progressive Party 
The Declaration of Paris, 1856, and Its Subsequent Effect on 
American Diplomacy 
The History of Cotton Production in Southeast Missouri 
James Lemen, Senior and Junior, and the Early Slavery Controversy 
in Illinois 
The Army of the Later Roman Empire 
The Missouri Constitutional Controversy of 1845 
Some Aspects of Late Tudor Intellectual Life · 
The Early Controversy over the Establishment of Public High 
Schools in Missouri 
The Harding Scandals and the Public Mind 
Economic and Social Life in the French Villages of Missouri 
Origin and Development of the Kansas City Southern Railway Company 
A Congressional History of the Populists 
Population and Settlement in Missouri, 1804-1820 
Frank P. Blair, Jr., and Missouri Politics 1856-1860 
The Bryan-Urrutia Treaty 
Hugh of Die 
St. Joseph, Missouri as a Center of the Cattle Trade 
A History of Junior Colleges in Missouri Since 1930 
The History of Public Schools in Missouri, 1865-1875 
Early Roads in Missouri 
The Election of 1912 in Missouri 
Legal Restrictions on the Negro in Politics 
The Thomas Hart Benton Faction in Missouri Politics, 1850-1860 
Public Opinion on the League of Nations in the United States 
History of the Hemp Industry in Missouri 
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in the New York World-Telegram 
The Effects of Censorship and Japanese Pressure on the Chinese and 
Foreign Press in China 
The History and the Development of the Sports Page as Typified by 
the St. Louis Globe-Democrat ( 1876-1938) 
Pugilism and the Press 
An Inquiry into College Sports Publicity 
Three Major Problems of the Phillippine Commonwealth as Reported 
and Interpreted by the Nm\c Yill:k. 'Il1Iwl from 1934 to 1938 
Comparative Analysis of Chains and Independents in Their Public 
Relations and Advertising Programs 
A Study of Newspaper Style 
Preparation of Editorial Writers on Two Texas Newspapers 
0. Henry as a Journalist 
Reader Interest Problems in Business Papers 
A Suggested Course for Teaching Non-Professional Journalism 
in a State Teachers College 
A Contemporary Study of the 1939-1940 Campaign for Smoke 
Control by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch 
An Annotated Handbook of Selected Historical and Commercial 
Events Suitable for Adaption to Newspaper Observance 
Newscasts: Preparation and Presentation 
A Study of Reader Interest in Five Missouri Weekly Newspapers 
An Eye-Witness Account of the Work of the New York Times 
Washington Bureau 
The Newspaper as InterJ)reter: An Analysis of the Fundamental 
Attitudes Through Which the International Financial Crisis of 1931 
Was Explaiped in the St. Louis J?.Qst-Djspatch 
Women -in Indiana Journalism 
Henry JUstin Smith: Some of His Contributions to Journalism 
Press Opinion in Far Eastern Crises • 
The Influence of the Newspapers of Dakota Territory upon the 
Administration of Nehemiah G. Ordway, Governor from 1880 to 
1884 
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41 DuBeau, N.P. 
Gross, M.E. 
HinKel, O.E. 
Long, H.R. 
Safran, R. 
Schlegel, D.G.L. 
Supplee, E.C. 
Swann, W.R. 
Tucker, F.L. 
Whitted,-A.H. 
42 Borinds, C.E. 
Hand, W.E. 
Hutchison, D.I. 
Brandt, V.A. 
Cunningham, M.C. 
Deem, L.M. 
DeWitt, D.G. 
Evans, J.K. 
Ewell, K.P. 
Garrison, T.W. 
Gorrell, A. 
Gutting, L.O. 
Hammett, A.R. 
Akdik, M.S. 
Amen, C.E. 
Ball, E.M. 
Barnett, O.L. 
Botts, E. 
Botts, V.E . 
Bratton, T.G. 
Breckenridge, R .E. 
Camp, G.P.W. 
Coulter, W.H. 
Craig, J.T. 
Cravens, H.W. 
Davis; M.E. 
Duncan, O.W. 
Dunkin, D.E. 
Evans, R.T. 
Finley, W.H. 
Foley, J.L. 
Gibson, M.B. 
Goza, G.C. 
Alexander, E.W. 
Ash, F.J, 
Baldus, · F.J. 
Barlow, G.E. 
Barnett, G. E. 
Barnhart, F. 
. Ba,rrett, W.L. 
<Jour) 
Some Social Aspects of Science News 
A Three-Dimensional Study of Reader-Listener Interest in 
Primary Media in Columbia , Boone County, Missouri, Apri11940 
An Inquiry into the Printing of Newspapers by Lithography 
Symbiosis of the School and the Newspaper in the Villages and 
Small Cities of Missouri 
A Newspaper Interprets a Social Program: Old-Age Assistance in 
Missouri, August, 1935-June, 1937 
A Survey of Junior Colleges in the United States Giving Instruction 
in Journalism 
The Pulpwood Magazine: Its Relation to the Field of Journalism 
An Investigation of the Carrer of Mark Twain as a Journalist 
A Study of the Reporting of City Government as One of the Ways 
in Which Newspapers Can Build up Community Interest 
Aviation Journalism: An Inquiry into the Field 
A Study of the Promotional Value of a Tax-Supported Program of 
Regional Publicity and Advertising as Shown in the City and County 
of El Paso, Texas 
Master of Education Degrees Conferred < MEd> 
!No Dissertation is Required> 
1936 
Jordan, G. 
Meloy, F.E. 
1937 
Hickman, H. 
Hortenstine, Z. 
Hoy, M.N. 
Kerns, B.L. 
Knight, E.B. 
Koger, L. 
Krablin, J.F. 
Maher, R. 
Phillips, J.C. 
Pierce, O.L. 
1938 
Gray, E.L. 
Heagerty, F. 
Heller, N.C. 
Henwood, V.D. 
Hewitt, S.P. 
Hilmi, 0. 
Hodge, G.E. 
Hoke, A.D. 
Holtrop, W.F. 
Hook, L.M.L. 
Huffman, C.A. 
Kansteiner, L.W. 
King, J.B. 
Kloha, F.W. 
Leonard, C.K. 
Lewis, B.J. 
Linker, G.J. 
McCormack, M.E. 
McKown, M.I. 
Marsh, G.L. 
1939 
.Baskette, H.H. 
Beeson, J.A. 
Bell, C.M. 
Benson, J.F. 
Brown, E':.C. 
Carpenter, B.M. 
Cooper, L.J. 
Seabaugh, O.G. 
Whalin, R.W. 
Poage, M. 
Remley, H.B. 
Shannon, E.W. 
Suddath, W.N. 
rhompson, J.P. 
rompson, G.W. 
Wheeler, W.E. 
Wilson, J.V. 
Yowell, F. 
Miller, .R.L., Sr. 
Phillips, E.L. 
Phillips, E.R. 
Rauh, J.A. 
Reeves, O.P. 
Renfrow, G.R. 
Rollins, L. T. 
Smith, E.H. 
Smith, F.W. 
Smith, M.N. 
Snare, H.S. 
Spees, ·F.L. 
&trom, L.H. 
Sylvester, E.J. 
Teegarden, E.S. 
Telkamper, E. 
Thomas, D.E. 
Wells, R.A. 
Welsh, R.J. 
White, B.E. 
Cooper, R.M. 
Cunningham, K.K. 
Dahlor, H.W. 
Davenport, G.E. 
Davis, G.W. 
Dermott, E. 
De Rocker, F.E . 
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(ME d) 
1939 
Diehl, E.T. Jackson, C.A. Ramsey, E.M. 
Fulbright, M. Jackson, H.L. Robins, D.G. 
George, M.M. Keast, A.J. Rolens, D.H. 
Gillilan, O.J. Ketzle, H.C. Sallstrom, C.E. 
Goodwin, F.C. Kensinger, C. Scott, E.J. 
Goslin, R. Kruger, J.C. Shelton, J.D. 
Graham, R.S. Kyd, M.T. Shelton, L.L. 
Graham, R.B. Laughlin, E.J. Shelton, O.E. 
Grimes, W.C. Ledford, C.G. Snider, G.T. 
Gruber, M.W. Leimer, M.P. Snow, C.T. 
Hailey, L.B. Lentz, H.W. Stone, D.A. 
Harper, M.O. Liley, o.s. Teasley, J.O. 
Haynes, R.D. London, R,H. Teter, S.E. 
Henderson, C. Lueddecke, H.W. Thorp, C.D. 
Hetrick, L.E. McCollom, O.J. Tripp, O.R. 
Hillis, L., Jr. McConnell, G.W. West, P.W. 
Holcroft, W.M. McPherson, R.D. Whipple, R.E. 
Hollar, J.H. Madsen, L.W. Willis, N.F. 
Holman, M.A. Moomaw, H.M. Wilson, L.G. 
Holman, T.L. Myers, W.I. Yates, T .H. 
Hutchens, H.M. Platz, M.B. 
1940 
Althen, M.A. Hatch, J.A. Nighswonger, W.E. 
Berryman, J.C. Headlee, E.W. Nussmann, E.M.E. 
Bostick, H.F. Heller, L. Palmer, M.Z. 
Brown, E.M. Henderson, B. Parle, E. 
Brown, R.M. Highland, J.N. Pierce, F.C. 
Broyles, E.H. Hill, T.S. Powell, A.H. 
Burney, W.L. Hornbuckle, G.C. Powell, M.A. 
Burton, B.B. Hull, E.A. Powell, R.M. 
Campbell, J.M. Ingram, I.C. Ramsey, G.E. 
Coday, -j.F. · Jarmon, P.H. Rasche, R.L. 
Collins, C.P. Jenkins, H.E. Rich, M.L. 
Crain, A. E. Jones, A.D. Sarff, W.M. 
Davenport, D.S. Kasten, H.K. Scott, R.B. 
Davis, L. Keith, G.L. Shawyer, M.C. 
Downey, J.E. Lawhon, J.L. Simpson, E.E. 
Dreyer, L. Lee, B.S. Sloan, E.V. 
Erickson, R.E. Liggett, D.E. Smith, H.J. 
Evans, W.W. Linville, D.L. Speaker, M.E. 
Farthing, M. Little, W.W. Starr, F.F. 
Fisher, L. Lockridge, E.C. Sturgeon, P.H. 
Fortney, H.D. Low, E.F. Thomson, J.R. 
Franks, H.B. McCampbell, A.M. Todd, R.C. 
Freeman, K.H. Malone, W.E. Voirol, E.C. 
Gerhardt, R.B. Marsh, R.B. Walker, J. T. 
Gilbert, A.L. Melton, J.V. Wayman, A.S. 
Halter, D. Mitchell, M.M. Williams, L.E. 
Halter, W.R. Moore, R.S. Wilson, J.D. 
Hancock, A.E. Mothersbaugh, J. Wyatt, W.W. 
Hanks, G.L. Myers, M. Zey, E.R. 
Hart, F.W. Myers, N.F. 
Haseltine, M.E. Neale, R.E. 
1941 
Abbott, C.M. Bueker, C.L. Duncan, A. V. 
Alexander, R.C. Burks, Z. Ely, D.E. 
Atha, Q. L. Burrus, H.L. Evans, E.F. 
Bailey, J.H. Calvert, G.B. Elliott, E.M. 
Baker, R.E. Casteel, R. W. Ewing, G.C. 
Barker, E.L. Cheuvront, J.H. Ferguson, D.A. 
·Barner, C.A. Cobb, M.M. Finley, E.S. 
Barnes, M.R. Cole, F.L. Foster, J.-B . 
. Berrier, J.H. Copman, A.E. Gentry, R.E. 
Bowie, C.E. Cordle, W.H. Gerard, S.M. 
Boyer, B.L. Cornelius, C.D. Ginn, R.A. 
Breden, G. W. Cox, C.V. Goddin, F. 
Brenton, F.L. Deacon, W.E. Gordy, L. 
Briggs, M.M. Denney, W.L. Gowin, B.L. 
98 
Graham, J.G. 
Green, R. 
Greene, C.B. 
Hamilton, R.E. 
Hanebaum, E.F. 
Harris , W.C. 
Hays, M.E. 
Hejkal, o.c. 
Hickcox, O.S. 
Hollopeter, D.I. 
Holstein, M.J. 
Hoover, N .A. 
Jarman, A.M. 
Johnson, B.T. 
Johnson, F.R. 
Jones, C.H., Jr. 
Kay, C.E. 
Kidwell, P.W. 
Kilburn, H.C. 
King, R.E. 
Lauderdale, F.J. 
Leek, E.T. 
Leslie, G.F. 
Lionberger, H. F. 
Laullin, F. 
McClure, H.E. 
Alexander, E.C. 
Alexander, K.G. 
Anderson, V.D. 
Barks, N.M. 
Bealke, F.M. 
Bencini, E.L. 
Berrie, W.J. 
Bloom, G.E. 
Brent, F.P. 
Breuer, P.A. 
Bristow, C.A. 
Capps, R.L. 
Carr, F.I. 
Clare, F.J. 
Conklin, W.B. 
Cooper, K. F. 
Crowder, E.M. 
Daniels, L.M. 
Dunham, R. 
Dwight, F.C. 
Edmondson, H.P. 
Eichor, F. 
Ely, T.C. 
Felty, D.E. 
Fickas, M.B. 
Fox, W.O. 
~rman, J.E. 
Gallais, L.R. 
Garrison, L.L. 
Garrison, M. 
9;!' Kemp, G.W. 
93 Randolph, W. F. 
94 Timerlake, E.M. 
95 Murry, J.H. 
98 Bohnenkamp, W.L. 
Bryan, W.A. 
Jennings, G. W. 
Murry, H.D. 
99 Conley, M.R. 
(MEdl 
1941 
McDonald, J.R. 
McMullan, M.E. 
Marshall, J.H. 
Martin, M.J. 
Mathias, H.A. 
Maughmer, G.M. 
Merrill, D.S. 
Meyer, I.D. 
Meyer, R.H. · 
Mitchell, J.B. 
Moore, A.H. 
Morton, B.l. 
Noel, A.R. 
Ogle, K.P. 
Owen, 0 . 
Owings, B.E. 
Paluska, J.E. 
Phelps,' L.E . 
Price, N.A. 
Pry, M. 
Redford, B.H. 
Rice, D.A. 
Rohde, M.E. 
Rulon, W.L. 
Rushton, A.P. 
Russell, V.P. 
1942 
Garrison, W.A: 
Gott, D. 
Hall, G.W. 
Harper , C.D. 
Henry, R.E. 
Hensley, B.W. 
Hoag, C.C. 
Hopkins , W.C. 
Hord, K. 
Huffman, D.R. 
Huston, R.M. 
Jacoby, S.L. 
Johnson, C.E. 
Jones, V.M. 
Jordan, O.E. 
Knaus, G.M. 
Kniep, R.M, 
Langford, M.E. 
Lee, E.E. 
Lewis, J.W. 
Linville, R. 
Long, J.E . 
Lowe, V.B. 
McGuire, U.M. 
Mobley, M.D. 
Monroe, O.A. 
Montgomery, L.B. 
Myers, M.T. 
Niblack, H.E. 
Nothdurft, D.D. 
Master of Laws ( LLM) 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
Sawford, L.L. 
Schofield, J.D. 
Scroggins, N.P. 
Sewell, E.S. 
Sheffield, R.H. 
Shelton, L.C. 
Shelton, M. 
Snodgrass, C.D. 
Stallings, T.E. 
St. John, D. 
Terry, R.L. 
Thompson, B.R. 
Todd, T.P. 
Tucker, H.G. 
Vilhauer, J.E. 
Wade, S.J. 
Walk, L. 
Walkup, J.L. 
Welch, V.W. 
Wiley, R.L. 
Wilker, M.L. 
Willard, R.R. 
Wilson, L.W. 
Wright, A.W. 
Young, H.L. 
Young, J.L. 
Owen, 0. 
Pfeiffer, S. 
Prater, G.M. 
Reeves, W.N. 
Richart, F.B. 
Riedel, M.E. 
Roberts, J.W. 
Ruth, J.M. 
Sarff, W.J. 
Schillinger, R.C. 
Schmidt, R.V. 
Schnabel, L.A. 
Schwappach, L.G. 
Scott, N.E. 
Settle, C.R. 
Smith, R.F. 
Speight, L.N. 
Street, I.B. 
Sutton, G. P. 
Taylor, I. 
Twitty, L .M. 
Wagner, W.H. 
Walker, J.M; 
Walter, E.I. 
Wardlaw, H. 
Westover, H.T. 
Wolverton, F.E. 
Wright, R.L. 
Wyatt, J.H. 
99 Haydon, C. 
00 Kruse, C. 
02 Knipmeyer, A.B. 
Moore, G.H. 
03 Walton, S.J. 
95 Kahn, J.O. 
McCulloch, A.J. 
Riggs, I. 
96 .Allen, E. T. 
Gerling, H.J. 
06 Chandler, W.H. 
09 Woodman, F.W. 
09 Moulton, C.R. 
10 Wilson, C.A. 
11 Vanatta, E.E. 
09 Doane, D.H. 
06 Long, C.M. 
09 Evvard, J.M. 
10 Jones, A.A. 
11 Das. R.K. 
Rusk, H.P. 
09 Washburn, · R.M. 
10 Reed, O.E. 
Rinkle, L.G. 
11 Keithley, J.R. 
Perkins, A.E. 
Woodward, T.E. 
08 Hughes, H.D. 
09 
Read, J.W. 
Cockefair, E.A. 
11 Demaree, F.H. 
03 Howard, W.L. 
07 Cochel, M.A. 
Cole, C.A. 
06 Hyslop, R.E. 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
(LLM) 
Master of Letters (ML) 
No dissertation 
Missouri State Debt 
No dissertation 
English Doublets 
Financial History of Boone County from 1821 to 1835 
Master of Science Degrees (MSc!) 
Master of Science Degree in Agriculture 
No Fjeld Indicated 
No dissertation 
Composition of the Skeleton as Affected by Age and Feed 
Agricultural Chemistry 
No dissertation 
Food Nutrients Required for Maintenance of Brood Sows and 
for Growth of Pigs to Weaning Time 
A Study of the Composition of the Ash of the Newborn Calf 
Agricultural Economics 
The Farm Management of Feeding Sheep 
Animal Husbandry 
99 
The Cost in Missouri of Producing a Steer Ready for the Feed Lot 
The Effect of Different Nutritive Planes upon the Eco'nomy of Gain 
and the Rate of Growth of Young Cattle 
To What Extent Does a Steer Grow During the Process of Fattening? 
Age as a Factor in Animal Breeding 
Steer Feeding Wintering Yearling and Two-Year Old Steers ; 
Residual Effect of Wintering Rations on Rate and Economy of 
Subsequent Gains, Influence of Age on Rate and Economy of Gains 
Dairy Husbandry 
No dissertation 
A Study of the Cause of the Wide Variation in Milk Production of 
Dairy Cows 
No dissertation 
An Investigation of Farm and Dairy Buttermalting 
An Apparatus and Method of Determining the Hardness of Butterfat 
Nutrients Required for Milk Production 
Field Croos 
I. Studies with Red Clover Seed as Related to Color. II. Studies 
with the Impurities Found in Red Clover and Alfalfa Seed 
Some Factors Influencing the Germination of Corn 
Varietal Characteristics of Wheat Grown in Missouri 
A Study of the Phenomenon of Barrenness in Corn 
Horticulture 
The Crown Gail Disease of the Apple 
Some Problems in Seed Germination and the Physiology of 
Transplanting 
Apple Orchards of Missouri: Soils and Varieties 
Alfalla in Missouri 
100 
07 Chapman, A.H. 
08 Doneghue, R.C. 
09 Childers, L.F. 
99 Jackson, C.M. 
The Use of Green Manure a.nd Cover Crops 
The Control of the Humus Supply of Certain Missouri Soils 
The Relation of Lime and Magnesium to Plant Growth 
An Investigation of the Vascular System of Bc!ellostroma ~ 
Master of Science Degree in Eniineerini IMSci) 
Agricultural Engineering 
35 Giles, G.W. 
37 Doll, P.N. 
Junnila, W.A. 
.34 Clark, C.R. 
Englesberg, J.L. 
40 Johnston, O.C. 
Werkman, R. T. 
41 Lippitt, A.H. 
42 Frick, L.T. 
Maslan, F. 
34 Beighley, F.N. 
Wier, R.J. 
36 Vejdi, A.R. 
40 Carl, C.E. 
Wilke, H.R. 
41 Baron, A.R. 
Beard, A.H. 
Gibbs, H.J. 
Gilsdorf, N.J. 
Preator, R.N. 
Rodman, W.K. 
Smith, ].K. 
Smith, J.W. 
42 Gillan, G.K. 
Ryckman, S.J. 
Sorbel, J.L. 
Tate, M.B. 
Wheeler, H.P. 
34 Johnson, J.S. 
35 Ladd, G.O. 
Scott, R.S. 
39 Atsan, A.N.A. 
Lee, G.M. 
40 Alvarez, W.L. 
King, L.A. 
Stammerjohn, L.W. 
Tillotson, L.C. 
41 Meier, E.H. 
Efficiency of Tillage Methods for the Growing of Corn in Missouri 
Efficient Use of Power in Soil Tillage with Special Reference to 
Corn 
Construction Practices, Costs and Limitations of Rural Electrifica-
tion 
Chemical Engineering 
No dissertation 
An Alkaline Bath for the Deposition of Brass 
An Experimental Investigation on the Conversion of Barite into 
Barium Sulfide and Barium Carbonate 
An Investigation of the Feasibilitl of a Process for the Production 
of Metallic Copper and Elementa Sulfur by the Electrolysis of 
Molten Copper Sulfide 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
Siliconization of Steel with Silicon Tetrafluoride 
Civil Engineering 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
A Study of American and Turkish Highway Systems 
Waste Disposal in Resort Areas in Missouri Compared on the Basis 
of Biochemical Oxygen Demand Reduction 
The Country Health Unit and Its Application to Missouri 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
·No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
Coagulation and Purification of Northern Missouri Surface Waters 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
Electrical Engineering ( EED 
Design Varients and Their Effect upon the Performance of the 
Double Squirrel Cage Induction Motor 
An lllumination Survey of Certain Buildings of the University of 
Missouri 
Characteristic Behavior of Simpre High-Pass Filters with Constant 
Impedance Terminations 
Method of Line Voltage Control 
Factors in the Failure of Cement-Insert Porcelain Insulators 
An Extension of the Definition of Reactive Power When the Impressed 
Voltage is Non-Sinusoidal 
A Special Circuit Breaker Control Circuit 
The Design and Construction of a Device for Measuring Reactive 
Power in Three-Phase Circuits Under Condition of Voltage and 
Current Unbalance 
An Analysis of the Single-Phase Full-Wave Rectifier Loaded with an 
Impedance Imput Filter 
The Average Output Voltage Characteristic of Single-Phase 
Rectifiers with a Cho@.-Imput Filter 
41 Shick, D.H. 
42 Gleason, C.H. 
Shackeliord, C.L. 
Taskin, H.A.K. 
35 Harvey, D.A. 
40 Baugh, H.H. 
41 
Geauque, R.E .' 
Thurlo, J.A. 
20 Bremicker, J.H. 
Bruto, F .R. 
Hotze, E.B. 
09 Greene, F.H. 
101 
(EEl> 
The Design of an Electric Calculating Board for Hytlraulic 
Networks under Turbulent Flow 
An Analysis of the Half-Wave Voltage-Doubling Rectified Circuit 
An Analysis of Certain Voltage Multiplier Circuits 
An Analysis of a Voltage Tripling Rectifier Circuit 
Management Engineering 
Th.e Hypothetical Treatment of a Municipally Owned Electric 
Utility for the Purpose of Comparing Its "Free Services" with the 
Taxes It Would Pay If It was Privately Owned 
Mechanical Engineering 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
Master of Science Degree In Forestry (MSci) 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
No dissertation 
Master of Science in Home Economics (MSci) 
The Amount of Edible Meat In the Various Cuts from Animals 
of Known Life Histories 
Miscellaneous (MSc!) 
Master of Science Degrees with no record of major field or dissertation 
92 Froley, J.W. 
Miles, G.W. 
Oliver, T.J. 
Theilman, R. 
93 Brown; G.L. 
Fellows, J.N. 
Loeb, I. 
Williams, F.B. 
95 Riggs, N.C. 
Smith, J.B. 
Westlake, R.M. 
96 Defoe, C.E. 
98 Munday, B. 
00 Griffith, W.W. 
99 
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
06 
07 
08 
09 
Lockwood, M.H. 
Mairs, T.I. 
Selsor, M.A. 
Switzler, R.H. 
Fleet, R.R. 
Knepper, M. 
Moore, C.M. 
Gladney, A.G. 
Becker, A.F. 
Hamlin, T.L. 
Hatcher, F.B. 
Ingold, L. 
Perry, T.B. 
Rabourne, S.B.F. 
Walker, M.S. 
Ziegel, W.H. 
Hurwitz, W.A. 
Liepsner, A.M. 
Hedges, P.T. 
Pemberton; W.S. 
Mathematics (Math) 
On the Consideration of Some Special Points of the Calculus 
Singular Solutions of Differential Equations of the. First Order 
Algebraic Plane Curves of Order Three 
Convergence of Infinite Series 
The Foundations of Geometry 
On the Rotation of A Rigid Body About a Fixed Point. The 
Polhode and Harpolhode of Poinsot 
Convergence of an Infinite Series 
On the Motion of a Sphere on a Rough Horizontal Plane. The 
Bill~ard Ball Problem 
Geometry of Four Dimensions 
Solutions of Differential. Equations Not Obtained by Giving Particular 
Values to the Constant of Integration in the General Solution 
Minimum Surfaces 
·an Finite Groups with Special Reference to Klein's lkosaeder 
On Surface of Constant Negative Curvature and Their.Deformation 
Definition of Improper Groups by Means of Axioms 
Non-Conformal Transformation 
The Treatment ·of Irrational Numbers in the Secondary Schools 
Vectors in Four Dimensions 
102 
09 
10 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
20 
. 21 
22 
23 
24 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31. 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
Weeks, E.A. 
Chittenden, E.W. 
Ford, L.R. 
McBride, A.C. 
Bruton, F.D. 
Epperson, .C.A. 
Eversole, R. 
Mcintire, H.W. 
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